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Sociologists have tended to view nurse-physician

interactions as classic examples of subordinate

superordinate relationships. Within the past decade the

nurse practitioner movement has emerged as an important

segment of the nursing occupation, claiming non-traditional,

egalitarian relationships between its members (NPs) and

physicians (MDs).

This study examines the interactions between and

among NPs and MDs in two comparative work settings: the

offices of private physicians and a team-oriented clinics

organization. Using the grounded theory and field method

approaches, two core variables emerged from the data:

"personalizing" and "competency confirming."

Personal izing is an interactional strategy charac

terized by intimacy and informality which enables the



social actors to know each other in more predictable ways.

This strategy is necessary for building and maintaining a

workable relationship in private practice settings. How

ever, in the team-oriented clinic, this is a voluntary

strategy used for its sociable, rather than relationship

survival, consequences.

Competency confirming is a process which serves to

establish how a confirmee (NP or MD) will perform medical

and/or health care activities within agreed upon limits.

The social structural properties of each of the health

care settings shapes competency confirming. Thus, two sub

processes emerge: the conformance process (found in private

practice) and the collegial process (found in the team

clinics). Each has recognizable stages and strategies

which result in confirmation of competence or termination

of employment.

More generally, private practice NP-MD relationships

are characterized by a "personal ized mode" of interaction.

This is similar to the traditional subordinate-super ordinate

relationships found between nurses and physicians in

hospital s. However, the team clinics' NP-MD relationships

are characterized by a "collegial mode" of interaction

which approximates egalitarianism. The social structural

properties of each of the work sites are hypothesized as

being essential to the pattern of interaction which develops

between the Social actors.
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Chapter l

INTRODUCTION

A health care occupational category known variously

as "Intermediate-Level Health Practitioners", l. "New Health

Professionals", * or "New Health Practitioners"3 began in

the mid 1960's and continues to develop. Regardless of

the general occupational category, the specific roles sub

sumed under it are clearly "physician assistants" (PAs)

and "nurse practitioners" (NPs). This study examines one

facet of the work life of nurse practitioners, their

interactions with physicians (MDs). NP-MD interactions were

investigated because the particular Western state where I

conducted the study has numerous NPs but few PAs. In this

introductory section, I will set the stage for the study

by discussing several sources which apparently gave rise to

intermediate-level health practitioners; the nature of the

! Vernon W. Lippard and Elizabeth F. Purcell , eds. ,
Intermed iate-Level Health Practitioners, New York: The
Josiah Macy, Jr. Foundation, 1973.

*Ann A. Bliss and Eva D. Cohen, eds., The New Health
Professional : Nurse Practitioners and Physician 's Assistants ,
German town, Maryl and : As pen Systems, 1977.

3Eva D. Cohen, et. al. An Evaluation of Policy Re
lated Research on New and Expanded Roles of Health Workers ,
New Haven: 0ffice of Regional Activities and Continuing
Education, Yale University School of Medicine, October, 1974.

l



work performed by nurse practitioners; the relevance of

this study; the sociological traditions which have shaped

this study; and a capsule of the study findings.

RISE OF INTERMEDIATE-LEVEL PRACT IT IONERS

Increasingly specialized medical knowledge and a

mushrooming medical technology are frequently cited as

major conditions shaping the American health care scene in

recent decades." These conditions have had numerous

consequences but one is especially relevant here. Medical

practice has become highly specialized. The American

Medical Association recognizes twenty-nine special ties”
and other sources list from forty to sixty medical special -

ties. 6 The expansion of medical knowledge became so great

that it was impossible for an individual physician to com

mand it all .7. And specialization proved to be more rewarding

4 See for example, Victor W. Sidel , "New Technologies
and the Practice of Medicine", in Evert Mendel Sohn, ed.,
Human Aspects of Biomedical Innovation, Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1971 ; Duane E. Stroman, The Medical
Establishment and Social Responsibility, Port Washington,
N. Y. : Kennicat Press, 1976, pp. 29-41.

5American Medical Association, Survey of Medical
Groups in the U. S. , 1969, Chicago: The Association, 1971 .

6Stroman, op.cit., p. 32; John A. Denton, Medical
Sociology, Boston: Houghton Mifflen, 1978, p. 161.

7Denton, op. cit.



in terms of income and prestige.8 Parker points out that

in 1931, 83 percent of physicians in private practice in

the United States were general practitioners. Forty years

later, their numbers had dropped to twenty-five percent.”
Consequently, a majority of patients (who can afford medical

care) must rely upon the services of one or more specialist

physicians. This is the case in spite of the fact that

80–98 percent of people seeking medical care need the

services of primary care personnel, not the secondary or

tertiary skills of specialist physicians. 19
In short, the medical knowledge-technology explosion

has led to physician specialization and a shortage of pri

mary carell physicians. This shortage provided one major

*Ibid., p. 168
9Alberta W. Parker, "The Dimensions of Primary Care:

Blueprints for Change", in Primary Care: Where Medicine Fails,
Spyros Andreopoulos, ed., New York: John Wiley, 1974, p. 35.

10See for example, Kerr White, Franklin Williams and
Bernard Greenberg, "The Ecology of Medical Care", New
England Journal of Medicine, 265: 885-892, 1961; E. Richard
Weinerman, "Innovation in Ambulatory Services", Journal of
Medical Education, 4 l; 712-721, 1966; Robert Huntley,
"Epidemiology of Family Practice", Journal of the American
Medical Association, 185: 175–178, 1963.

ll "Primary Care" has been defined as: ". . . the range of
services traditionally provided by the general practitioner."
Andreopoulos, op.cit., p. 1. Physicians usually categorized
as "primary care physicians" include: family practitioners;
general practitioners; general pediatricians and general
internists. Obstetrician-gynecologists are sometimes
included because many of them provide general primary care.
Parker, op.cit., pp. 34-35.



rational e for the development of non-physician primary care

practitioners. Alfred M. Sadler, an early advocate of such

practitioners stated:

What then are the reasons for the development of
the new health practitioner? The chief argument
advanced is the all eviation of our manpower shortage . . .
Certainly trained manpower is not to be found at the
right place, at the right time in many parts of our
nation.

One explanation is medicine's move toward special i
zation, which offers many advantages for physicians
themselves because they perform better if allowed to
concentrate on a limited area of practice . . . 0ne by
product of specialization, however, is that physicians
become less accessible to the many common problems
that frequently need attention . . .

The new intermediate HP's (health practitioners)
could be the solution. They are trained to manage the
routine and commonplace illnesses that we all suffer. . .
The physician specialist, on the other hand, is not
comfortable dealing with many of these problems; he
has been trained beyond them and often considers them
beneath his expertise. The worried-well and walking
wounded can receive their needed caring and curing
from non-physicians who are trained for this role, as
long as a system of physician special is ts backup
exists for the more esoteric and complex diseases. "?

In addition to a shortage of primary care personnel , Sadler

all udes to two additional sources contributing to the rise

of new health practitioners: a mal distribution of available

primary care resources and inappropriate use of physician

skills.

Statistics have been a vailable for a number of years

concerning the disparate distribution of health services

12Alfred M. Sadler, Jr. "Introducing a New Profes
sional : The Health Practitioner", in Intermediate-Level
Practitioners, p. 8.



among poor and/or rural populations. 13 Furthermore, the

plight of the unserved or under served has remained in our

national awareness with the redefinition of health care

as a right for all our citizens and assurances that national

health insurance is just around the corner. Therefore it

is not surprising that the architects and proponents of

intermediate level practitioners have suggested that this

new cadre of workers will contribute to solving mal distri

buted services and personnel .

Henry K. Silver and Loretta C. Ford, founders of

the first nurse practitioner training programs wrote the

following: "Unless the pattern of furnishing health care,

particularly to lower socioeconomic groups in both urban

and rural areas, is drastically improved, these groups will

suffer from increasingly inadequate health supervision. "14
They then go on to outline a program for providing health

care to under served children which makes extensive use of

pediatric nurse practitioners. Scheffler, et. al., not only

'3see for example, Anselm L. Strauss, "Medical Ghettos",
in Where Medicine Fails, Anselm L. Strauss, ed., New
Brunswick, New Jersey: Transaction Books, 1973, pp. 7-24;
Lawrence Bergner and Alonzo S. Yerby, "Low Income and
Barriers to Use of Health Services", in The Health Gap:
Medical Services and the Poor, Robert L. Kane, Josephine
M. Sas teler and Robert M. Gray, eds. , New York: Springer,
1976, pp. 27–39; Benjamin Alexandar, "Chronic Illness - Fact
of Life for the Rural Poor", Hospitals, 43 : 71-74, July, 1969.

14 Henry K. Silver, Loretta C. Ford and Susan G.
Stearly, "A Program to Increase Health Care for Children:
The Pedia tric Nurse Practitioner", Pediatrics, 39:756–760,
May, 1967.



advocate the use of physician assistants and nurse practi –

tioners to all eviate the mal distribution problem, but they

also cite statistics that these providers do actually locate

in rural and inner-city areas at a rate higher than physicians.

New Health Practitioners are more likely than
physicians to be located in rural areas. About one
fourth of the United States population resides in rural
areas. More than one-third of the physician assistants,
but only 12.8 percent of the 1971–74 classes of nurse
practitioners are practicing in inner-city neighbor;hoods; 16.9 percent practice in rural communities. 15

Thus, a major rational e for promoting NPs and PAs has rested

on the assumption that they would increase primary care

services to urban poor and rural populations. And such a

trend is apparently devel oping.

Finally, proponents of "new health practitioners"

argue that reliance upon physicians as the sole source for

primary care is an inefficient use of physician time and

skill and is uneconomical . Moreover, physician proponents

suggest that retention of primary care activities dimin

ishes physicians' prestige. These inter related lines of

reasoning require some discussion.

First, primary care physicians are said to be over

trained for a bulk of their ambulatory work. Therefore,

much of their time and skill is was ted . Yankauer and his

associates studied the nature of office practice of

15Richard M. Scheffler, Neil Weisfeld, Gloria Ruby
and E. Harvey Estes, "A Manpower Policy for Primary Health
Care", New England Journal of Medicine, 298: 1058–1062, 1978.



obstetrician-gynecologists. They reported the following

startling findings:

The obstetrician-gynecologist has skills which pre
pare him to cope with more complex problems yet more
than 70% of his office time is spent on preventive
routines. The data could be interpreted as showing the
Special is t over trained for much of what he does and as
suggesting that the overall system of practice,
although perhaps offering excell ent care to those who
receive it, is not very efficient. This is further high
lighted by the statement of 40% of obstetrician-gyne
cologists who estimated that more than half of their
patients look to them for primary health care. This,
as so much other information obtained by the study,
reflects the degree to which the practice of the
obstetrician-gynecologist is influenced by needs of his
patients and how these needs reflect the diminishing
number of general practitioners. 16

Clearly, preventive routines in an obstetric - gynecology

practice need not be performed by physicians, assuming there

are workers adequately trained for such activities. The

same reasoning also applies to the performance of many

primary care activities. Bergman and his associates found

that one-half of pediatricians' time was spent with well -

child super vision. An additional one-fifth of their time

was devoted to managing minor upper respiratory infections. 17

Second, physicians are a very expensive source of

primary care manpower. Berni, an economist, in discussing

16Alfred Yankauer, Jan Schneider, Sally H. Jones,
Louis M. Hellman and Jacob J. Feldman, "Practice of
Obstetrics and Gynecology in the United States",
Obstetrics and Gynecology, 38: 800-808, November, 1971 .

17Abraham B. Bergman, S. W. Dassel and Ralph J.
Wedgwood, "Time-Motion Study of Practicing Pediatricians",
Pediatrics, 38: 254 – 263, August, 1966.



the economics of intermediate-level practitioners states :

". the cost of nonphysician manpower, indicated by

relative salaries, earnings or training costs is signifi

cantly lower than the cost, however measured , of physicians

and physician time. "18 Thus, argues intermediate prac

titioner promoters: Why rely solely on physicians when NPs

and PAs can perform many medical activities at less cost?

Third, some primary care activities have come to be

defined by some physicians as less prestigious because

they do not maximize a physician's medical training. Sadler

was quoted previously on this point, "(the physician) has

been trained beyond (primary care tasks) and often considers

them beneath his expertise. "19 If a high school graduate

with two years training in a physician's assistant program

compares favorably with physicians in making accurate diag

noses of common illnesses and manages them effic aciously,

how much prestige can these activities hold?20

18Sylvester E. Berni, "The Economics of New Types
of Health Personnel " in Intermedia te-Level Practitioners,
p. 23.

19sadler, op.cit.

20See for example, Jane Cassels Record, Arnold W.
Hurtado and Joan E. O'Bannon, "Quality of PA Performance
at a Health Maintenance 0rganization", in The New
Health Professional s , pp. 254-262; Charles E. Lewis,
"Eva Tuating the Performance of Intermediate-Level Health
Workers", in Intermediate-Level Practitioners, pp. 89-103.
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Both Oswald Hall?' and Everett Hughes?? have pointed

out that there is a natural tendency with in occupations to

relegate less prestigious duties to classes of workers of

lower social status. Indeed, much of the history of the

proliferation of health care occupations and changes in

nursing roles is related to a more prestigious occupation or

profession delegating various tasks to another occupation.**
Thus, the establishment of roles such as nurse practitioners

and physician's assistants was probably inevitable. How

ever, delegation of ambulatory medical activities has

certainly not kept pace with the delegation of hospital -

based medical activities. Kissam states:

. Traditional medical delegation has not included
even the most relatively simple, routine medical acts.
Physical examination, medical history, diagnosis and
treatment of common illnesses, minor surgery and
decisions to continue or modify treatment for conva
lescing or chronically ill patients generally have not
been delegated. 24

*10swald Hall, Specialized Occupations and Industrial
Unrest, New Orleans: Tulane University, 1957, pp. 1 —l 8.

22Everett C. Hughes, "Studying the Nurse's Work,"
The Sociological Eye: Selected Papers, Chicago : Al dine
Ather to n, 1971, pp. 311-315.

23Both medicine and nursing have delegated tasks to
others which has led to the establishment of "new"
occupations. Physical therapy, dietetics, medical records
technology, licensed vocational nursing, etc., are examples
of this phenomena. And the practice of hospital -based
nursing has been greatly shaped by delegation of medical
tasks, hence, the development of "IW nurses", "coronary
care nurses", "intensive care nurses", etc.

24Philip C. Kissam, "Physician's Assistant and Nurse
Practitioner Laws for Expanded Medical Delegation", in The
New Health Professional s, p. l l 7.
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Levy has discussed factors which have impeded the

transfer of medical functions in ambulatory settings.

These include: professional conservatism; economic self

interest; and a strongly held moral position with legal

backing that physicians have "final medical responsibility"

in health and illness matters. ** And even though some

physicians have come to redefine primary care as less pres

tigious, others continue to define the very essence of

medicine embodied in these activities. One physician wrote

in a denouncement of nurse practitioners:

As an internist, I do a great many things that could
be called routine – blood-pressure and blood-sugar
checks, pelvic exams, helping patients fight depression
or obesity. But to me, all this is part and parcel
of the practice of medicine. That's right, medicine -
the profession I spent training for in college,
medical school , internship and residency. So I'm
more than slightly disconcerted by the way health
planners are getting behind the proposition that indepen
dent nurse-practitioners – nurses in private practice,
unsupervised by physicians – are capable of doing most
of what I do. A nurse-practitioner has, at most, four
years of college plus one to two years of special
training. The medical students who work with me aren't
permitted to touch a patient until after that length
of time. 26

Although the above physician is inaccurate in her assessment

that health planners are promoting "independent" NPs, one

can assume she speaks for numerous physicians who resent

25Leo Levy, "Factors Which Facilitate or Impede
Transfer of Medical Functions From Physicians to Paramedical
Personnel ", Journal of Health and Human Behavior 7: 50–54, 1966.

26Bernadine Z. Paul shock, "I Don't Want to be ' Role
realigned '", Medical Economics, April 18, 1977, pp. l l 4-1 23.
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the performance of primary care activities by non-physicians.

Obviously, segments of medicine are in conflict over this

issue.

Nevertheless, physicians were among the originators

of the concept of intermediate-level practitioners.

Physicians began the first training programs for physician's

assistants.” And, one of the founders of the first nurse

practitioner training program was a physician (the other a

nurse).28 And regardless of ideological rhetoric to the

contrary, a major core of work activities performed by both

NPs and PAs are tasks historically and traditionally de

fined as ambulatory "medical" activities. 29. That is, they

are medical tasks delegated to the new occupational group.

In summary, I have discussed several sources which

account for the rise of intermediate-level practitioners.

A natural tendency for occupations to relegate less

27 The early PA training programs were developed at
Duke University in 1965 and the University of Washington in
1969. Fisher and Horowitz provide a detailed discussion of
the historical evolution of these programs in the chapter,
"The Physician's Assistant: Profile of a New Health Pro
fession", in The New Health Professional s, p. 40-54.

28The first NP program was developed at the Univer
sity of Colorado in 1965. Numerous articles chronicle this
event. See especially writings by Henry Silver and Loretta
Ford, the co-founders of the program.

29Some NPs and other nurses tend to down play delega
tion of medical tasks as central to the NP role. See for
example: Ingeborg G. Mauks ch and Martha E. Rogers, "Nursing
is Coming of Age . . . Through the Nurse Practitioner Movement",
American Journal of Nursing, 75, 1834 - 1843, October, 1975;
Marilyn W. Edmunds, "Junior Doctoring", Nurse Practitioner,
38-46, September/0ctober, 1979.
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prestigious tasks to others has finally begun to occur in

the realm of ambulatory primary care. Rational es have

been developed by proponents of this movement which suggest

that total dependence upon physician manpower is inefficient

and uneconomical . Furthermore, increasing specialization

of medical practice has depleted the nation's primary care

resources creating a need for non-physician primary care

providers. An finally, there is serious mal distribution of

available health care resources for urban poor and rural

populations. In termediate-level practitioners are viewed as

one solution for this inequity and are indeed showing a trend

to locate in inner-cities and rural communities.

NATURE OF THE NP'S WORK

Discussion of the nature of the work performed by

nurse practitioners is appropriate because the advent of

the NP role is relatively recent and may be unfamiliar to

some readers; and , some understanding of NP work is a

necessary background for this study. Although variability

in work activities is found in differing practice sites

and from state to state because of legal constraints, it is

still possible to identify common activities performed by

NPs. Tayl or states that such activities include:

1. Obtaining a health history.

2. Assessing the health-ill ness status of adults

and children by performing a physical examination

and laboratory tests while considering the
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pertinent history which has been obtained, inter

preting this information and subsequently making

decisions about what plan of action to take.

3. Giving primary care to patients - a part of which

is introducing a patient into a health care

System.

4. Planning for health maintenance including iden

tifying risk profiles and offering a plan of

action to reduce risk hazards.

5. Teaching and counseling persons about health and

illness.

6. Seeing and caring for patients with self-limiting

diseases.

7. Following a casel oad of patients with chronic

illnesses. 30

In short, NP's diagnose and manage self-limiting and chronic

illnesses and engage in health maintenance and illness pre

vention activities. The Bureau of Health Manpower, Depart

ment of Health, Education and Welfare, identifies very

similar functions of NPs but adds two important dimensions:

NPs are expected to assess and manage client problems

30Joan Taylor, "Genes is of the Nurse Practitioner
Role", Occupational Health Nursing, 8: 15-17, August, 1975.
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with in established protocols, 3] and recognize when to refer

the client to a physician or other health care provider. "32

Operating within protocols and referring clients when

necessary are elements of NP work which are especially

relevant to this study. The sanctions are social structural

properties which significantly shape NP-MD interactions and

relationships. This study will , among other things, iden

tify and discuss the variability in managing these potential

constraints in different work settings.

A listing of functions provides only the barest out

line of the work of members of a particular occupation.

Therefore, I want to take the reader through a "typical "

workday of one nurse practitioner. The following is based

upon field notes of a pilot study which preceded this

study. 33

3] "Protocols" are standardized guides for diagnosing
and managing illnesses. Obviously their efficacy depends
upon the validity and reliability of their procedures. For
an extensive discussion of protocols, see: Sheldon Greefield,
"Protocols as Analogs to standing Orders", in The Law and
the Expanding Nursing Role, Bonnie Bull ough , ed., New York:
Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1975, pp. 62-81.

32"Guidelines for Nurse Practitioner Training Pro
grams", Federal Register, 41, January 23, 1976.

33 Janice A. Buehler, "Pilot Study on Nurse Practi -
tioner", unpublished report to the W. K. Kellogg Foundation,
June 15, 1976.
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A Typical Day

Sandy is one of my favorite NP's at the clinics. She
is open with me and never seems threatened by my questions
or my following her for hours on end observing her. She
has a warm, direct manner with her patients and never
hesitates to tell them she doesn't know something and needs
to look it up or call her physician "back-up" for advice.
I have observed that she is highly respected by both her NP
peers and physician associates. She is seen as having real
expertise in managing multiple chronic problems of older
patients and of ten receives calls for consultation from both
NPs and a staff pediatrician.

Her practice site is a store front clinic on the only
business street in a farm will age 30 miles from the nearest
hospital or other health care providers. The village had
a physician (GP) for several years and then had no medical
or health care service for a half dozen years. Then this
clinic was set up with Federal and private foundation funds.
It is designated as a rural satellite clinic, one of two
in a three clinics organization. Sandy is the only full
time primary care provider at the clinic, although a "back-up"
physician from the central clinic spends two half days a
week with her. A LPN and receptionist provide support
services for her .

Today was a rather typical mid-summer day, the tem
perature was over 100° and the tiny clinic with its two
closet sized examining rooms and comfortable waiting room
had no air conditioning. Sandy began seeing patients at
9:30 and was dictating notes on her last patient when I
left at 6:00 p.m. She saw 18 patients today. The excerpts
which follow provide a range of the problems she routinely
manages.

Patient #1, Caucasian, 3 year old female with "sores
on her head."

Mother is holding crying child who periodically
screams, "I don't Want a shot."

Sandy tries to examine child's ears but child begins
to scream, "I want to go home !"

Sandy quietly but firmly says to child: "I want to
ask you a question. Do you brush your teeth?"

Child begins calming down and says: "Yes, and this
morning I did too." Continues to whimper or cry loudly at
each new part of the exam. When NP is trying to listen to
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her chest, she clings to her mother and screams, "Mommy, I
want you to hold me." Mother keeps trying to calm child
down but with no success. Sandy is calm with child but is
matter of fact and firm with her.

Sandy to mother: "The usual treatment for this is a
shot, but if you promise me you'll give her all the medicine,
we'll give it to her orally."

As we leave, I ask Sandy what the skin condition was .

S: "Impetigo."

Patient #2 was a 54 year old Caucasian female whose
chief complaint was chest pain which had started immediately
after the death of her father. Sandy began by asking her
if she knew what nurse practitioners are. When the patient
said "no", Sandy replied: "I think you have a right to know.
We're RNs with special training. We do most everything
doctors do except surgery. Now tell me about your chest
pain."

The patient described her pain and Sandy clarified
it's onset, type, severity, duration, etc. Then she began
the clinics' "five point physical ", an abbreviated exam
which is done on all patients, regardless of their complaint.
She asked several questions about how the patient usually
copes with stress. She told the patient, "your heart sounds
fine, your blood pressure is o.k. , a bit high but not serious.
I want you to have an E. K. G. and chest x-ray the next time
you're in town and we'll get a blood test on you here.
º: an appointment for next week and we'll see how you'reoing."

Sandy sees two more patients: a middle aged Caucasian
man for follow-up on a prostatic infection and a fourteen
year old Chicano girl with "menstrual problems." She then
dictates her notes from the patient charts of the people
See n .

Patient #5, 82 year old Caucasian woman, chief com
plaint, "bowel s out of order" and possible diabetes.

S: "How are you?"

P: "Not too good, I'm sort of sick. I went on vacation
with my daughter and I traveled too much and my
bowels got off. I went to see Dr. X in Valley Round
Monday, he took a blood test and said I'm border
line diabetic. He told me to tell you when I came in
to have my blood pressure checked."
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S: "Let's see, didn't Dr. B (pauses while looking through
chart). . .

P: "Take all my pills away?"

S: "Yes."

P: "He sure did and I started feeling better, I gained
weight too."

Patient explained that she had been given an enema
at Valley Round and now has diarrhea .

S : "Rather than give you medicine that might constipate
you again, I think it would be better if you ate
constipating foods, like bananas, cheese and anything
you know of that constipates you."

I observe that just as Sandy said, she examines each
patient.

Sandy tells patient she does not have symptoms of
diabetes and therefore should not be considered diabetic.
Later, Sandy tells me the clinic's philosophy regarding
elderly patients with border – line diabetes is to avoid
label ing the person diabetic and encourage them to follow
nutritious dietary habits.

P: "Oh, what a relief I was so proud that at 82 I
was doing so well and then that doctor said I was
border-line diabetic. What a relief "

Sandy checks patient's thyroid growth, "I don't feel
that it's grown any. I think just being home, drinking lots
of water during this heat and getting rest, you'll start
feeling better."

P: "I feel better already just knowing I don't have
diabetes."

In back office: "She's a perfect example of a patient
a nurse does better with. She has multiple problems and we
monitor her management. But she was very hooked on Dr. B
and we had a hard time getting her confidence."

Patient #6, 13 year old Caucasian female with warts
On her hand.

Sandy was very relaxed and informal with this patient.
She asks her about her periods, checks ears, l is tens to
heart and lungs and treats warts with some compound.
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S: "I don't remember how long you leave that stuff on,
so I'll go look it up and be right back."

Sandy tells me after this girl leaves that she couldn't
find the treatment in any of the clinic reference books so
she called the local pharmacist, only to find out it was his
daughter with the warts. "If I had realized it was his
daughter I would n't have called him. He wanted her to have
the warts cut out. They're too small and besides it would
leave scars on her hands."

Patient #7, 12 year old male Chicano, chief complaint,
"Croup bad at night."

S: Finds a history of T. B. in family, encourages mother
and daughter with positive P. P. Ds to have yearly x-rays.
Learns boy has been hospitalized four times with pneumonia,
after examining boy and finding from him that he is not
having trouble brea thing or sleeping at night, says to
mother, "He seems to have a slightly inflamed throat, his
chest is clear. Since he has a little cough, I think he may
have a virus. But he doesn't have pneumonia. Because he's
been in the hospital with it before, I can understand that
you're worried about him, but I really think he'll be just
fine with the medicine I've given him. Also, he's too old
to have croup now, that's just in children up to about
seven."

Lunch

After lunch, Sandy had four complete physical exams
scheduled for Federal employees of a near-by Job Corps
program. I was very impressed with her thoroughness and
efficiency. She averages 20–30 minutes per exam. After
the exams she catches up on her dictation. Then a round
3:00 p.m. she begins seeing patients again. These included:
a 31 year old Chica no male who complained of severe back
a che; a 70 year old Caucasian male for follow-up on hyper
tension; a 17 year old Caucasian female with sore throat
and fever; a 32 year old Caucasian female with sore throat,
earache and recent kidney infection (Sandy consults MD by
phone on this patient); a 20 year old Chica no for college
physical ; a 2 year old Chicano boy with diarrhea ; and a
77 year old Caucasian male with hypertension, wheezing ,
Shortness of breath and a r thritis.

A comparison of the above NP's activities during a

typical day with those listed previously reveals striking

similarities. Although granted, some activities, such as
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obtaining a health history; operating within protocols; and

referring patients, are not visible in the data presented.

Nevertheless, all of these activities are routinely per

formed by the NPs in the clinics organization in which Sandy

works. Certainly, we saw the NP diagnosing self-limiting

and chronic illnesses. She did so by conducting physical

examinations, questioning patients and performing and pre

scribing laboratory tests. She managed the patients illnesses

and problems in a variety of ways. She prescribed drugs; 34

regulated diets and physical activity; showed interest and

concern ; and gave information and advice. We saw one clear

example of her identifying a health risk, i.e., a family

history of tuberculosis. And teaching and counseling

activities were present in most of her contacts with patients.

Again, the nature of a NPs work varies somewhat from

one location to another. But in general , we have seen an

example of the typical activities performed by a typical

nurse practitioner on a typical day.

STUDY RELEWANCE

This study is relevant to sociological and nursing

medical literature. Although sociologists studying

34 The state in which this study was conducted legally
permits NPs to prescribe drugs which are not listed under
the Federal "Uniform Control led Substances Act", Schedules
I through W. A NP may, for instance, prescribe antibiotics,
birth control pills, antifungal agents, antacids.
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occupations have shown considerable interest in the fields

of medicine and nursing, there are relatively few studies

which have as the major focus role relations between

physicians and nurses. 35 This omission is present even

though, as Strauss and Bucher point out, relations with

other professions is a traditional area of research in the

sociology of occupations. 36 I suggest nurse-physician

relations have been studied infrequently because the nature

of such relationships is so well known and commonplace that

it is taken for granted by sociologists. The traditional

nurse-physician relationship is succinctly described as

"nurses seem to work in subordination to physicians. "37

My study findings, in part, confirm the view of

traditional physician-nurse interactions. However, I will

also discuss some rather non-traditional modes of nurse -

physician interactions found in a particular type of Work

setting. These modes may well be of interest not only to

sociologists studying occupations but to those involved in

the sociology of women. Sociologists in this substantive

35A notable exception to this is Rose Laub Coser,
"Authority and Decision-Making in a Hospital : A Comparative
Analysis", American Sociological Review, 23: 53–63, 1958

36Anselm L. Strauss and Rue Bucher, "Professions in
Process", Professions, Work and Careers, New Brunswick, New
Jersey: Transaction Books, 1975, p. 23.

37Anselm L. Strauss, "Structure and Ideology of the
Nursing Profession", Professions, Work and Career S., p. 25.
Eliot Fried son makes almost the identical comment. See,
Professional Dominance, New York: Atherton Press, 1970, p. 20.
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area have, thus far, largely ignored studying nurses or nurse

physician interactions. They have tended to take for

granted that nursing is a classic example of a sex linked

occupation and that physician-nurse relationships are anal -

ogous to traditional marital relationships.

Ironically, while sociologists tend to assume that

nurse — physician interactions follow the traditional mode,

various supporters of the nurse-practitioner movement have

made very different claims regarding nurse practitioner

physician relationships. They insist that either collab

orative, collegial relationships do or should exist between

Nps and MDs. The National Joint Practice Commission, an

organization co-sponsored by the American Medical Assoc

iation and the American Nurses' Association, issued a

"Statement on Joint Practice in Primary Care." 38 This

document states:

The . . . Commission believes the provision of primary
care to the public is best accomplished by the joint
efforts of specially educated nurses (NPs) and physi
cians and that the relationship should be that of
colleagues in professional practice, regardless of
individual employment status. 39

Furthermore, a slogan appears on the cover of the document

which affirms: "Joint practice is nurses and physicians

38Statement on Joint Practice in Primary Care:
Definition and Guidelines, Chicago: The National Joint
Practice Commission, September, 1977.

39 Ibid.
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collaborating as colleagues to provide patient care. "40

Several articles have appeared , especially in nursing

journals, which report a necdotes describing the existence

of "collaborative, collegial." NP-MD relationships. * 0ne

such article, written by a NP and MD who draw upon their

own experiences, states:

health care delivered by practitioners working
alone may very well prove less effective than care
provided by an inter occupational team. A new partner
ship between physician and nurse, with a reconstitution
of their traditional relationship, would therefore
seem indicated. This implies replacing the previous
super peer-sub peer contract with a collaborative, more
egalitarian and interdependent association. 42

According to the authors, their working relationship closely

approximates "a collaborative, more egalitarian and inter

dependent association." An even greater number of articles

insist that collegial NP-MD relationships must be developed ,

rather than suggesting they already exist. Barbara Bates,

a physician and early supporter of NPs, has written several

40Ibid.

4l See for example: Ronald Keller, "The Physician and
Nurse as Partners: An Alaskan Reality", Alaska Medicine,
16: 121 -l 22, November, 1974; Mil voy Seacat and Louise
Schlachter, "Expanded Nursing Role in Prenatal and Infant
Care", American Journal of Nursing, 68: 822–824, April , 1968.

42 Ingeborg F. Mauksch and Paul R. Young, "Nurse
Physician Interaction in a Family Medical Care Center",
Nursing Outlook, 22:ll 3-119, February, 1974, p. 115.
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such articles.**

At the onset of this study, I was associated with an

educational program which prepared nurse practitioners. I

repeatedly heard nurse practitioner educators and other

nurse educators announce that collegial NP-MP relationships

were a reality. This experience, combined with the growing

nursing literature just referred to , piqued my curiosity

and contributed to my interest in studying NP-MD relation

ships. It is expected that the findings reported here may

be relevant to the nurse practitioner movement by provid

ing:

1. An understanding of several common processes and

patterns present in nurse practitioner-physician

relationships;

2. A basis for comparing several actual patterns of

provider relationships with ideological positions

concerning such relationships;

3. Explanations of social structural conditions

which maximize and minimize the various inter

actional processes and patterns;

43For example: Barbara Bates, "Doctor and Nurse:
Changing Roles and Relations", New Engl and Journal of
Medicine, 283 : 129-1 34, 1970; . "Physician and Nurse
Practitioner: "Conflict and Reward", Annual S of Internal
Medicine, 82: 702-7-6, 1975; . "Twelve Paradoxes :
"A Message for Nurse Practitioners", Nursing Outlook , 22:
686–688, November, 1974; Barbara Bates and M. Sue Kern,
"Doctor-Nurse Teamwork", American Journal of Nursing, 67:
2066-2071, October, 1967.
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4. Information for prospective nurse practitioners

and for physicians interested in working with

them, as to several dimensions of NP-MD relation

ships; and ,

5. Indicators for nursing and medical educators in

real is tically preparing nurse practitioners and

physicians for working together.

Finally, only one study of NP-MD interactions and relation

ships has been located in the literature. 44 In this Study,

the investigator (a sociologist) observed one NP-MD dyad

for one year. She points out that "both partners were

a typical professional s " and that "both (were) notably com

petent and well-prepared in their professions. "45 Neither

of these conditions can be assumed to necessarily obtain in

other NP-MD relationships. This, combined with the

extremely small sample, limits the general i zability of

Kaplan's study.

Thus, to date, with the above exception, sociologists

and others have not studied interactions between nurse

practitioners and physicians. If, indeed, nurse practi -

tioners are to continue to assist in relieving the primary

care manpower shortage and mal distribution, considerably

44 Beatrice Thomstad, Nicholas Cunningham and Barbara
H. Kaplan, "Changing the Rules of the Doctor-Nurse Game",
Nursing Outlook , 23:433-427, July, 1975

**Ibid., p. 426.
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more information is necessary in order to understand this

relatively new segment of nursing. Among the information

needed is a more complete analysis of the working relation

ships between nurse practitioners and their very significant

others, physicians.

PLACING THE STUDY; SOCIOLOGICAL TRAD IT IONS

Symbol ic Interactionism

The sociology of work and occupations tradition of

this study is that of the "Chicago school of symbolic inter

actionism." Although sociologists associated with this

tradition study many substantive a reas of social life, they

have been highly productive in the area of occupations,

professions, careers and work for over forty years. They

have studied janitors, jockeys and jazz musicians. 46 And,

more relevant here, they have made numerous investigations

in medical and health care settings. They have studied

the processes through which medical and nursing students

become physicians and nurses. 47 They have studied medicine

46See, Raymond L. Gold, "In the Basement--The Apart
ment-building Janitor," in Peter L. Berger, ed., The Human
Shape of Work, New York: Macmillian, 1964; Marvin B. Scott,
The Racing Game, Chicago: Al dine, 1968; Howard S. Becker,
Outsiders, New York: The Free Press, 1963.

47See, Howard S. Becker, Blanche Geer, Everett C.
Hughes and Anselm L. Strauss, Boys in White: Student
Culture in Medical School, New Brunswick, New Jersey:
Transaction Books, 1977; Virginia L. Olesen and Elvi W.
Whittaker, The Silent Dialogue, San Francisco : Joss ey-Bass,
1968.
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as a profession and nuri sings' professional izing efforts. **

And, they have investigated the nature of work performed

by physicians, nurses and all ied workers, especially focus -

ing upon problematic features of work and how these are

strategically managed by the participants. **
Warious author's point out that symbolic interaction

ism is a philosophical perspective on human beings,

human association and human societies rather than a body of

testable theory. 50 Never the less, the perspective does have

clear implications for how social life should be studied

and those will be discussed shortly.

Contemporary sociologists identified with symbolic

interactionism trace their intellectual roots to the work

of American pragmatists, George Herbert Mead and John Dewey

and to such American sociologists as Charles Horton Cooley,

W. I. Thomas, and Robert E. Park. But it was Herbert Blumer

48See for example, Eliot Fried son, Profession of
Medicine. New York: Harper and Row, 1970; TAnselm TL.T.Strauss
and Rue Bucher, "Professions in Process," and , Strauss,
"Structure and Ideology of the Nursing Profession," in
Anselm L. Strauss, Professions, Work and Careers, New
Brunswick, New Jersey: Transaction Books, 1975.

49see for example, Eliot Fried son and Judith Lorber,
eds. , Medical Men and Their Work, Chicago: Al dine - Atherton,
1972; Anselm Strauss, Leonard Schatzman, Rue Bucher, Danuta
Ehrlich and Melvin Sabsh in , Psychiatric Ideologies and
Institutions, New York: The Free Press, 1964; Fred Davis,
ed., The Nursing Profession, New York: John Wiley & Sons,
1966.

-
30See, . Alfred, R. Lindesmith...and, Anselm l ; Strauss

Social Psychology, third edition, New York: Hoi t-Rinehart
Winston, 1968, p. l l ; and Howard S. Becker, et. al., Boys
in White, op. cit. , p. 20.
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who both coined the term , "symbol ic interactionism" and

refined its premises and assumptions. *

A central premise of this perspective concerns the

nature of human social interaction. Such interaction is

characterized first by the fact that humans give meanings

(form and use symbols) to situations and objects; 52 and

second, by the fact that individuals interpret ("define")

the actions of others and construct their own actions toward

Other's based on those interpretations. 53 Thus, in social

interactions we find the participants constructing their

actions toward one another rather than simply mechanically

responding to each other. Furthermore, social interactions

are processes. That is , they are devel oping, emerging and

being constructed over time. They move through discernible

phases or stages.

Another important characteristic of human social

interaction (and individual action) is that it takes place

in and with regard to some situation. Blumer points out

that many situations encountered by people in a given society

are defined by them in the same way. 54 That is , in earlier

5] Herbert Blumer, Symbolic Interactionism: Perspec
tive and Method, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice
Hall, 1969.

52By "objects," Blumer means everything humans note
in their world: physical objects; other humans; categories
of humans; institutions; rules and guiding ideals, etc.
Ibid., p. 2.

53 Ibid., pp. 2-10.
54 Ibid., p. 86.
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interactions people acquire understandings of how to act in

current interactions and situations. Aga in , this does not

mean that individuals "automatically respond" to situations,

they continue to define and interpret them and plan their

actions accordingly. 99 But if humans had to construct every

action and interaction entirely from "scratch" they would

have time for little else. As Blumer says, "Since ready

made and commonly accepted definitions are at hand, little

stra in is placed on people in guiding and organizing their

acts." 56

Nevertheless, there are also many situations which

people encounter in which the definitions and "rules" have

either not yet been worked out, or are "known" to some people

but not to others. These "uncerta in Situations" are

especial ly common in our modern world and numerous examples

readily come to mind. For instance, many American men now

complain that they are unsure of how to act toward Women

because the "rules are changing" as a consequence of the

women's movement.

A final assumption especially relevant to the symbolic

interactionist tradition and this study concerns how the

Social lives of people are to be studied. To catch the

99 However, symbolic interactionists also acknowledge
that some human behavior is "habit." That is, a person no
longer needs to "think" about what they are doing. But
many habits were once emergent phenomena, witness the young
child learning to brush his or her teeth.

56Blumer, op.cit., p. 86.
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processes of social interaction, the sociologist must "take

the role" of the social actors he or she is studying. 57

That is, he or she must put himself or her self in a position

to observe and interact with the social actors. This is

eS Sential because as Meltzer and Petras state: "The student

of human behavior. . . must get inside the actor's world and

must see the World as the actor sees it, for the actor's

behavior takes place on the basis of his own particular

meaning." 58 The interactionist sociologist "takes the role"

of the social actors and views the world from their per

Spective by the use of the "field method" for data collec –

tion. 59

As one would expect, the assumptions which I have

discussed shape how symbolic interactionists view and study

humans engaged in work.99 Everett C. Hughes, a contemporary

57 Ibid.

*Bernard N. Meltzer and John W. Petras, "The Chicago
and Iowa Schools of Symbolic Interactionism," in Tamotsu
Shibu ta ni , ed., Human Nature and Collective Behavior : Paper's
in Honor of Herbert Blumer, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, 1970, p. 6.

991eonard Schatzman provides an extremely lucid and
lively discussion of the field method and its various data
collecting tools in Field Research : Strategies for a
Natural Sociology, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice
Hall , 1973.

60The symbolic interactionist perspective makes
additional assumptions about the nature of humans, their
actions, as sociations and societies which are not discussed
here. The reader interested in a broader coverage of the
perspective will find Blumer's book, Symbol ic Interactionism:
Perspective and Method, an excell ent reference.
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of Herbert Blumer, has written extensively on the nature of

Work, common problems workers encounter and methods they

construct for dealing with these problems. 6] Hughes points

out that work is never done except in some situation or

context of interaction and if sociologists wish to under

Stand workers and their work they must put themselves in

situations in which they can observe the processes of inter
action.62

The study reported here follows the symbolic inter

actionist tradition of directly examining the processes of

interaction among social actors. As nurse practitioners

and physicians join together in work settings to provide

primary health care to their clients, they face the uncertain

situation of how they will interact with one another.

Although they have the common definitions which guide tra -

ditional nurse-physician interactions, they are informed

that those definitions are no longer appropriate. Nursing

and medical literature and various professional associations

admonish them to treat one another as colleagues, to work

collaboratively and inter dependently. And, furthermore,

Since the majority of nurses are women and the majority of

physicians are men, nurse practitioners and physicians face

6] See, Everett C. Hughes, Men and Their Work, Glencoe,
Illinois: The Free Press, 1958.

62 Ibid., p. 53 and 75.
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changing rules and definitions of how women and men are

expected to interact. And finally, definitions of the nurse

practitioner's work and roles are still emerging. This

creates additional uncerta in ties and undefined situations

for her and the physician with whom she works. Each NP and

MD who come together in a work environment must construct

definitions and guidelines for their interactional processes.

This study captures some of that action.

Research Tradition: Grounded Theory

The research tradition in this study is the "grounded

theory approach."63 Grounded theory is theory generated

from (or grounded in) empirical data. In comparing this

approach to the "classical approach" in sociology,64 Bailey

states that:

-
instead of proceeding from the conceptual level ,

as the classical approach does, grounded theory begins
at the empirical level and ends at the conceptual level ,
because the only concepts used are those that gregenerated through analysis of empirical data.6

The data are collected by use of the "field method" which

relies on strategies such as participant observation and

63Barney F. Glaser and Anselm L. Strauss, The Discovery
of Grounded Theory: Strategies for Qualitative Research,
Chicago: Al dine, 1967.

64Bailey lists the stages of the classical approach
as: (1) concept and proposition construction; (2) concept
measurement and hypothesis construction; and , (3) verifi
cation of the hypothesis. Kenneth D. Bailey, Methods of
Social Research, New York: The Free Press, 1978, pp. 46-67.

65 Ibid., p. 47.
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open-ended interviews. Those were the tools of this study.

An essential property of the grounded theory approach

is that data are simultaneously collected and analyzed.

This procedure, known as "theoretical sampling," differs

from other qualitative approaches in which data are col –

lected and analyzed in separate, discrete phases. Thus,

initial data collection and analysis shapes later data

collection. That is , clues as to what additional data are

needed a rise from early a na lysis. Data are analyzed by

using the strategy, "constant comparative analysis." This

strategy, as well as a more complete description of the

study procedures , is discussed in the Methodology Appendix.

This Appendix also enables the reader to understand how

the study findings (processes and strategies) emerged during

data collection and a nalysis.

The purpose here is only to briefly introduce the

reader to the research tradition used in this study. How

ever, it is essential here to point out that both the

general problem of the study (working relationships of NPS

and MDs) and the comparative groups (study population)

emerged as the study proceeded. That is , neither study

population nor sample were predetermined in a "study design."

The comparative groups are NPs and MDs in private practice

settings and NPs and MDs in a team-oriented health care

clinic. A brief over view of the theoretical concepts which

emerged in this study follows.
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STUDY SYNOPSIS

Two core variables have emerged in this study. The

first, "personal izing" is an interactional strategy charac

terized by intimacy and informality which enables the social

actors to know each other in more predictable ways. This

strategy is essential for building and maintaining a workable

relationship in private practice settings. However, in the

team oriented clinic, this is a voluntary strategy used for

its sociable, rather than relationship survival , conse -

quences.

"Competency confirming" is a process which serves to

establish and affirm how a confirmee will perform medical

and/or health care activities within agreed upon limits.

The social structural properties of each of the comparative

health care settings (private practice and team clinic)

shapes competency confirming. Thus, two sub-processes emerge:

the conformance process (found in private practice) and the

collegial process (found in the team clinic). Each has

recognizable stages and strategies which result in confir

mation of competence or termination of employment.

The chapters which follow will discuss the conditions

favoring the rise of personal izing and competency confirm

ing; their major properties and how they are related ; and

their social consequences. In chapter 6, I combine and

reintegrate the core variables into two predominant modes of
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NP-MD interaction. These are the personalized mode found

in private practice and the collegial mode found in the

team-oriented clinics.

Study Limitations

Several limitations of this study need to be made

explicit. The sample in this study was composed of two com

parative groups: private practice NP-MD dyads; and a three

clinics organization. There were l l NP-MD dyads in private

practice; and, eight NPs and five MDs in the clinics organ

ization. Generalizations from this study are, at this

juncture, very limited. If the reader grants the validity

of the core variables and Social structural conditions dis

covered in the study, these variables and conditions may be

used as hypotheses to be verified, modified or refuted in

generalization studies. The latter may take numerous forms,

of course, e.g. , larger samples with similar social struc

tural conditions; larger samples with more vaired social

structural conditions; or differential gender mix designs.

Moreover, the unidirectional nature of interactions dis

covered in the private practice dyads needs further verifi

cation in a larger private practice sample before generaliza

tion is justified.

It should also be noted that the sample consisted only

of female NP's and male MDs. Hence, throughout the study I am

obligated to unwill ingly reinforce the sexist practice of

equating nurses as females and physicians as males.



Chapter 2

PERSONAL I ZING IN NURSE PRACT IT IONER –
PHYSIC IAN RELATIONSHIPS

Nursing and medical literature often characterize

the nature of NP-MD relationships by the use of the con

cepts collegial and collaborative. However, this study has

identified the additional concept of personal izing as a

major mode of interaction in NP-MD relationships, especially

in the private sector of medical care. Personalizing

involves developing and maintaining an intimate and informal

relationship which allows the members to know each other in

a more predictable way and consequently to enhance their

working together.

CONDITIONS FAVORING PERSONAL I ZING

Although personal izing can be observed throughout the

life of a working relationship, it is most obvious to the

participants during two periods. The first is early in the

relationship. The second is at times when the relationship

becomes problematic. The former is apparent in the comments

of the NP who said :

You spend a lot of time the first year focusing on
the relationship (with the physician) . . . You think
about it a lot and work on it. Even if you've worked
with other physicians and they've worked with nurse
practitioners before, still every relationship is new

35
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and very personal . It's a very close relationship.
And after awhile you get to the place where you don't
have to ask each other very much. You only have to say
about half as many words to get a cross the same thing.
(FNP 10/16/77)

Another NP had been working for a physician less than two

Weeks when she told me: "All of the contacts I have with

him are so personalized. That's part of why I'm so uptight

being new."

Eventually, the highly personalizing focus in the

relationship levels off. Physician and nurse practitioner

generally come to know what to expect from each other. This

balance per sists until some event occurs in which the

behavior of the other is unpredicted. For instance:

I just can 't believe it. We have worked so well
together until wham, it was time to renegotiate my
salary. He's like a Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. I just
didn't expect this. I told him his figures on the
revenue I generated weren't accurate and he got angry
and personalized it. He said if I didn't trust him
we couldn't expect to work well together. Well, I let
him know that may indeed be the case. (FNP, Urban
Practice, 5/19/77)

Thus the temporal conditions for heightened personal -

izing are early in a relationship or at problematic times;

however, this is not always the case. There is variability.

A graphic example of such variability is present in the

comments of a NP in a rural clinic as she discusses the

delay in personal izing between her and the physician with

whom she works.

We hardly ever have any privacy to talk about per
sonal things and then we're usually too busy or else
X is a t one of the other clinics. Oh, once in a while
we've been able to talk. Like when we were snowed in
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here. Nothing moved for about four days but we both
made it to work every day. There were very few patients
So we had time . . . We talked about all kinds of stuff.
Like whether the contractual relationship of marriage
implied the right to children or not. He told me a
lot about his background, personal things. I talked
about my religion. I can't remember what else. But
it was real nice. We got to know each other a lot better
and that was after we'd already worked together for
several months. (FNP in clinic setting, 2/25/77, pp.
19–20)

What accounts for the delay in personalizing in the above

relationship? The NP suggests two conditions which pre

vented earlier personal izing : lack of privacy and lack of

time. I would suggest that a more important condition is

the lack of either party feeling pressure to personalize.

Thus, a nother condition is : at least one of the two

parties feel pressure to develop a personal ized relationship.

Although this pressure may be present for NPs and MDs in

both team-oriented clinics and entrepreneurial practices,

the data indicate it is greater in the latter. What

accounts for this? From the nurse practitioner's perspec

tive, a major impetus for developing a personal ized

relationship is: protecting her salary (job). "If you don't

get along with the physician you're working for , that's it.

He has all the power because he's paying your salary."

Protecting his financial investment is an incentive for the

private physician in developing a personal ized relationship.

A cardiologist in an urban area put it this way:

I was will ing to spend a lot of time, in the begin
ning, working things out with X. I had figured out
that with her running the treadmill, that would cover
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her salary. But it took a lot of my time to train her
in cardiology and that cost me money too. So I have
a lot invested in X. It pays off to spend some more
time making sure our relationship is working, that she's
basical ly happy and will stay, and I'm feeling 0. K.
about it too. That protects my investment. (MD at NP
Conference, 6/77)

Thus, protection of the physician's financial investment

and protection of the nurse practitioner's job are examples

of concerns which provide pressure to develop personalized

relationships. Concern over protection of job or financial

investment are commonly discussed by NPs and MDs in private

practice. Another pressure experienced by NPs in private

practice is proving their competence to the physicians

with whom they work. This will be discussed in the chapter

"Competency Confirming."

Another condition which promotes personal izing

between physician and nurse practitioner is when they have

only each other with whom to interact in the arena of

patient care. The recognition of the condition is evident

in the comments by a nurse practitioner employed by a

private physician:

You're really thrown together--just the two of you.
He's the only person I have to relate to concerning our
patients and work. Oh sure, I can relate to the
secretary, but not about patients. With just two of us,
you feel like you have to get along better. (FNP,
Urban Cardiology, 8/12/77)

Nurse practitioner and physician having only each

other with whom to interact is a condition which occurs

specifically in the case of the solo physician who hires a

nurse practitioner. This model of private practice is
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statistically the most preval ent form of medical care in the

United States. This condition will usually not obtain in

partnerships or group-practices where more than one physician

is present. The partners have one another with whom to

interact as well as one or more nurse practitioners. If,

however, one of the partners has initiated hiring an NP and

she tends to work rather exclusively with his patients, then

aga in the condition is present.

Implied in the condition of exclusive interaction is

a nother condition for personalizing -- physical proximity to

the other. The opportunity for personal izing is simply

greater if NP and MD are together in the same working area.

The private practice setting is especially conducive to the

NP and MD sharing the same physical space.

Yet another condition for personalizing is the amount

of time spent together. A nurse practitioner interviewing

a prospective physician employer was heard to tell him: "I

would be spe inding more time with you than your wife will ,

or than I would spend with my husband." (Cardiologist,

1/18/77, p. 37) Amount of time spent together is both a

condition for personal izing and a consequence of it. That

is, time must be spent together for personal izing, and

personal izing results in time being spent together.

In summary, personal ized interactions between a

physician and nurse practitioner who are initially strangers

will tend to be maximized either early in the relationship or
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at times when the relationship becomes problematic. At least

one of the participants must feel pressure to develop a

personalized relationship. Such pressures commonly a rise

in private practice, the physician strives for a workable

relationship with the NP to protect the financial invest

ment she represents. The nurse practitioner employed by a

private physicia fi protects her salary and job by investing

heavily in a relationship with her physician employer. In

settings where they have only each other with whom to relate

on issues of work and patient care, their interactions are

likely to be personal ized. Finally, personal izing may be

enhanced when time is spent together and where NP and MD

are in close physical proximity.

PRO PERTIES OF PERSONAL I ZING

Intimacy and informality are the major properties of

personal izing. Intimacy and intimacy building are seen in

such NP-MD activities as as sessing moods, sharing confidences

and managing the potential for sexual activity. Informality

includes interacting casually and using given names. These

properties and sub-properties of personalizing are shown in

the diagram below.

Personalizing

--~~~
assessing sharing managing the intera■ ting using given
moods confidences potential for casually nameS

sexual activity
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Intimacy: Asses sing Moods

Imputing one another's moods and motives is necessary

in human interaction. Strauss has written that a part of

human interaction involves the gues sing about the motives of

the other as a prerequisite to one's own actions.' That is ,

often without particular awareness, we make assumptions

about others with whom we are interacting, then we act on

those assumptions. At times we are aware of this process

and may even attempt to validate our assumptions with the

other. But aware or unaware, acting with or without vali

dation, humans do constantly impute motives to others as a

basis for taking action in response to the other. Logically,

the greater the number of interactional experiences persons

have with one another, the more likely they are to accurately

assess motivation.

I am making the assumption that, analytically and

empirically, assessing the moods of the other is conceptually

subsumed under motive asses sing. Another way of putting

this is, I take for granted that motive assessment is con

tinually occurring between nurse practitioner and physician.

But my data definitely indicate that mood assessing is a

witting tactic engaged in by nurse practitioners, and rarely

by physicians. A paradox a rises: is mood assessing a sex

and authority linked tactic since primarily female nurse

'Anselm L. Strauss, Mirrors and Masks: The Search for
Identity, Glencoe, Illinois: The Free Press, 1959, pp. 45-54.
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practitioners discuss it? If so, does that not contradict

taken for granted knowledge that persons continually impute

motives and moods of others ?

The paradox can be partically resolved by realizing

that mood as sessment of the physician- employer by the nurse

practitioner-employee is seen by her as ess ential for her

welfare early in the relationship. Two weeks after employ

ment, a nurse practitioner told me.

I feel very insecure right now. I realize he
(physician) is pretty moody and I don't know his moods
yet. When I get to know them better I won't feel like
I'm walking on egg shells. (Family Practice l/28/77)

Although male physicians very infrequently discuss a need

for recognizing and assessing the moods of nurse practi -

tioners, some physicians confirm the importance of the nurse

practitioner learning their moods. One private physician

put it this way:

I'm not the easiest person in the world to work with .
It will be hard for her (new NP employee) until she gets
to know my ups and downs. But X seems sensitive , it
shouldn't take her long. (Specialist 2/18/77)

These data indicate mutual expectations for non

reciprocal mood assessment. Each actor does his or her

share in maintaining this inequal distribution of mood

assessment. What accounts for this phenomenon in NP-MD

relationships in the private sector? Two interrelated

expl a nations seem plausible.

First, this phenomenon can be viewed as an indicator

of the traditional nurse-physician relationship, i.e. ,
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physician.--Superordinate/nurse--subordinate. A prototypical

example of the mood a spect of the traditional relationship is

the prima donna surgeon throwing tantrums and instruments in

the operating room. There also , the nurse tail or s her behav –

ior to fit the physician's mood.

Second, this interactional phenomenon parall els

traditional male-female relationships in terms of major task

or functional assignments , i.e., males are instrumental ,

females are expressive.” Essential to the expressive role is

the ability of a woman to accura tely assess moods and manage

them. The importance of the nurse in carrying out this

activity has been discussed by Johnson and Martin. 3 Below are

several quotes which explicitly highlight their position:

It is our contention, based on extensive interview
and observations in a large medical training center,
that these instrumental and expressive system functions
are not participated in equally by nurse and doctor,
but that there is a clear division of labor in which
the nurse assumes the role of expressive special ists
and the doctor, that of instrumental specialist. 4

As expressive specialist she (nurse) is doing some
thing the doctor cannot do as well as she, and is making
an important contribution to the doctor - nurse-patient
social system.5

*Talcott Parsons and Robert F. Bales, Family, Soci
Olization and Interactional Processes, Glencoe, Illinois:
Free Press, 1955.

3Miriam M. Johnson and Harry W. Martin. "A Soci
ological Analysis of the Nurse Role," Social Interaction
and Patient Care, eds. , James K. Skipper and Robert C.
Leonard, Philadelphia : J. B. Lippincott, 1965, pp. 29-39.

4 Ibid., p. 31.

*Ibid., p. 33.
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The fact (is) that most nurses are women, who i
general play a more expressive role than men . . .

Furthermore, Johnson and Martin see the nurse's

expressive function not only in relationships with patients,

but also as intermediary between physician and patient. 7
"It is upon the nurse that primary responsibility rests for

establishing and maintaining a harmonious relationship

between the (other) two. "8
The one issue these authors do not refer to is the

expressive function some nurses appear to play in a s sessing

and managing physicians' moods. Thus far, the emphasis has

been on the NP assessing the MD 's moods. However, she does

more than assess them she manages her responses to them. A

common tactic is simply avoiding the physician assessed to

be in a "bad" mood.

When he's in a funny mood, very quiet and pensive,
I just stay out of his way. I spend as little time
with him as possible. He doesn't show his anger much
but when he's real quiet I just stay out of his way
until it blows over. (FNP Special ty Practice 8/12/77
page 2)

The opposite side of this tactic occurs when the physician is

as sessed to be in a good mood.

I wait until he's in a "good" mood and then I have
a better chance of getting through to him. He's a lot
of fun then and I always spend more time with him (Ibid).

6 Ibid., p. 35.

7 Ibid., p. 36.
8 Ibid.
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Thus, the physician is approached by the NP when she assesses

him to be in a "good" mood and is a voided by her when she

determines he is in a "bad" mood.

Another tactic for managing the "bad" moods is pla -

cating the physician. A nurse practitioner working part

time for a private physician shared her wisdom on mood

management:

The day I was there when he was so cranky, I just
sort of patronized him. I was specially nice to him.
I think you have to be careful when a doctor is as
up tight as he was . You have to try to settle them down
and patronizing them seems to work. (FNP in Family
Practice 1/28/76)

This same NP suggested yet another tactic, countering with

the same mood, however, she also implied that she has not

actually used this tactic, only threatened it.

He talked about how he gets cranky sometimes. And
I've seen him cranky. He said, "Sometimes I yell at
my staff." I said, "Well, if you yell at me, I'll just
yell back." He looked so funny when I said that. I
don't think I really would, I think it would make
matters worse. (Ibid)

Another NP did discuss actually using the countering

the mood tactic :

Once when I was at A (name of organization), I real
ized that I was always checking everyday when I went
to work, to see how Sammy was feeling. Then I'd get
myself into his mood. Well, I got tired of doing that,
so I just got stubborn and decided I did n't care.
I stopped responding to his moods. Basically I would
just ignore him for a few days. This happened more
than once. He would apparently figure out that some
thing was the matter and would always end up coming by
and chatting with me in a friendly way. He never said
anything directly about how I was behaving. I didn't
either. (FNP 1/28/77)
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This data excerpt is important not only as an example of the

countering the mood tactic, but also because it approaches

reciprocity in displaying moods and expecting them to be

as sessed and managed by the other. Whereas, all data indi

cating non-reciprocal mood assessment comes from the private

practice setting, no such data were located in the team

clinics. Furthermore, the data from the clinics provide

indicators of reciprocal mood assessment but no such data

are available from private practice.

The above tactic, because of its indirectness, only

approaches reciprocity. The following comments from a nurse

practitioner in a team clinic indicates direct reciprocity:

X (MD) and I are like in a good marriage. We take
turns getting mad. It's sort of who has the greatest
need at the time. We've talked about this a nd it's
very much a negotiated thing . . . . (FNP in rural
clinic, 2/25/77, p. 7). Like I said, we take turns with
our bad moods . . . . We've known each other long enough
now that we can read each other's moods. (Ibid., p. 21)

These data indicate an important variation in the sub

property, mood assessment. Furthermore, they add support

to the proposition that the type of work setting is the

structural condition essential in accounting for the form of

mood as sessment present in personal izing. What now happens

to the suggested explanations involving traditional nurse/

physician relationships and traditional male and female role

behaviors ? Are they to be abandoned as inadequate? Not

necessarily.
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0ne can assume that people have available a range of

potential role behaviors. Some of those behaviors may be

occupation and/or gender linked and consequently appear

stereotyped. Other behaviors will be more fluid and flexible

and encourage negotiated interactions. The structure of

the work setting appears to set the stage for role behaviors

appropriate to that particular setting.

Intimacy: Sharing Confidences

Important to the intimacy property of personalizing

is the sub-property, sharing confidences. This sub-property

can also be viewed as a tactic for building and maintaining

intimacy in physician-nurse practitioner relationships. The

content of the sharing ranges from secrets, philosophical

discussions on a variety of topics, to sharing non-job

related personal matters. But whatever the content, the nurse

practitioner and physician view the shared material as

personal , private, and confidential .

Although the general consequence of the sharing con

fidences tactic is to contribute toward building and main

taining intimacy in relationships, the specific consequences

are to establish trust and add spice to the relationship.

These consequences are apparent in the following comments

made by a newly employed nurse practitioner:

I think he (physician-employer) has been looking for
someone fun to work with because it must be terribly
boring to work alone and have no one to share stuff.
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Like we've been talking about what each of us thinks
about physicians in town--who 's competent and who
is n 't . . . . He's started sharing things that I could
never let out of the office. It makes me feel good
that he trusts me enough to tell me. (Urban FNP, 3/25/77,
pp. 19-20)

Those NP-MD relationships which personalize a long

the intimacy building dimension of sharing confidences tend

to do so early in the relationship and as it continues.

Typically, the content may shift over time to include non

job related confidences such as serious marital difficul —

ties, etc. An example of this type of shift is apparent in

the remarks of a nurse practitioner who had worked for a

private practice physician for about a year:

He is also a very good friend. With a couple of
personal problems, I've had recently, he's the one
person that I've been a ble to confide in . Just sort
of bend his ear about what I should do. He has been
really good about that. (FNP, private general practice,
3/30/77, p. 13)

Do both physicians and nurse practitioners engage in

sharing confidences with the other? Obviously, from the

data excerpts presented , nurse practitioners do. Rarely

did physicians talk about their use of this intimacy build

ing tactic. However, it was not unusual for nurse

practitioners to give examples of physicians sharing con

fidences with them. For example:

He's been having some serious problems with his wife.
I knew that was going on before he ever said anything
because I have overheard him arguing with her and it
sounded serious. Then one day, he said, "X, I'm so
upset because of my wife," and then he blurted out the
whole mess. (FNP in general private practice l/28/77)
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These and similar data pose an interesting situation.

Physicians do share intimate confidences with the NP's with

whom they work, but they rarely indicated this fact in

interviews. This may be a nother indicator of male role

stereotyping which would have men believe it "unmasculine"

to acknowledge to a n outsider that they, like women, have

personal problems for which they seek counsel.

A final issue needs to be discussed. Does this

property of intimacy occur in both the private practice and

the team-oriented settings? Apparently so. Sharing con

fidences is a "universal" element in working relationships

between NPs and MDs. However, discussion of this activity

was more frequently initiated by NPs and the occasional MD

in the private practice setting.

A major pattern which evolves from the data is: NP-MD

relationships in private practice settings are highly depend

ent upon a personal i zed relationship. Whereas, in the case

of NPs and MDs in the team settings, personal ized relation

ships may develop but are neither essential to the

functioning of either party nor to the effectiveness of their

working together.

Managing the Potential for Sexual Activity

Yet another dimension of intimacy is the potential for

sexual activity. That is, the intimacy which is involved in

personal izing of ten gives rise to the need for nurse practi -

tioners and physicians to manage potential inter personal
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Sexual i ty. This is especially the case because the majority

of nurse practitioners are female, the majority of physicians

are male, and the most common working dyad is male-female.

Furthermore, several previously discussed conditions

which promote personal izing are especially conducive to the

potential for sexual activity. These are: 1) when NPs and

MDs work in settings in which they have only each other with

whom to relate concerning work issues; 2) time is spent

alone together; and 3) they are in close and continuing

physical proximity. In addition, the potential for sexual

activity is more likely to become an issue for the working

dyad when other a spects of personalizing have occurred.

That is, if the pair have engaged in other tactics for build

ing intimacy (mood as sessment and shared confidences), they

are more likely to confront this issue.

Finally, NPs and MDs are part of a cultural lore

and tradition in which actual or alleged sexual intimacy is

an important element. Examples of the lore include "romance"

doctor -nurse novels and television series, both of which are

exceedingly popular. The tradition of sexual intimacy

between some physicians and nurses is known to me through

my experiences as a previous insider in medical settings.

I know that the in-group of physicians and nurses, like

many other in-groups composed of both sexes, shows signs of

considerable sexual activity. Dating is common among nurs

ing and medical students, young nurses and physicians, and

students and practitioners.
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However, I have located no studies dealing specif

ically with the sexual behavior of nurses and physicians.

01 esen and Whitaker do point out that lateral role activ

ities (such as dating) are an important element in the

socialization of students becoming simultaneously, adults

and professionals.”
Although this study also does not provide data on

explicit sexual intimacy between nurses and physicians, it

does clearly disclose that some NP's and MD strongly believe

that without careful and continuing management, they could

find themselves in bed together and/or be so accused.

Without exception, the dyads in this study negatively sanc

tioned mutual sexual attraction and sexual intercourse

with in their working relationships. And, in spite of a

larger cultural lore replete with tales of nurse-physician

romance and sexual i ty, local public sanctions were perceived

as strongly prohibiting sexual behavior "outside of

marriage." The possible rise of rumors concerning activity

within NP-MD working relationships was a potential threat

expressed by several dyads.

Consequently, these professional s were confronted

with managing their sexuality for both their own private

and the public arenas. And because of private and public

negative sanctions, the major goals of their management

9 Virginia 0 les en and Levi W. Whittaker . The Silent
Dialogue. San Francisco : Jossey-Bass, 1968, pp. 9-10.
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were to prevent the rise of: 1) mutual sexual attraction

and sexual intercourse within their relationships; and 2)

rumors. The means which emerged to meet these goals are

called "primary prevention" tactics.

However, occasionally, sexual attraction and/or

sexual advances occur with in NP-MD relationships. Then,

"secondary prevention" tactics become necessary. These will

be discussed after the section, "Primary prevention of

sexual activity."

Primary prevention of sexual activity. Concern over

the possibility of sexual intimacy can logically a rise at

any time during a relationship between female NP and male

MD. However, typically such concern arises prior to or

early in the relationship or at the point that some physical

or sexual attraction is experienced. Obviously, early con

cern requires primary prevention; concern arising after

some degree of sexual involvement necessitates secondary

prevention.

The importance of establishing primary preventive

tactics early in a relationship is apparent in the following

comments by a NP:

Some people will try to tell you this male-female
thing is no problem in their relationship. Unless
they've handled it in the beginning, they don't know
what they're talking about. They're just denying what
could happen. (FNP in family practice 3/2/77, p. 6-7)

Likewise, a physician who had recently interviewed

a NP for potential employment said:
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X and I have been discus sing what sort of guidelines
we need to protect us from rumors and to make sure
nothing sexual ever happens in our relation. We're
both relatively attractive people and we'll be working
closely together, if she decides to work for me, that
is. (Urban specialist 2/18/77, p. 36)

In this data excerpt, it becomes obvious that work on pri

mary preventive tactics began as early as pre-employment

interviews. Furthermore, this working dyad believed that

tactics must be developed for managing both the private and

public arenas. Concerning the private arena, it is apparent

that they had a greed that sexual intimacy was taboo with in

their relationship. And, it is implied that there is a

need for presenting a public image congruent with their pri

vate agreement in an effort to "protect us from rumors."

What are the primary prevention tactics evolved by

NPs and MDs 2 First, is direct confrontation of the sexuality

issue by a greeing that preventive tactics must be developed.

This tactic was apparent in the above comments by a physi

cian. Three additional tactics are discussed by these

individuals: limiting social time together; including family

members in sociable activities; and , keeping one's behavior

"professional but friendly." Each of these tactics is used

in both the private and public arenas; however, some are

viewed by the dyads as being more effic acious for one or the

Other a rena.

Limiting social time together is evident in the NP

comment below. In this example, it is apparent that the

dyad 's management of their public image is her prime concern
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in utilizing this tactic.

You have to make sure you don't spend much social
time together. Like it's 0. K. to have lunch together,
occasionally, but not to have a drink after work,
unless someone else is a long. Because if the two of
us are seen coming out of a bar together, that's sure
to start the rumors. (FNP in speciality practice,
8/12/77, p. 2)

The specific guidelines for limiting social time

together (or any other prevention tactic) which are nego

tiated by given NP-MD dyads varies. Thus, as in the above

example, some pairs will restrict lunch and cocktail activi

ties, others may not, but rather engage in other methods of

limiting social time.

Furthermore, in spite of a dyad's direct confrontation

of the sexual issue and consequent negotiation of prevention

tactics, problematic situations do a rise. There may be

either lack of initial agreement on a given tactic or one

or the other may renege on an original agreement. A NP

described the following:

He (MD) told me he was flying to X and said, "Do
you want to come 2" And then he said, "Oh, I forgot
you won't fly with me by yourself." He was testing
me and he did it again later because he asked me to
fly with him to Y later in the month. He's giving a
lecture. I told him I did n't know if I'd be free.
I don't know what to do in that situation , where you
give and where you don't. I don't know what's
reasonable and what is n't. (FNP in special ty practice,
3/25/77, p. 4)

This NP later clarified that this particular limiting social

time tactic initially had been mutually a greed upon. What

ever the original aim (private, public, or both) of this

tactic, it is now a matter of private concern requiring
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resolution by the dyad.

The third primary prevention tactic used by NPs and

MDs is to include their family members in sociable activities.

This tactic has several consequences. It allows for soci

ability between the NP and MD, limits their social time

alone, and makes highly visible to all concerned the reality

of the working partners marital and family commitments, thus

symbol i cally establishing one's unavail ability for extra

marital sexual i ty. This tactic addresses both the private

and public arenas. It is a reminder to the working dyad of

the impossibility of sexuality within their relationship

and also announces this prohibition to their respective

families.

A clinic NP who had worked with a succession of new

physicians talked about her use of this tactic :

What I do is invite them to my home. If the doc is
married, then of course he brings his wife. There's
nothing like seeing somebody's kids to cool off any
future, what do you call it, arc or . And it gives every
one a chance to have some fun together. I like knowing
what the doc is like in a situation away from work.
And almost always the doc and my husband become friends.
He relates to men real easily. (FNP team setting,
2/25/77, p. 32)

Likewise, a NP working for an MD in private practice said:

One of the best ways to handle the sexual thing is
to make sure the social time you spend together is with
the spouses. The four of us went water skiing with
another couple recently. And we've been to their house
for dinner. That way it's understood what everyone's
family commitments are. (FNP in special ty practice,
8/12/77, p. 2)
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This particular tactic can be used either overtly by both

NP and MD as part of their negotiated guidelines or it can

be employed covertly by one or the other.

The fourth primary prevention tactic is "keeping one's

behavior friendly, but 'professional . '" This tactic is more

vague than the others, but generally involves engaging in

behaviors for the benefit of others outside the relation

ship. Examples of such behaviors include: using each

other's titles; and , refraining from kidding and joking with

each other. These behaviors are evident in the comments of

the NP who said :

When we're a round a lot of people in the hospital we
act quite differently than at the office. I call him
doctor. We watch kidding and joking. We're friendly
with each other, but more "normal". You know, more
"professional." That's to try to keep down the rumors
that something is going on between us. (FNP, special ty
practice, 2/17/78)

Concern about rumors and how to keep one's behavior

above public reproach is a fairly constant theme among

those NP's and MDs who acknowledge sexuality as a potential

problem in their working relationship. Additional data

Supporting this concern came from a young middle-aged

physician who said:

Probably the hardest part we've had to face is the
rumors that go around this town. It's just incredible.
There's no problem with my wife because she's been
exposed to all the rumors and she accepts all of that.
The problem I envision is with X's (NP) husband, hear –
ing these rumors. I worry about what effect that will
have on their relationship . . . . You have to protect
your (marriage) partner and the nurse practitioner
you're working with from the visciousness of rumors.
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The only way you can do that is with openness and
honesty with them so they know what's going on and what's
being said. And then, you watch very carefully where
you're seen together. It's tragic. (Urban special is t ,
2/18/77, p. ;

The above example is obviously a situation in which rumors

have already arisen. However, other dyads, actively engaged

in prevention tactics, have not necessarily experienced

rumors. And still other dyads in the sample did not express

concern nor do they engage in rumor prevention. What makes

the difference?

Comparison of various characteristics of dyads who

do engage in rumor prevention tactics and those who don't

provides a set of conditions which can assist in predict

ing the potential rise of rumors. Conditions which maximize

the possibility of rumors are:

1) the working dyad practice in a community with
strict religious sanctions for monogomy and
"family life";

2) the dyad is typically working in the private
sector of medical practice;

3) the NP/MD are a relatively young and physically
attractive pair;

4) both NP/MD are single or one of them is single or ,

5) they are married but do not have children;

6) they are relatively new to the community and are
therefore less established and less accepted ;

7) one or the other is seen as isolated or a "maverick"
in their medical or nursing practice; and

8) one or the other has a reputation (based on rumor
or fact) of sexual "promiscuity".
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Because the above conditions are a composite drawn from com

parative groups, it is not known how many of the conditions

or in what combinations they must be present to produce

rum O r S .

The source of rumors concerning all eged sexuality

between NPs/MDs further enlightens our understanding of the

rise of rumors. Whenever I hear NPs and MDs discussing

their experiences with or fear of rumors, I would ask the

actual or expected source. Always the source was members

of the local medical and/or nursing community. Consequently,

a major part of the "public" that NPS/MDs a ttempt to manage

in preventing rumors is their local professional communities.

This phenomenon makes sense when the relative "new

ness" and "differentness" of the NP role (and consequently

NP-MD relationships) is taken into account. There are many

indicators (in the literature, in this study, and in the

daily experiences of NPs/MDs) that some nurses (non-NPs)

and some MDs who do not work with NPs are threatened by the

"newness" and "differentness" of the NP role. What I am

suggesting is that out of threat, some NPs and MDs begin

rumors about NP-MD dyads who meet several of the conditions

listed above.

The primary preventive tactics used to prevent rumors

a rising from the public a rena are identical to the tactics

used for managing the private a rena. The major difference

is that, whereas they usually work for the private a rena ,

they seldom work for the public a rena. In spite of using
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preventive tactics, rumors often a rise. Eventually the

rumored about parties come to realize that they have little

control over rumors :

I used to worry a lot about the rumors, but now I've
decided we do everything we can , not to feed into them
and they still go on. I just don't worry about them
anymore because I know there's nothing going on between
us and it just is n't our problem-- it's theirs
(FNP in special ty practice, 2/17/78)

Secondary prevention of sexual activity. The nec –

essity for secondary prevention in NP-MD relationships arises

either because primary preventive tactics were not used or

because they were used but were ineffective. Two types of

Sexual behavior prompted secondary prevention: sexual attrac

tion on the part of one member for the other; and sexual

advances. Sexual attraction is characterized by sexual

feelings toward and fantasies about the other. Sexual

advances are characterized by either explicit, overt "passes"

or more subtle, covert seductive attempts.

An ironic situation a rises in the data concerning who

acknowledges experiencing which of the above types of sexual

behavior. Various NPs avow experiencing sexual attraction

toward physicians with whom they have worked ; all disavow

making advances to a physician; and several report being

recipients of sexual advances by physicians. The physicians

in the study disavow ever being sexual ly attracted to or

making advances toward a nurse practitioner. Further, they

disavow ever being the recipient of NP advances. Thus, a
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discrepancy arises between the reports of NPs and MDs i.e. ,

some NP's report being the recipients of sexual advances,

but physicians disavow any sexual responses to NPs. This

d is crepancy can be accounted for in at least two ways.

First, indeed, the particular physicians may not have expe

rienced sexual responses to NPs. Or, some may have , but

simply declined to acknowledge their experience. If the

latter is the case, the gender of the investigator may have

contributed to this disavowal .

The majority of NPs who discussed experiencing sexual

attraction to a physician with whom they worked described

this as problematic for them. One concern revolved a round

a fear of losing control and impulsively making a sexual

advance. One NP wistfully said:

I really had it for Mike. I was so turned on by him,
I really had to watch myself. I was thinking about him
all the time and when I was a round him I just had to
really put the brakes on, not to just go rushing up to
him and hug him. Oh, my fantasies were wonderful but
I just couldn't handle being around him. I left
shortly after I real ized how serious I was , I just
couldn't handle it. (FNP, 2/17/77, p. 29)

This NP also implies another concern expressed by several

other NPs, becoming highly d is tracted by one's sexual

fantasies. A NP said, "The one time I was really attracted

to a physician, I could hardly work because I was thinking

about him all the time." (FNP in private general practice,

3/2/77, p. 14) Another NP talked about feeling very guilty

because of her sexual responses.
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Although a number of NP's agreed that being sexually

attracted to a physician had had very pleasurable a spects,

they all indicated that it was also highly problematic for

them and none of them felt they had been in a position to

act on their attraction. Marriage, their own, the physician's

or both , was said to be the most common inhibitor. One NP

mentioned that it would not have been appropriate for her

"as a woman" to have made a sexual advance to the physician

to whom she was sexually attracted. (FNP in team clinic

setting, 2/25/77)

These NPs used both previously discussed primary

prevention tactics and some additional ones. Among those

previously discussed, limiting social time together, includ

ing family members in sociable activities and keeping one's

behavior friendly but "professional " were all instituted or

maintained. However, none of the NP's directly discussed

their feelings and fantasies with the physicians toward

whom they were sexually attracted. Additional secondary

tactics were aimed at creating social distance and/or exam

ining their reactions in an attempt to diffuse them.

In a previous data excerpt, it will be recalled that

one NP had to resign from her work situation to put distance

between herself and the physician. Others described dis

tancing by avoiding the physician as much as possible, a

tactic which was described as being difficult to carry out.

One mentioned arranging to be out of town for a week attend

ing a conference.
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A commonly employed tactic for diffusing sexual

attraction was to discuss the situation with a trusted friend.

This tactic is evident in the following:

I was very upset about how I was feeling about X,
so I worked it out that I could drive to Reno with Sally.
She was going to a conference. I just went a long
because I needed to talk about it. That's what I did
all the way down, talked and talked and talked. That
really helped because I really got it straightened out
in my head about what would happen to my marriage if
I didn't just for get about X. Just one cathars is and
I was all better. (FNP in team setting, 2/25/77, p. 34)

Another NP told me that simply hearing herself as she talked

to a friend allowed her to "just stop thinking about him--

sexually, I mean." Somehow sharing with a friend enabled

these NP's to diffuse their sexual feelings. Interestingly,

none of the NP's acknowledged that they were currently strug

gling with this problematic situation, for all it was a past

eVent.

Likewise, management of sexual advances by MDS was

reported by several NPs as past events in their working

relationships. Again, this was in spite of none of the NPs

Or MDS in the study acknowledging initiation of sexual

advances.

The sexual advances discussed by NPs can be categorized

as "hustling" and "I'm misunderstood." Hustling tends to be

direct, overt and often blunt. The message is clear, e.g. ,

"I want to go to bed with you." Sometimes flirting precedes

the message and most of ten the NP knows the physician's

reputation as a hustler before the sexual advance. Hustling

is evident in the following excerpt:
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This particular physician is very overt. I knew he
had tried to hustle a no ther NP and some other RNS a round
the valley. He had tried flirting with me for a few
days and then he just came out and asked if I was
interested in "making out" with him. (FNP in private
general practice, 3/30/77, p. 26)

This type of sexual advance was not seen as problematic by

any of the NP's who had experienced it because the message

was so clear and direct. The tactics they used were of two

types: directly saying "no" and humor. Sometimes the "no

was a colloquial phrase such as , "drop dead" or "bug off"

but the message was as clear and straighforward as "no.

NPS who recalled the use of this tactic also remembered that

they had responded immedia tely and with considerable vigor.

Humor as a tactic was of two types: "letting down"

the physician and "putting him in his place." The first

was a light and good humored joking a imed at getting the

refusal across, but with no loss of face by the physician.

The second type, "putting him in his place" capitalized on

the NP humorously belitting the MD. An example of this

tactic occurs in the following anecdote:

X and I were working at the "Center" one night and
he started making a wild pass at me, saying all this
junk that I guess he thought was amorous. Calling me
endearing names, real corny stuff, like "sweetie."
I just started laughing at him and told him his
"little sweeti e" just was n 't interested. Then, for
weeks after that I'd say, like if I wanted him to do
something, I'd say, "Would you do something for your
'little sweetie' and look at this patient for me"?
He'd turn bright red but he never made another pass
at me. (FNP, team clinic, 3/77)

Whether aimed at the physician saving or losing face, humor

was seen by NPs as an effective method for managing sexual
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passes which they interpreted as "hustling."

The physician whose witting or unwitting style for

making sexual advances was to present himself as being mis

understood and unappreciated by women (often his wife) was

the second type of advance described by NPs. This approach

was definitely problematic for those NPs whom encountered

it. One NP discussed her experience thus ly:

I have to be real careful because I'm a real sucker
for the guy who says, "my wife doesn't understand me."
As close as I ever came to fall ing for a doctor was
in that kind of situation. I really did like him and
felt sorry for him and it was nice to be "the only one
who understood him." (FNP in special ty private prac
tice, 3/2/77, p. 7)

This NP implies that the flattery of being "the only one who

understood him" was problematic for her. Other data indicate

that a nother problematic element in this approach centers

around the NP, a t least initially, being uncerta in as to

whether she is being seduced. Unlike the intention of

the "hustler," the intention of the physician using this

approach is indefinite. And, indeed, his intention may also

be uncerta in to him. There is both the possibility that

some physicians (men) use the "I'm misunderstood" approach

as a witting ploy and that others have no initial intention

of striving for sexual intimacy, but are rather seeking

sol a ce.

All of the NPs who had been approached in this manner

indicated that they had not instituted tactics to prevent

or diffuse the potential for sexual intimacy until it became
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clear to them that this was the physician's (blatant or

emergent) intention. One NP hypothesized that nurses are

especially vulnerable to this approach because "of our need

to always nuture people."

When secondary prevention tactics were instituted,

they were apparently initiated by the NP. Direct confron

tation was said to be a common "initial " tactic for sexual

advances but not for sexual attraction. Then the other

tactics previously discussed were applied in various arrange

ments. That is, one NP combined increasing social distance

and talking with a trusted friend. Another sought and

received a transfer to a nother service, etc.

In summary, managing the potential for sexual activity

is a property of the broader concept of intimacy. Intimacy,

in turn, is a major property of the interactional strategy

of personal izing with in NP-MD relationships. Conditions

which give rise to personalizing also obviously contribute

to the potential for sexual activity. Additionally, when

working dyads have previously engaged in other intimacy

building activities (i.e., "assessing moods" and "sharing

confidences"), the likelihood of sexual ity increases.

Sexual activity within the working relationships is

strongly prohibited by NPs and MDs. However, many of the

dyads view their relationships as being highly vulnerable

to sexuality if primary prevention tactics are not developed

and instituted.
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Likewise, there are conflicting cultural views which

simultaneously expect but prohibit sexual ity with in nurse -

physician relationships. Additionally, it has been suggested

that the relative "newness" and "differentness" of the NP

role and the NP-MD role relationships promotes threat among

some members of the local medical and nursing communities.

Consequently, the rise of rumors is problematic for some NP's

and MDs. Thus, these working relationships must manage the

public arena as well as their own private relationship arena.

Finally, on occasion, sexual attraction and/or sexual

advances a rise within the relationships. Then, secondary

preventive tactics are instituted .

To briefly review, informality is the second major

property of personal izing. In the context of this study,

the concept of "informality" refers to the casual , non

formal manner in which many NP-MD dyads interact. More

specifically, informality consists of : 1) interacting

casually; and 2) using given names.

Informal i ty: Interacting Casually

In both private practice and team settings, I fre

quently observed NPs and MDs interacting in a relaxed,

spontaneous and casual manner. The content of these inter

actions ranged from pure sociability to brief consultations

concerning patients.

Sociable interactions included discussions of count

less mundane activities which make up much of our daily
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lives -- where to go for lunch, how to kill crabgrass, last

weekend 's camp ing trip , etc. On the one hand, Simmel in

his discussion of character is tics of the dyad comments on

the "triviality" of dyadic interactions. 10 I understand

Simmel to mean that friends, marriage partners, dyads at

parties, etc. , can be expected to repeatedly return to dis -

cussions or reoccurring themes in their interactions. He

says, "the tone of triviality frequently becomes desperate

and fatal."' On the other hand, phenomenological soci

olig is ts, such as Alfred Schutz, help us to see that it is

these same mundane activities (and sharing them with others)

which can give our lives richness, color, and variety.

The Sociable interactions between NPS and MDs were

also frequently characterized by the use of humor through

joking and tea sing. Such an example comes from my field

notes from a rural satel lite clinic.

I remained in the conference room much of today because
Sam and Susie have their desks there and because I
could observe the hall from there. They had many
contacts with each other in the conference room through
out the day. The contacts were always short, never more
than two or three minutes, as both were seeing patients
in the exam rooms. Their contacts were always relaxed
and friendly.

Teasing and kidding were common. In the A. M., Susie
good naturedly kidded Sam, "You were late this morning
and that's putting us behind." In the afternoon Sam
reciprocated with, "That stack of charts on your

10Kurt H. Wolff, ed. The Sociology of George Simmel.
New York: The Free Press, 1950, pp. 125-126.

! ! Ibid., p. 126.
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desk has to be completed, you're putting us behind."
They both laughed and laughed and Susie said to me ,
"We're always behind and it's always the other guy's
fault." (Team setting 1/28/77, pp. 27–28)

Humor in casual sociable interactions between NPS/

MDs has several consequences. One is the prevention or

reduction of tension. In the above data , it is apparent

that "getting behind" is a reoccurring issue for that partic

ular dyad. Possibly, if it was not managed with humor,

tension and conflict might arise. Any of us can think of

numerous examples of being in emotionally charged situations

in which someone has made a humorous comment and immediately

tension was reduced through laughter. It is not uncommon

for the nature of work performed by some NP's/MDs to be tense

and intense. Humor provides a marvel ous release for them.

A second possible consequence of humor is that it

acts as a status level er in NP-MD relationships. The dis

tribution of status between NPs and MDs is obviously highly

unequal . The physician's educational level , income and

prestige are markedly greater than is the nurse practitioner's.

Thus, when MDs and NPs joke and laugh with each other, there

may be movement toward more equal standing within the con

fines of the work setting and the working relationships.

This may be especially the case for the MD who allows himself

to be the butt of a NP's jokes or allows himself to look

"ridiculous." The following comments by a NP employed by a

private physician are an example of such a situation.
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We have fun working together. We kid a lot and tease.
Like Friday, well see , we're both sort of clods –-
physically-bumping into things and stuff like that.
Anyhow, Friday he was in my office and bumped into my
couch and he said, "See, I'm catching this clumsiness
from you." I was on the phone as he left and I heard
this big crash--he had walked right into the weight
scales outside my door. I laughed so hard I could
hardly keep talking. We both had a big laugh over that.
(FNP in special ty practice, l0/31/77, p. 1)

An obvious source of camara derie for this dyad is their

kidding, teasing, and laughing at each other's "cloddish

ness." Another example of a physician will ing to appear

"ridiculous" comes from my field notes.

I observed a lot of kidding and clowning on the part
of the middle-aged physician. He seems to delight in
playing the "fool" for laughs. For example, popping
in the NPs office with a sucker in his mouth and sing
ing rather loudly as he went down the hall. He has a
slapstick sense of humor. When he kids J (NP), she
responds in a dry, droll manner, frequently playing
straight man to his corny jokes and routines. (Private
practice, small town, 4/7/77, p. 6)

Again, it seems reasonable that such clowning behav

i or by the physician resulted in some degree of status

equalization between he and the NP.

Finally, humor in the purely sociable interactions

between NP and MD contributes to intimacy building in the

relationship. A number of the sample members asserted that

"having fun together while we're working, brings us closer

together." Likewise, the sharing of daily mundane events

can draw the working dyad together as well as contribute

to the potential "trival ity" of dyadic relations of which

Simmel writes.
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Casual interactions between NP/MD involve not only

pure sociability, but are also the vehicle for a major

type of work related exchange, informal consultation with

each other. Observations of this informal consultation

appear in field notes from every study site. An example

follows:

It is now l l : ] 5 a.m., on my second day of observations
in this setting. Both days I've seen frequent, brief
exchanges between X (NP) and Y (MD). Sometimes this is
Social chatting and sometimes it's consultation. The
consultation is most often initiated by the NP.
Examples are her a sking Dr. Y the appropriate drug for
a given condition, checking whether there is need for
a follow-up X-ray, a sking him to confirm a diagnosis on
a child, etc. The infrequent times that Dr. Y initiated
consultation with the NP revolved around getting infor
mation on a patient he was now seeing but whom the NP
had previously seen. (Urban private general practice,
4/1/77, pp. 9-10)

The pattern of the NP more frequently initiating consul

tation with the MD was consistent throughout my observations

in the majority of settings. This can be directly attri

buted to the physician's greater depth and breadth of medical

knowledge and the built-in emphasis in these relationships

on the NP knowing the limits of her practice competency.

The exceptions to NP initiation of consultation occurred

when a physician would occasionally ask a NP's opinion on

some psychosocial a spect of a patient's condition.

An interesting contrast occurs between NP-MD con

Sultation in private and team settings. Informal consultation

occurs very frequently in both settings. However, often in

private practice setting, this is the only consultation

which does occur. Whereas, team settings commonly have
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regularly scheduled times for more formal consultation and

review. Comments from a secondary data source indicate the

mix of formal and informal consultation which occurs in an

Arizona health maintenance organization.

Communication between the physicians and the PNA's
(Pediatric Nurse Associates) on individual patients
takes place on a catch-as-catch-can basis between appoint
ments or in spare moments. However, this is supplemented
by further discussion during weekly staff meetings and
by communication that takes place hºo!gh the problemoriented record used throughout A. H. P. l

Likewise, a pilot field study of team-oriented health care

clinic which preceded this study is replete with examples

of the formal and informal consultation occurring among NPs

and MDs. 13

Thus, on the dimension of informal consultation as an

indicator of casual interactions, NPS and MDS in both team

and private settings frequently engage in this activity.

However, formal consultation occurs commonly in team

settings but rarely in the private settings.

Informal i ty: Using Given Names

The use of given names, rather than titles and sur

names, by some NP's and MDs in addressing each other is

another dimension of informality. This practice is clearly

related to the type of setting in which the dyad works. In

12Roueche Berton, ed., Together: A Casebook of Joint
Practices in Primary Care, "Working With Him," The National
Joint Practice Commission: Chicago, 1977, p. 54.

13 Janice A. Buehler, unpublished report to the W. K.
Kellogg Foundation, June 15, 1976.
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the team setting the use of first names between NPs and MDs

is the norm. However, in private practice settings, the

use of given names is non-reciprocal , with physicians calling

NPs by their first names but with the NP's using the MD 's

title and surname.

The pattern for name use in the team setting is

evident in the following comments by a NP.

I've been here three years and we have had l 0 dif
ferent physicians. There's a history of calling each
other by our first names, at least when we're not a round
patients. That varies, Frank (MD) likes to be called Dr.
in front of patients but he calls me Miss Smith so
that's consistent. . . . There's never been any question
with the new docs about what they'd call us (NPs) or
vice vers a , it's always been on a first name basis.
(NP in team clinic, 7/14/77, pp. 12–14)

Similar data comes from a secondary data source, a California

HM0. A NP from that setting has written:

All nurses in extended roles must become a lert to the
" name game." How one is addressed is a mark of status
and affects the quality of interaction. From the begin
ning, most clinic staff were on a first name basis.
The FNPs (Family Nurse Practitioners) and MDs consist
ently addressed each other by first names in private.
Before patients, if the MD was called Dr. , the FNP was
called Ms. At times, one of the older MDS reverted to
cal ling the FNP by her first name, no doubt a carry
over from his "girl" in his private office in previous
years. We would point this out, and soon he was catch
ing his slips and say, "I guess if I can call you by
your first name to patients, you should call m; by mineaiso." Sometimes this was indeed what we did.'"

Two themes are apparent in the previous data excerpts.

Use of given names in private is the standard for NPs and

14 Leonide L. Martin, "View From the Firing Line:
Family Nurse Practitioner in California, " The Law and The
Expanding Nursing Role, Bonnie Bull ough, ed., New York:
Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1975, pp. 104-106.
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MDS working together in the team clinics. And, reciprocal

use of titles and surnames may occur in front of patients.

As indicated previously the consistent pattern of

name/title usage between NPs and MDs in the private practice

setting is non-reciprocal . NPs refer to their physician

employers as Dr. (blank). But, physicians refer to NPs by

their given names. This usually occurs in both their pri

vate and public interactions. After observing this pattern

Several times, I began questioning subjects about it. The

following is a typical reply from a NP to my question,

"What accounts for your calling him Dr. Zee and his calling

you Sandy?"

It's funny is n 't it? For me after all these years
with Dr. Zee, I just can't imagine calling him Harold.
I'm sure he wouldn't mind at all . With me, I think it's
that I respect him so much that I just have to keep
calling him Dr. (NP in private special ty practice,
4/26/76, p. 14)

Respect for one's physician- employer was a common NP

justification for the disparity in use of names/titles in

private practice. This obviously deferential behavior was

almost always taken-for-granted as being a ppropriate by

these NPS .

A somewhat more oblique justification for this dif

ference was presented by NPs who talked about remaining

"professional " through non-reciprocal name/title use. An

example follows:
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I don't know. I just always have. It seems more
professional to do that. Of all the physicians I've
worked with over the years, there was only one that I
called by his first name, and that was because he
insisted. But, in this situation it just seems more
professional to call Dr. J, Dr. J. (FNP in private
practice, 3/30/77, p. 27)

It will be noted that neither of the NPS in the

previous two examples commented on being called by their

first name by their physician-employer. If it is respect

ful and professional for the NP to address the physician

as Dr. , is it seen as disrespectful to address the NP by

her given name? Apparently not by the NPs in this study.

What about the MDs in the study? Again, after I recognized

the pattern, I began quering MDs about disparate name/title

use. Their most common reaction might be described as

perplexity, as in the following:

Why, I never thought about that I (Pause) That sounds
Strange, but that 's always what we've called each other.
I guess that's the way it is with the other nurses I've
worked with . (Pa use) I'll have to think about this.
(Changes subject) (MD in general private practice,
3/30/77, p. 19)

Clearly, this physician had taken for granted the name/title

use situation. This was common among the physicians I

questioned. However, a few acknowledged that, "it would be

fine with me if she (NP) called me by my first name."

A case which highlights the difference in name/title

usage found in private practice and team settings will now

be discussed. One NP in the study found problematic the

non-reciprocal name/title use in her interactions with her

physician-employer. She had previously worked as a NP in at
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least two clinic settings but had not worked for a private

physician. As early as her pre-employment interviews she

realized she was calling this physician by his title and

surname or "not calling him anything." This continued the

first few months of her employment. But, she was uncom

for table, apparently because she had previously experienced

reciprocal use of names and/or titles with physicians. Also,

because she had a close NP friend employed in a team setting

who "kept tea sing me about it. " I interviewed this NP

numerous times during her first months of employment. Com

ments from a mid-point interview reflected her dilemma.

I know it looks like a deference thing. But, see
how that all got started was when I was interviewing him,
I had heard rumors about his being a flirt and I was
trying to be impersonal in the beginning. But now it's
a habit and I don't know how to stop. I know I should
talk to him about it. I keep hoping I'll get a clue
from him, but so far nothing. Alice (NP friend) is on
my case all the time but even if she was n 't, I don't
like it and have got to do something about it ! (NP in
special ty practice, 8/12/77, p. 3)

Some months later I asked her about the situation and she

said:

0h, it just happened naturally one day, we were talk
ing and I said, "Marv in , such and such ..." He acted
real comfortable and so did I. And ever Since, it's
been 0. K. (NP in special ty practice, 3/3/78, p. 2)

What accounts for this difference in name/title use

between NPs/MDs in private and team-clinics settings?

First, several of the NP's employed by physicians had been,

prior to their NP training, office nurses for these same

physicians. Assuming that these original relationships were
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based on the traditional nurse-physician relationship, in

which non-reciprocal name/title use is common, it is not

surprising that this pattern continued after office nurses

became nurse practitioners.

The NPS and MDS in the team-oriented clinics held a

strong ideological position that their interactions should

be egal i tarian. The reciprocal use of names or titles was

one indicator of their position. However, the NPs and MDs

in private practice worked in relative isolation from peers,

and consequently, they had little opportunity to compare their

interactions with more egalitarian patterns.

Finally, the deference present among NP's employed by

private physicians is directly related to just that. These

NPs are not employees of an organization which also employes

MDS, as is the case in the team-oriented clinics. Their

employee status to physician- employers creates an a sym

metrical distribution of power. These NP's not only have less

education, status, and prestige than MDs, they also receive

paychecks directly from them. Consequently, deference seems

appropriate.

In summary, personal izing is a common interactional

strategy between NPs and MDs in private practice. The NP's

most often initiate and maintain personal izing and conse

quently can be viewed as assuming primary responsibility for

it. However, the NPs and MDs in the team clinics who engage

in personalizing do so in a reciprocal manner and for
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sociablilty reasons. Whereas, personal izing is essential

for a workable relationship in private practice, in the

clinics it only makes working together more equal and enjoy –

able.

The core variable competency confirming will be dis

cussed next. This process occurs in both comparative groups

studied. However, the particular pattern varies tremendously

in the two work settings. And this variability will further

build upon the differences discovered in personal izing.

Competency confirming is discussed in the following

three chapters. The focus in Chapter 3 is upon general

a spects of the process and sets the stage for the specific

subprocesses found in private practice and the team clinics.

Chapters 4 and 5 discuss the subprocesses.



Chapter 3

COMPET ENCY CONFIRMING

The second major interactional process to be dis

cussed in this study is termed "competency confirming."

This process consists of two or more persons establishing

and affirming how one of them will perform medical or health

care activities within agreed upon limits. Generally, the

focus of this process is on confirming a nurse practitioner's

competency rather than a physician's. There are important

exceptions to this which will be discussed later. An

additional property of the process is that the criteria for

confirmation are derived from the philosophy or ideology of

medical or health care practice held by the confirmer (s).

Competency confirming is shaped by certa in properties

of the work setting. These include both social structural

properties and social psychological characteristics of the

social actors which are reinforced by the particular

structure of the work setting. That is, features of the

work setting determine who does the confirming, what strat

egies they employ and with what outcomes.

The work settings which will be used in examining

competency confirming are categorized on the basis of whether

NP's or MDs are organized to work together in dyads or in a

78
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team. Dyadic work a renas include solo or group practices

of private physicians. Team a renas are found in those

clinics in which staff are organized as a team. Each of

these work arenas produces a pattern of competency confirm

ing which will be presented after a discussion of sources

of concern about nurse practitioner competency, and situa

tional conditions prompting the process. These sources and

conditions, in turn, provide a context for the emergence of

the process of competency confirming.

CONCERN ABOUT NP COMPETENCE

There is , in my opinion, an inordinate concern about

nurse practitioner competence among both physicians and

nurse practitioners. To date, only one legal suit has been

brought against a nurse practitioner in the United States.

And that suit relates not to mal practice or incompetence,

but rather to the jurisdictional issue of what acts consti

tute the practice of medicine in the State of New Jersey.'
During an era in which there is considerable public scrutiny

of and d is satisfaction with medical care, nurse practitioners

appear to be enjoying public acceptance as indicated by

'0. Marie Henry. "Progress in The Nurse Practi -
tioner Movement." Nurse Practitioner, June, 1978,
pp. 4-7.
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studies on patient satisfaction with NP services.”

However, the issue of nurse practitioner competence

was a theme repeated over and over again by the social

actors in this study. Among physicians and nurse practi –

tioners interviewed, the most frequently discussed necessary

characteristic of a NP was that "she know and practice with

in her (medical ) l imits." Knowing and practicing within

limits is apparently the ess ential indicator of NP compe

tence used by NPs and MDs. This indicator was rarely

applied as an essential characteristic of a physician. Most

often physician competence seemed to be taken for granted by

NPs and MDs. What accounts for NP competence being seen as

problematic by both MDs and NP's 2

There are both obvious and less obvious sources for

this concern. One obvious source is the lack of standardi -

zation of educational programs for nurse practitioners.

The variability in types and lengths of NP programs is even

greater than are the programs for the initial or "basic"

preparation of nurses, i.e., diploma, associate degree and

baccalaureate degree.

The majority of NP programs are conducted on a con

tinuing education basis. These programs are affiliated with

2See for example, L. R. Day, R. Egli, H. K. Silver,
"Acceptance of Nurse Practitioners: Parents' opinion of Com
bined Care by a Pediatrician and Pediatric Nurse Practi –
tioner in a Private Practice, " American Journal of Diseases
of Children, l l 9:204-208, 1970; Nancy Graham, "A Quality
of Care Assessment : Pedia tricians and Pedia tric Nurse
Practitioners," Image, 10:41-48, June, 1978.
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a university but do not give a degree and admit only regis

tered nurses. However, there are also a few university

based programs which admit only RNs to a "baccalaureate

program in nursing with a nurse practitioner special ty."

0 ther university programs prepare NP's at the graduate level.

There is also wide variability on the length of NP

programs. Some continuing education programs may be com -

pl eted in a few months. B. S. programs for RNs are a year

or two in length. And masters programs can also be com

pl eted within a year or two. Some NP continuing education

programs admit RNs from either associate degree, diploma

or baccalaureate "basic" nursing programs. Thus, it is

possible for a person to spend two years in an associate

degree program, pass the state registered nurse exams,

complete a NP continuing education program and be certified

by the state as a nurse practitioner, all within three

years. Or, on the other end of the continuum, a person may

spend four years in a B.S. program, two years in a M. S. pro

gram and an additional year in a C. E. program for NPs.

0r, the B. S. graduate may take a master's degree as a nurse

practitioner. Obviously, the education base of NP's varies

tremendously and consequently, so do the knowledge and

skills of the beginning NP. This variability can be viewed

as a natural property of an emerging segment of a profession.

However, it also creates considerable doubts and anxieties

among MDs and NPs as to whether graduates of NP programs are
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adequately prepared to provide competent care of patients.

The theme of protection of the public is the most

common reason given for concern about NP competence. Most

likely, underlying this concern is "the vision of danger or

death as a consequence of incompetency. "* Oversights and/

or errors in judgment by physicians and nurses can certainly

lead to dire consequences for patients and the perpetrator.

Hence, I have been repeatedly reminded by NPs and MDs

that patients must be protected from NPs who practice out

side the limits of their medical knowledge and skills.

Typical of this theme is the physician who said:

The number one quality is respect for her own limits.
And that takes real professional maturity. If she
doesn't have the maturity to recognize her limits, she
can run into real snags with patients. I think a
physician is nuts to sponsor a nurse practitioner who
practices beyond her limits. You see, it takes
maturity to know when to refer. If she needs to refer
and doesn't, she's just plain unsafe. (Private family
practice MD, 3/30/77, p. 19)

Obviously, what this MD says is true, NPs who practice

beyond their limits are unsafe. However, so are other

nurses, physicians, psychologists, airplane pilots, etc.

The protection of the public is a goal which crosses numerous

professions and occupations. The fact is, that the work of

nurse practitioners is highly circumscribed. In terms of

their medical activities, they focus upon acute, self

limiting illnesses and/or stabilized chronic conditions.

* I am grateful to Anselm Struass for suggesting this
lively imagery.
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Very often they conduct their medical activities by follow

ing standardized protocols. Furthermore, there is no

evidence of rampant incompetent or unsafe practice among

NPs. What seems unique to their situation is the constant

focusing on the theme of protection of the public. Conse

quently, exploration of additional sources for this concern

seems necessary.

The next source of concern is reputation protection.

0ne's professional reputation is directly related to being

Viewed by others as competent. For the physician associated

with a NP, it is very important that she have a reputation

of competence. This is especially true in the private

Sector of medical practice where acceptance of NPs is still

minimal. The private physician who hires a NP often

encounters skeptism and hostility from his peers.

But the burden for reputation protection is even

heavier for NPs than for physicians. The NP must protect

her own professional reputation. She must help protect the

reputation of physicians associated with her. And, finally,

she believes that the reputation of the whole nurse practi –

tioner movement is in her hands. One NP put it this way:

Well, the limits thing has several parts. You've
got to be sure. I think the pressure not to make
mistakes is much more for us than physicians. If we
make a mistake there are a lot of people jeopardized
besides you and the patient and your MD back-up. The
Whole program, you know, the whole movement can be
hurt. I think that's why most nurse practitioners take
So much time with patients. They just don't want to
miss anything. (Rural NP., 6/10/77, p. 17)
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All of the NPs interviewed in this study expressed feeling

pressure to avoid mistakes and practice within their limits

and thereby to be judged as competent. Again, NPs are con

cerned with both their invid idual reputations and the repu

tation of the NP movement.

Sometimes, reputation protection of the movement is

translated into active peer pressure. I have heard NPs at a

national meeting give very critical feed-back to each other

on questionable clinical practices. Several NP informants

have given me examples of additional peer confrontations at

Various NP conclaves. This behavior seems in contrast to

the tendency Fried son described in Professional Dominance.”

He suggests that colleagues tend to become tolerant and

protective of each other. That, indeed, "professional

etiquette itself discourages observing and criticizing one's

colleague's work. "4 This trend is evident in Millman's

account of "mortality review conferences."5 She found this

form of "peer review" was actually a ritual for protecting

physicians from the embarrassment (let alone more serious

consequences) which might arise if medical mistakes were

directly confronted. 6

3Eliot Fried son, Professional Dominance, New York:
Atherton Press, 1970, p. T223.

4 Ibid.

*Marcia Mill man, The Unk in dest Cut, New York: Morrow,
1977, pp. 90–119.

6 Ibid.
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Although data in this study are suggestive of NPs

being more open to monitoring the competence of their peers

than are physicians, further investigation is obviously

required. If indeed such a trend were verified, protection

of the public receiving NP services would be a reality as

well as an ideological position.

An ess ential source of concern about NP competence

a rises out of the professional dominance of medicine. Two

properties of professional dominance are especially relevant

to this issue. The first is medicine's domination of nurs -

ing, including its authority to direct and evaluate the work
7of others in the medical care enterprise. The second is

medicine's position of authority in defining what is health

and illness and what constitutes legitimate treatment.8

In spite of claims by nursing leaders that nursing is

a profession with major control over its fate, the facts

simply do not support the claim. Fried son writes:

By and large, every analyst with the possible excep
tion of those in nursing a gree that insofar as the
concept of profession has any definiteness at all ,
the nurse is not fully professional . Like many other
occupations in and around medicine in the United States,
it is a would-be profession, and if only because of
the strength of the medical profession is unlikely to
attain fuil professional status. 9

7Fried son, pp. 136-137.
*Ibid., p. 147.
9Ibid., p. 21
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Later, Fried son returns to nursing 's claim to professional

status and says:

It (medicine) has the authority to direct and evaluate
the work of others without in turn being subject to
formal direction and evaluation by them. Paradoxically,
its autonomy is sustained by the dominance of its
expertise in the division of labor. It is true that
Some of the occupations it dominates -- nursing for
example--claim to be professions . . . But surely there
is a critically significant difference between dominant
professions and those others that claim the name but do
not possess the status. 10

Examples of medicine's dominance over nursing in the

work place a bound. Physicians do still direct nurses in

hospital s through "doctor's orders." They do control the

flow of information about patients. Many physicians orches –

trate what Stein calls the "doctor – nurse game."ll That is ,

direct suggestions from a nurse concerning patients' care

are punished by physicians. Medicine still decides which

of its tasks will be delegated to nursing. And the list

continues.

However, it is also true that organized nursing no

longer passively accepts this state of affairs. Nursing

has gained control over the educations of its members.

Nursing literature openly acknowledges medical dominance and

10 Ibid., p. 136.
ll Leonard I. Stein, "The Doctor-Nurse Game,"

Archives of General Psychiatry, 16: 699-703, 1967.
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Suggests strategies to combat it. 12 Major battles are

being carried out in several states over Nurse Practice

Acts, with a focus on legally decreasing medicine's domi

nance over nursing.

Nevertheless, at this time, nurse practitioners are

still legally dependent on medicine for legitimation of

their practice. And as I pointed out in the chapter on

"personalizing," that interactional strategy is apparently

essential for the survival of many NPs employed in the private

Sector of medicine. Furthermore, as will be discussed later

and in detail, when pairs of NPs and MDs work together, in

private practice, the pattern for competency confirming

involves a physician confirming a nurse practitioner's

competency and not the reverse. To a great extent, NPs are

dominated by medicine and their practices are directed and

evaluated by physicians.

In regards to medicine's authority in defining health

and illness and the treatment of the latter, Fried son writes:

In the case of medicine, a strategic facet of its
authority is its delineation of pathology, the defini
tions of health and illness that guide the application
of knowledge of human ills. The physician is the
ultimate expert on what is health and what illness and
on how to atta in the former and cure the latter. Indeed,
his perspective leads him to see the world in terms of

l?See for instance, E. H. Peeples and Gloria Francis,
"Social –Psychological Obstacles to effective Health Team
Practice," Nursing Forum, 7:28-36, 1968; Madeleine
Leininger, "The Leadership Crisis in Nursing: A Critical
Problem and Challenge," Journal of Nursing Administration,
March/April, 1974, pp. 28–34.
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health and illness, and the world is presently

#!", "º..."...#.:*.*:::"...ºfs"
Because physicians are socially acknowledged as the experts

on matters of health and illness and have the power to

direct and evaluate the practice of nurse practitioners,

it should not be surprising that physicians are greatly

concerned about NP competence.

Furthermore, there is a growing body of research

literature that suggests that in primary care settings, NPs

are capable of and competent to diagnose and treat from 60

to 80 percent of the patients seeking medical care. 14

Such studies pose potential threats to physicians. For

instance, medicine's professional dominance is threatened

in the sense that parts of medical practice have been demys -

tified by the emergence of NPs. Although physicians con

tinue to be the guardians of medical knowledge, it may

well be a l arming to many of them that nurses, in much shorter

training periods, can learn and apply "sacred" medical

knowledge. And apparently with patient outcomes equal to

'*Fried son, p. 147.
14 see for instance, Walter 0. Spitzer, et. al., "The

Burlington Randomized Trial of the Nurse Practitioner,"
The New England Journal of Medicine. 290:251 – 256, 1974;
C. E. Lewis and B. A. Resnick, "Nurse Clinics and Progres
sive Ambula tory Patient Care," New England Journal of
Medicine, 277: 1236–1241, 1967; John W. Runyan, "The Memphis
Chronic Disease Program: Comparisons in Outcome and the
Nurse's Extended Role, " Journal of the American Medical
Association, 23.1 : 264 – 267, 1975.
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or superior to those achieved by matched physicians sam

ples. 15 This must be hard on the professional egos of some

physicians !

Another source of potential threats to physicians is

economic competiton. At this time, NPs are not real is tical ly

an economic threat. NPs make up less than one percent of

the total nursing population. 16 And , with rare exceptions

NP services are not directly covered by medical care insur -

ance. However, recent Federal legislation has been enacted

to CO Ver rural NP services. '7 This may well be a precursor

to coverage for NP's under some form of national health

insurance. Indeed, thus far, Congress has provided monies

for nurse practitioner training programs and H. E. W. offi

cially supports increased numbers of "new health profes

sional s!" as one remedy for mal distributed medical services.

It is conceivable that increased Federal inter vention in

health care may have a consequence of liberating NPs from

the degree of medical dominance now experienced. Then NPs

would truly represent a threat to physicians. Paradox

ically, both professional dominance and threat to that

dominance promote concern by physicians about NP competence.

1 5 Ibid.

16Ann A. Bliss and Eva D. Cohen, eds. , The New Health
Professionals, German town, Maryl and : Aspen, 1977, p. 376.

17Rural Health Clinics Services Act of 1977 (PL 95
210), Federal Register, July 14, 1978.
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The final source of concern about NP competence to be

discussed is sex (gender) role stereotyping and the con

Sequent Sexism which is implicit in traditional nurse

physician relationships. Various socialization studies have

shown males to be more aggressive and domineering” and to

1 9Stress achievement and independence. Females have been

found to be more dependent and conforming 20 and more con

cerned with devel oping their inter personal skills.”

Generally, such studies support Parson's concepts of males

a S instrumental in their roles and females as expressive. **
And as was discussed in the chapter on "personal izing,"

Johnson and Martin have described physicians (males) as

"instrumental special is ts" and nurse (females) as "expres

Sive specialists. "??

18Jerome Kagan. "Acquisition and Significance of Sex
Typing and Sex Rol e Identity," in Review of Child Devel op
ment Research, M. L. Hoffman and L. W. Hoffman, eds. ,
New York: Russell Sage, 1964, pp. 136-168.

19 Elizabeth Douvan and Joseph Adel son, The Adolescent
Experience, New York: Wiley, 1966, pp. 494-495.

20Kagan.
*] Douvan and Adel son.

**Talcott Parsons and Robert F. Bales, Family, Soci
alization and Interactional Processes, Glenoe, Illinois:
Free Press, 1955

**Miriam M. Johnson and Harry W. Martin, "A Socio
logical Analysis of the Nurse Role," Social Interaction
and Patient Care, eds. , James K. Skipper and Robert C.
Leonard, Philadelphia: Lippincott, 1965, pp. 29-39.
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However, to my knowledge, there are no research

studies by sociologists or nurses which have empirically

verified the existence of sexism in nurse-physician relation

ships. What is now termed "sexism" was previously referred

to as "traditional" nurse-physician relationships. But

Whether these relationships are viewed as "sexist" or

"traditional , " they have apparently been so taken for

granted as to negate the need for research. However, since

the emergence of the Women's Movement, the language describ

ing nurse-physician relationships in non-research references

has shifted to sex discrimination and sexism. **

If one can assume that sexism is a property of many

nurse-physician relationships, we are still left not know

ing if it is also a property of some nurse practitioner

physician relationships. However, I suggest that in this

study, the concept of "personal izing" and its property,

"intimacy," supports this contention with numerous examples.

For instance, the non-reciprocal mood assessment between

NP's-MDs in the private sector provides an example of women

social i zed to be experts in inter personal skills. Likewise,

in building intimacy MDs refused to acknowledge that they are

*See for instance: Virginia Clel and , "Sex D is crim
ination: Nursing 's Most Pervasive Problem," American Journal
of Nursing, 71: 1542–1547; Robert A. Hockelman, "Nurse
Physician Relationships," American Journal of Nursing , 75:
ll 50–ll 52; Leonide L. Martin, "View from the Firing Line,"
in The Law and the Expanding Nursing Role, ed., Bonnie
Bullough, New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1975, pp. 95–
| ] 7.
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engaged in the "feminine" activity of sharing confidences.

And certainly the section discussing management of potential

Sexual activity provides indicators of sexism in some NP-MD

relationships. Furthermore, I also suggest that sexism and

its antecedent sex role stereotyping may account, in part,

for concern about NP conpetence.

These contentions are supported by Martin, a family

nurse practitioner. 25 She argues that the issue of NP com

petence is an indicator of the sexist conflict underlying a

major power struggle between nursing (women) and medicine

(men). She points out prevailing myths that nurses are

neither "smart enough" nor "well educated enough" to make the

Critical evaluations that physicians make after "many long,

arduous years." She continues by exposing another common

myth, that medicine is magical rather than "a systematic

approach that can be readily learned." She asks why these

myths per sist and answers:

Because of sexist attitudes. If women are in nately
inferior to men, then education cannot really bring
them to the same plane. If high-level competence and
the ability to make really critical evaluations and
decisions are male characteristics, then no amount of
preparation can give women these capabilities. This is
the situation of nursing vis-a-viv medicine. Most
nurses, most doctors, and most of the general population
have been socialized to believe that the things women do
(such as nursing) are of inferior worth and require
lesser ability than the things men do. No wonder the
opposition to an extended role for nursing, which
requires a high degree of independence, judgment,

**Ibid., Martin.
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responsibility, and skill overlapping into the physi
cian's domain. Repeatedly one hears the question, "Can
nurses really do these things?" Yes, they can and they
do , with great competence. A woman's ability and
intelligence is no less than a man's ; with incapaci
tating attitudes removed, wh;ever she is educated to doshe can perform effectively. 26

In summary, the issue of concern about the competence

of nurse practitioners, which is so frequently raised by

both MDs and NPs is seen as stemming from resulting sexism

in NP-MD relationships; the professional dominance of medi

cine and possible threat to that dominance; reputation pro

tection; protection of the public; and variability in NP

education.

SITUATIONAL CONDITIONS FOR COMPET ENCE CONFIRMING

There are two types of conditions which are important

in understanding the process of competence confirming.

Situational conditions suggest which events will elicit the

process. And, the work setting conditions determine its

shape. The setting conditions will be discussed later within

the context of the two major patterns of competence confirm

ing which have emerged in this study.

Situationally, competency confirming can be expected

to occur whenever a nurse practitioner is hired and her

employer or co-workers are unfamiliar with and uncertain

about her potential performance. Specifically, the events

which call for thcompetency confirming are:

26 Ibid., p. 96.
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l. The recent graduate takes her first position as

a NP;

2. The experienced NP changes her "special ty" area;

3. The experienced NP changes the type of health

care setting in which she works; and ,

4. The experienced NP shifts employers but within

the same "special i ty" area and the same type of

setting.

An additional event which obviously elicits competency

confirming, but which is not included in this study, is the

student NP progressing through her training program. This

study has not included students in the study.

The events listed above have been ranked according to

the degree of competency confirming which might be expected

based on the prior experience of a NP. However, empirically,

differential competency confirming is not necessarily based

on NP experience. An example of this is the family nurse

practitioner who takes another position with a different

private family practice physician. She switches positions

within her "special ty" and could be expected to experience

minimal competency confirming. However, typically, this is

not the case because of structural variables in her work

setting. These variables will be discussed later. At this

time, the point is that the above ranking of situations only

approximates reality.
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Properties of these situations which may be used in

determining the degree of competency confirming will be

briefly discussed. Aga in the arena of competence at issue

is the medical care capabilities of the NP. Elements of

this competence include: motor skills; knowledge base; and

judgment in decision making.” Examples of motor skills

include the adept handling of tools for physical examina -

tions and efficient movement in this activity. Knowledge

base includes that information necessary for diagnosing and

treating common illnesses. Judgment in decision making

includes a blending of knowledge into actions which are

deemed appropriate and safe. In the table which follows,

the elements of competency are examined for each of the

situations prompting competency confirming. Within each

cell, there is a prediction of the level of competence which

might be expected and the consequent degree of competency

confirming required. The statement on expected levels of

competence are based on data from a number of NPs and NP

educators. The statements on the degree of required

competency confirming were logically derived and can be

considered hypotheses.

*7An additional element of competency is the philo
sophical or ideological basis of medical practice. However,
this property is relevant only to the discussion of the
major patterns of competency confirming and consequently
will be discussed later with in that context.
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ELEMENTS OF COMPETENCE
MotorSkills Judgment in DecisionMaking

EXPECTEDCOMPETENCEANDDEGREEOF
COMPETENCYCONFIRMING NewGraduate

in FirstPosition

ExperiencedN.P. Changes"Specialty"

ExperiencedN.P. ChangesTypeof

Setting

ExperiencedN.P. ShiftsEmployers ButWithinSame "Specialty"and TypeofSetting

NeedsPractice Maximumconfirming Required

Probablystrongal thoughnewskillsmay be
requiredfornew specialty Moderateconfirming

ProbablyStrong Minimalconfirming logicallyrequired butdegreedepends on
direction
of switch

Probablystrong Minimalconfirming required Actualdegreede pendson
direction
of switch

Maximumconfirming

Actualdegreedepends on
direction
of switch

Knowledge Base

Mayhavegapsbut willbecurrent Moderateconfirming

Probablystrongin
previousspecialty butnewknowledge requiredfornew specialty

Probablystrong Minimalconfirming required

Probablystrong minimalconfirming required Actualdegreedepends on
direction
of switch

Basicallyuntested Maximumconfirming required

Probablyquite sophisticated
but needspractice

in newarea Moderateconfirming

Probablysophis ticated Minimalconfirming required Actualdegreede pendson
direction

ofswitch

Probablystrong Minimalconfirming required Actualdegreede pendson
direction

ofSwitch
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Column one indicates that the NP, in her first

position after completing her training program, can be

expected to need practice in order to improve motor skill

proficiency. Frequently, the physical examination is the

activity which the new graduate focuses upon to improve her

motor skills. This activity has both practical and sym

bol ic significance to the NP and her confirmer (s). Prac –

tically, it is a major diagnostic tool for primary care

providers. Symbolically, it is often viewed as a primary

indicator of the uniqueness of the NP role. Consequently,

the NP of ten spends considerable time in her first position

perfecting her examination skills. A NP working for a

private MD put it this way:

The first few months I did almost all the physical
exams because we both agreed I needed the practice.
When I started it took me about two hours . . . .
Then I got down to an hour and a half and now it takes
me about 30 to 45 minutes. There just was n 't time
in my program to practice enough to get my speed up.
I knew all the parts of the exam and why they were
important, but I didn't have it very well , what should

I º: integrated. (FNP in family practice, 3/l 1/77,p. 5

The knowledge base which the new graduate has for

diagnosing and treating common illnesses will tend to be

current because of recent completion of her training program.

However, the concentration of information crammed into rela -

tively brief training programs may lead to either a super

ficial grasp of some material or actual gaps in the new

NP's knowledge. Likewise, because of the considerable vari

ability in accepted diagnostic and treatment practices, the
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recent graduate must depend on learning "how things are

done" in the particular work setting in which she has her

first position.

Certainly the NP will have had experience as a

student in making diagnostic and treatment decisions. How

ever, these were made as a "guest" in training sites and

with full recognition that she was , after all , only lear n

ing to make such decisions. The new graduate faces her

major tests in her clinical judgment in her first position.

NP educators, NPs and MDs repeatedly pointed out that the

single most important attribute of a NP is her "knowing and

practicing with in her limits." The clinical judgments she

makes determine how others evaluate her compliance with

this norm.

The new graduate definitely requires the greatest

degree of competency confirming. And the data in this study

indicate she receives it regardless of the structure of the

work setting. Several NPs have said that competency con

firming of the new graduate lasts for the first year of her

practice.

Following the new graduate in degree of competency

confirming, logically required, is the NP who changes her

area of special ization. She may do this either through

additional formal training, or, more likely, by on-the-job

training. Apparently, such a switch of ten occurs after a

NP has mastered her original area. For instance, a family
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nurse practitioner described herself as bored with her

activities. Consequently, she sought and obtained a position

With a private specialist. If one can assume mastery of the

original area, then the competency confirming the NP expe

riences when she switches special ties should focus on

increasing her competence in that new special ty.

If additional motor skills are required in the NP's

new area they will be learned and confirmed with relative

ease. The problematic elements of competence for this NP

and her confirmer (s) will be her knowledge base and clinical

judgments. In spite of her previous experience she will be

a relative no vice in her new special ty. Commonly this NP

describes herself as "knowing nothing" about her new area.

Although to the outsider this seems an exaggeration, from

the NP's perspective, it is a courate. She faces the same

intensity of competency confirming as does the recent

graduate.

The third column refers to the situation of the

experienced NP who takes a position in her same special ty

area but in a markedly different type of health care setting.

This is a setting distinguished by certain structural

characteristics. The settings in this study were offices

of private physicians and a team-oriented clinics organi

zation.

Undoubtably, the NP who switches settings will have

experienced competency confirming in her prior position(s).
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Assuming she was previously judged competent, there would

seem to be a need for only minimal competency confirming in

the new setting. Orientation and adjustment to that setting

should be the major issues confronting this NP. However,

depending on the direction of the switch, there is a dif

ference in the degree of competency confirming which appar -

ently occurs. When the experienced NP moves from a private

practice setting to a clinic in which NPs and MDs are organ

ized as a team, there is only minimal confirming. But when

the direction is reversed, the NP will experience considerably

more confirming by the private physician than would seem

necessary.

The final situation is the NP who shifts positions

with in her special ty and within the same type of setting.

For instance, she moves from one clinic to a nother or one

private physician to another. As in the previous situation

discussed, the need for competency confirming would seem

minimal . However, again, the NP who switches positions with

private physicians can be expected to experience more com

petency confirming than does the NP who switches from one

clinic to another.

The reasons for these differences will be discussed in

the following chapters. In these chapters, the two major

patterns of competency confirming will be examined. First,

the pattern for private practice NP-MD relationships will

be presented, followed by the team patter n.
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THE CONFORMANCE PROCESS

A specific process of competency confirming for NPs

emerges in private physicians' offices where NPS and MDs

are organized into pairs. The central property of this

process is NP conformance to the MD 's mode of medical prac

tice. Indeed, the physician's expected outcome for com

petency confirming is NP conformance to his practice. Most

often, the NP appears to simply take for granted that her

becoming confirmed as competent is equated with her con

formance. Occasionally, this becomes problematic for a NP

and she comes to resent and resist the process.

CONDITIONS FOR THE CONFORMANCE PROCESS

What conditions are necessary for the existence of

the conformance process 2 The first condition has already

been stated. Structurally, the NP and MD are paired in

order to provide medical services. Furthermore, these dyads

are physically and/or functionally isolated from other

health care providers. Therefore, there is no opportunity

for groups to form which might develop ideologies to modify

this pattern.

The second condition which promotes the conformance

| 0 |
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pattern of competency confirming is physician control over

the tenure of the NP's position. This is , of course, the

case in private practice. The physician hires and fires

the NP and pays her salary. Consequently, he can confirm

her competence in whatever manner he chooses.

The next condition is the assumption by both the NP

and MD that the physician has superior medical knowledge.

Fried son was quoted earlier on this issue. To reiterate,

he said, "The physician is the ultimate expert on what is

health and what illness and how to atta in the former and

cure the latter."' There is little question that most

physicians do have superior all opathic medical knowledge

compared to most NPs.

However, NPs and MDs who are paired and isolated

of ten seem to share a nother, related, assumption. And that

is that the physician's standards for medical practice are

"absolute". By this I mean, they tend to act as if they

are unaware of the relativity of medical standards and the

variability in medical practice. When these assumptions of

superiority of medical knowledge and "absoluteness" of

medical standards are present, it seems only natural that

NP conformance to the MD's philosophy and mode of medical

practice is expected .

Yet a no ther cond ition is when the NP lacks an

| Fried son, p. 147.
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ideologically based self-consciousness which prescribes a

modification of traditional nurse-physician relations. A

major tenet of the NP movement calls for egal i tarian

relationships with physicians. The NP without this belief

will take for granted her conformance to the MD 's medical

practice. However, it has been noted, in this study, that

even NPs professing belief in this egalitarian tenet are not

immune to subserviance to physicians. That is, when

employed by a physician, the NP movement ideologue conforms

to the physician's mode of practice as does the non

ideologue. The difference is , the ideologue is more likely

to be uncomfor table with her conformance.

Finally, the conformance process is reinforced by

physicians whose prior relationship experiences with nurses

follow the traditional model. Such physicians are very

likely to take for granted their "right" to expect NP con

formance to their medical practice.

Thus, the conformance process of competency confirm

ing is likely to be present when NPs and MDs are paired in

order to provide medical services; are isolated from other

health care providers; the NP is hired and her salary is

paid by the MD; and when they believe or behave as if the

physician is the medical expert.
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OWERW IEW OF THE CON FORMANCE PROCESS

The general goal of the conformance process is the

eventual confirmation of the NP's medical care competence.

But more specifically, from the physician's perspective, the

expected outcome is that the NP's practice will mimic his

own. And the nurse practitioner's goal is to have her prac

tice sanctioned by the MD for whom she works.

The conformance process consists of two major elements.

One is the definition of what constitutes competent NP

performance. The other is the actual judging of her per

formance againist those definitions. The definitions arise

from the confirming MD's particularistic philosophy of

medical practice. That philosophy is composed of both

abstract, altruistic beliefs about the value of "good medical

care," and very specific, concrete beliefs about "proper"

diagnostic and treatment practices.

I suggest that the beliefs about "proper" practice

held by individual physicians, working in private practice,

are particularistic and idiosyncratic. The structural

property of working in isolation prohibits the development

of a group practice ideology. Furthermore, there is ,

apparently, an universal is tic belief among many physicians

that "each doctor must be given the freedom to use the

method(s) which in his own experience works best."”

*Millman, p. 129.
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However, these physicians do commonly espouse similar

abstract, altru is tic beliefs. Hence, the NP who comes to

work with an individual MD will be confronted with his par

ticularistic beliefs about "proper" medical practice, even

though his altruistic beliefs are shared by other physicians.

Regardless of her prior experience, she must learn this

particular physician's idiosyncratic practice beliefs. The

confirmation of her competence is dependent upon this.

STAGES AND STRATEGIES

The conformance process occurs in three stages. These

are: initial indoctrination; competency testing; and con

firmation. These stages and the common strategies used in

each stage will now be discussed.

Initial Indoctrination

Two events characterize the first stage of the con

formance process and both relie on the strategy of indoc

trination. First, the MD begins indoctrinating the NP in

tenets of his practice philosophy. And , second, he may

begin indoctrinating her to his expectation that she practice

according to his philosophy.

In preemployment interviews and in the first weeks of

the NP's employment, the MD typically presents a spects of

his practice philosophy. This may remain on the level of

abs tract, altruistic beliefs or it may include these and

become more specific. An example of the former is one MD
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who told me the following after his second interview with

the NP he later hired .

I told her what I think good medical care involves.
You must 1 is ten to the patient and show him respect.
You must be careful to do nothing that would shake or
damage his trust in you. Some times you go that extra
distance, and , say, run some more tests, even though
you're pretty sure the situation is under control .
You have an obligation to give that patient the best
you have. We talked about her joining my practice
and that that could improve our services. She's very
committed to excell ent medical care, also .. (private
family MD, 4/8/77, p. 6)

Frequently, I heard MDs present to NPs such themes as those

in the above comments. They are always uttered with the

utmost sincerity and seriousness. However, such altruistic

themes gives the NP little direction as to how she should

proceed in her medical care practice.

Often the NP must 1 is ten for the "latent" message

embedded in the rhetoric. For instance, while observing

one dyad, I heard the MD tell his newly hired NP, "We do

our own x-rays here because it's more convenient for our

patients, it gives more comprehensive medical care under

one roof." He then proceeded to instruct her in his cri

teria for deciding when x-rays should be taken.

Whether the MD 'S indoctrination of the NP contains

abstract or concrete tenets of his philosophy of medical

practice, it does begin a t the onset of their relationship.

At this time, the MD may directly express his

expectation that the NP will conform to his philosophy and

mode of medical practice. A private specialist who had
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just hired his first NP stated the following:

There is no way that I can have a nurse practitioner
working with me who doesn't have the same basic philos
ophy on medical care that I do. 0 therwise, it won't
work from day one. If we didn't a gree she might be
able to function but she wouldn't be able to give the
patient what I do and that's what I'm looking for in a
nurse practitioner. Sally and I have been talking
about this and we're coming pretty close in our views.
When she starts working with me, I'll tra in her in
what I expect, what my approach to my special ty is and
to medicine in general , my beliefs about good medical
practice and what my priorities a re. Like I say,
we're pretty close right now. But that's part of why
I want a trial period for a year. It won't work unless
we see eye to eye on these issues. (private specialist,
2/18/77, p. 4)

These comments appear contradictory. On the one hand, this

MD implies negotiation between he and the NP when he says,

"we're coming pretty close in our views." But, on the other

hand, he makes it very explicit that his philosophy will

prevail. Indeed, conformance is a necessary condition for

this NP's continued employment. Thus, there really is no

contradiction. The bridging of views involves the NP con

forming the MD's philosophy.

Not all MDs are as explicit with their expectations

of conformance to their practice philosophy. Some may

never directly state their expectation. Nevertheless, the

standards the MD uses in confirming the NP's competence are

derived from his practice philosophy. Indeed, what purpose

is there for indoctrinating the NP in his philosophy if not

to inform her of how she will be expected to practice?

The initial indoctrination phase typically spans that

period between pre-employment interview and the first weeks
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of the NP-MD working relationship. It ends at the point

when the MD begins to actively test the NP's competence. By

this time, the MD may have made clear his expectation of

conformance to his practice philosophy. Certainly, he will

have talked a good deal about his beliefs about "proper"

medical practice. Indoctrination does not stop with this

phase, it only becomes more specific and attached to other

strategies.

Competency Testing.

Competency testing is both a phase of the conformance

process and the major strategy used in the to tal process.

As a phase, it begins early in the NP-MD relationship and

continues until the NP's competence is confirmed. As a

strategy, it has two functions. The assessment of the NP's

motor skills, medical knowledge and clinical judgment. And,

second, the shaping of those competencies. The criteria

for assessing and standards for shaping are derived from

the MD's philosophy of medical practice. Indeed, his philos

ophy becomes operationalized through competence testing.

The strategy operates as follows. The MD literally

arranges various test situations. These include some situa –

tions in which all three elements of the NP's competence

are assessed and other situations which focus on One or two

elements. The MD does his asses sing (testing) by observing

(directly and indirectly) and questioning. He does his

shaping by model ing, lecturing and giving feedback.
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Frequently, as sessing and shaping occur in the same situa –

tion.

"Test cases" are a graphic example of situations in

which all three elements of competence are assessed and

shaped. The MD selects a number of patients for the NP to

examine. The idea is for her to diagnose each patient's

condition(s) and formulate a plan for treatment. The MD

observes her throughout the examination and then they confer.

A NP describes the use of "test cases" in the following:

One way they (MDs) test you is to have you examine
a patient, they watch you and quiz you afterwards.
Every physician has his own special thing. Not just
how he does things and wants it done, but his special
interest that he focuses on. I remember with Billy
Sanford it was neurological and orthopedic exams. I
didn't know very much about it. When I first came he
gave me test patients, people with some abnormal signs.
I did n't pick up some of them so then he taught me
how to really do those exams. What to look for, what
the signs meant. I got faster and more efficient and
that pleased him because I was doing what he valued.
But the next physician I worked with will not neces -
sarily value that and will have a whole different
set of standards. (FNP, 10/16/77, p. 6)

These are revealing comments. The NP gives us a cursory

view of what is involved in "test cases." Then she talks

about the classes of criteria and standards the MD used in

competency testing, i.e., "how he does things and wants it

done" and "his special interest that he focuses on."

Obviously, these all derive from his particular philosophy

of medical practice. This NP also implies recognition of

the variability of criteria and standards among physicians.

The advantage of using "test cases" is comprehen

siveness. The MD assesses the NP's motor skills by observing
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her examine patients. He may give her feedback on these

during the examination or later when they confer. Certainly ,

when they confer he will as sess both relevant a spects of her

medical knowledge base and her clinical judgment by ques

tioning her as to what she found , what it means and what she

suggests doing about it. He, thereby, detects gaps in her

knowledge and "errors" in her judgment. The MD gives her

feedback on her diagnostic findings and treatment suggestions.

This may well include lectures to fill the gaps and mend

the errors. Thus, in "test cases", the MD as sesses and

shapes all three elements of the NP's competence.

The disadvantage of the direct observation of the NP

with the ensuing conference is that it is very time consum

ing for the MD. Especially, if the NP is a recent graduate

and is improving her proficiency in doing physical examina -

tions. Consequently, the MD will tend to observe some

"test cases" but combine this with other methods, many of

which will be modifications of "test cases".

As he is free, the MD may "pop in and out" of the

NP's examining rooms, observing parts of her examinations,

commenting then or conferring with her at a later time.

Commonly, in the early weeks of their working relationship ,

the MD will have the NP "follow" him as he examines

patients. He, thereby, models a spects of his practice

style and philosophy, shaping the NP's practice to confirm

to them. And, if the NP is a new graduate focusing on
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physical examinations, he is likely to demonstrate "short

cuts" for exams. Typically, he demonstrates some procedures

and then has the NP repeat it. One NP shared the following

a necdote.

He (MD) asked me if I knew how to inject knee joints.
I didn't because I always thought nurse practitioners
Shouldn't do that. But I sort of sensed he was test
ing me. He did one knee and said, "Now you do this
one." (FNP, 1/28/76, p. 8)

The above a necdote is reminiscent of Marcia Mill man's com -

ment that a common expression in medical training concern

ing procedures is , "See one, do one, teach one. "3 The NP

above was certainly not expected to teach someone to

"inject a knee joint." But she was expected to "see one

and do one."

Competency testing also involves considerable indirect

observation. Two sources for this are the NP's charting on

patients and her oral reports on her performance. By read

ing her charting and listening to her reports, the MD

as sesses both the adequacy of the NP's medical knowledge

and the efficacy of her clinical judgments.

In regards to charting, the MD can trace and evaluate

the logic of her diagnoses and treatment plans, when she

includes sufficient data . If she does not include suf

ficient data, she can certainly expect feedback on that.

However, charting appears to be one area in which the MD

does not necessarily shape the NP's competence by model ing.

3Millman, p. 94.
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Several NPs have commented on the sparce, incomplete chart

ing by MDs with whom they work. The old adage, "do as I

say, not as I do," operates in such situations. NPs are

expected to chart more completely. But, after all , it is

the NP's competence that is being tested and confirmed,

not the MDs Review of the NP's charting is time consum

ing for the MD. Consequently, he tends to sample it.

Oral reports by the NP on her performance are very

common. At least during the first weeks of the NP's employ

ment, she and the MD typically confer at regularly sched

uled periods in which she reports. These may occur at the

beginning, middle or ending of the work day. However,

some MDs do not schedule regular review periods. But,

rather, relie on lull S and breaks in their own work. Thus,

a NP may find her self called into the MD 's office when he,

rather than she, is free.

During these review periods, the MD 1 is tens to the

NP's reports on her performance. Usually these are "case

oriented." That is, she discusses the patients she has been

carrying. The MD asks her retrospective, prospective and

hypothetical questions. The retrospective questioning,

obviously, concerns patients she has seen and is reporting

on. The MD typically asks such questions as "Why did you

prescribe X (drug) and not Y?" "How did you arrive at that

diagnosis?" "What do you need to know before you can make

that decision?", etc. Prospective questions often center
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on how the NP should proceed in regards to specific patients.

Hypothetical questions are a very obvious competence test

ing tactic. They involve potential situations the NP may

encounter and are clearly designed to test her medical

knowledge and clinical judgment. An example of hypothetical

questioning is apparent in the following comments by a NP.

At first, Billy (MD) would call me in and say,
"Here's symptom, what do you think it indicates?"
Sometimes I'd know, sometimes I would n't. But either
way, he 'd give me a lecture. Very detailed. And the
best way to treat whatever it was . (FNP, 10/16/77, p. 6)

Whether the questioning of the NP is , at any given

time, retrospective, prospective, or hypothetical , it gives

the MD a platform for continuing indoctrination. As the

NP said above, she received "lectures" whether she knew

the answer to the MD's questions or not.

But, what of the NP during competence testing 2 Is

she passively accepting the MD 's assessment and shaping of

her performance? Not really. She is either actively

assisting him in his efforts, or, resisting and resenting

his competency testing. In this study, with its limited

sample, the former pattern was more common.

Reactions to competency testing: assistance and

res is tance. The NP who actively as sists the MD does so

because she doubts her own competence and views the MD as

the ultimate legitimate judge of it. In a previous section,

I discussed numerous variables which create concern O Ver

NP competence. These variables, combined with a continual
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emphasis upon the NP knowing and practicing within her

limits leads many NPs to doubt their abilities. There

fore, it is not surprising that some NPs are eager to

assist MDs in competency testing.

Although NPs recognize additional legitimate agents

for confirming their competence, i.e., their peers and NP

instructors, physicians are viewed as the ultimately legit

imate confirmers. So again, it becomes "natural " for NPs

to actively assist MDs in testing and confirming their

competence. They do this in several ways.

First, these NPs are usually very open with the con

firming MDs about the limitations of their competence.

Indeed recognition and acknowledgment of one's limits is a

grave moral issue with most NPs. One NP put it this way:

What's really important is, does the nurse practi -
tioner know what she knows. Or, is she too stupid or
d is honest with her self to know. And , then does she
let people that need to know, know. Like the students
with their instructors. And for the practitioner,
it's who she works with . (FNP, 7/28/78, p. 1)

Consequently, while the MD is testing the NP's competence,

he can, most likely, count on her sharing her own assess

ment. If she does not, her moral integrity will be in

question as well as her competence. Typical ly, NPS

initiate discussions with the MD concerning their gaps in

medical knowledge, lack of experience in clinical judg

ments, and deficiencies in motor skills.

The NP may further assist the MD as he tests her

Competence by making suggestions of ways she can increase
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her competence. She may ask him for recommendations of

references she should read. She may suggest types of

"test cases" with which she needs practice. She may ask

for more "shaping time" with the MD. Her suggestions are

not only of practical use to the MD, they also reinforce

his belief that, indeed, he is on the right track in his

competency testing tactics. Additional reinforcement of

the MD occurs when the NP's thanks him, sometimes profusely,

for any time spent or attention paid her. I observed NP s

Smiling, nodding and thanking MDs as they were lectured to ,

observed, etc. There was, to me, a pathetic quality about

the gratitude towards MDs which was expressed by some NPs.

As , for instance, the NP who said:

He (MD) told me a while back I'm getting more like
him as far as how I manage our patients. I took that
as a real compliment, 'cause he's tops in his field .
I still had so much I didn't know when I finished my
(training) program. He's been so patient, teaching
me all the time. (NP in special ty practice, 1/31/77,
p. 21)

This NP not only expresses gratitude toward her MD-employer

for his time and patience in "teaching" her, but also

gratitude that her practice conforms to his. NPs who

actively as sist the MD in competency testing and confirm

ing do not question the appropriateness of this. They, like

the confirming MD, assume that their conformance to the

MD's practice philosophy and style means that they are

competent.

However, the NPS who come to resent and resist com

petence testing and confirming based upon an individual
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physician's philosophy do question its appropriateness and

efficacy. As one NP commented ,

After six years, my feeling is that I don't want to
be judged by physicians a nymore. I think I know my
limits, I think I've proven that I know my limits. I
think I know what I have to do to keep up. I think
I know when to consult and when to refer. And I don't
want to have to go to every new job and prove myself to
a physician (FNP., (A) 8/2/78, pp. 7-8)

Another resentful, resisting NP stated the following:

See , I've been in five different practices and each
time I start in a new place, I have to prove myself
all over again. They don't take into account at all
the previous experience I've had . Every time, they
do all this testing . . . . But see what they do is
hold you to whatever their knowledge base is . . . .
I think we have to fight being held responsible fo

*, nowless. of each physician. (FNP (B) 8/2/78, p.6 – 7

What accounts for the resentment and resistance of

some NP's exposed to competence testing? How do they differ

from their compliant sisters ? There is , of course, the

possibility that these NP's differ psychologically in some

marked way. However, alternative explanations can assist

in understanding the differences.

The resentful , resis tive NPS fail to meet three of

the conditions necessary for the conformance process of com

petency confirming. They come to question both the "abso

luteness" of the MD 's standards and superiority of his

medical knowledge. And, although understanding that their

position tenure is control led by the MD, they come to resist

conforming to his practice philosophy, thereby, risking

their job security. These failures to meet necessary
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conditions may come about due to this groups high rate of

position mobility.

The second NP, quoted above, had worked in "five

different practices." All of them had worked in a t least

three NP positions. And each position shift entailed

experiencing the conformance process all over again. I

suggest that position mobility and repeated competency con

forming led these NPs to perceive and acknowledge the

variability in medical practice and relativity of any given

physician's medical standards. One NP said:

With some physicians it really is that you are
expected to a gree with them and follow their par
ticular medical philosophy. A lot of times there is
no one thing that is correct to do, there are several
appropriate options. But a lot of them really think
their way is the only way and you're not competent
if you don't do it their way. (FNP, 8/2/78, p. 5)

This NP clearly recognizes that in many medical care situa

tions, there is more than one appropriate option. That is ,

there is variability in safe medical practices. When such

variability is acknowledged, it becomes difficult to con

tinue to act as if any given physician's standards are

"absolute."

Futhermore, these NPS increased both their medical

knowledge and clinical skills during their position mo

bility careers, and then came to question the superiority

of medical knowledge of some MDs with whom they worked.

Indeed, they began comparing each of the MD 's knowledge with

their own.
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I do not know whether the refusal of these NPS to

grant that MDs have superior medical knowledge and "absolute"

medical standards is a condition for, a consequence or , or

co-exists with their risking their job security. But,

risk it they do. They do so by resisting the MD's attempts

at confirming their competence through the conformance

process.

This resistance may be passive, active or both.

Passive resistance involves the NP's non-participation in

the MD's competency testing attempts. She may withhold

smiles and thank-yous when the MD is testing. She is very

unlikely to request additional "shaping time." And be

cause she views her self as basically competent in her role

activities, she will not make suggestions as to how her

"competence" might be increased. She will understand that

her "competence" is not a t issue, but rather her conformance.

However, because of the strong ethic of knowing and

acknowledging limits, this NP is apparently as likely to

share her limitations with the MD as is the actively assist

ing NP.

Active resistance includes attempts by the NP to

negotiate her differences with the confirming MD. These

differences usually focus on specific diagnostic and treat

ment practices. If negotiation fails, the NP may attempt

to gain some autonomy in her practice by arguing with the

MD. A NP related the following anecdote:
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I had this experience at Gray cloud that really
pointed out how decisions had to be made according to
what that physician believed. I remember with in two
weeks after I arrived I had an argument with him.
He believed that you never give penic ill in I. M.
(intramuscularly) because that way you didn't have to
run the risk of an a naphyl actic reaction. I tried to
discuss with him that a lot of competent people give
penic ill in I. M. But he wouldn't budge, so finally
I said, "We're discussing what you're comfortable with ,
not what I'm comfor table with , or what science is
comfortable with." But, I ended up having to do it
his way. I'm getting so tired of that kind of crap !
(FNP, 8/2/78, p. 6)

The above NP was obviously defeated in her resistance

attempt concerning the "proper" mode of administration for

penic ill in. Indeed, her position tenure at "Gray cloud."

was short-lived. She resigned after several months when

offered a nother position.

However, the resisting NPs also report that there is

variability among physicians in their will ingness to

negotiate differences. One NP put it this way:

Now some physicians will say "show me your reference
for that." That's a secure physician that respects
your differences. But in my experience, that is not
true for most of them. (FNP 3, 8/2/78, p. 5)

Although there is some indication in this study that some

physicians, paired with NPS did seem more negotiable, this

did not negate their conducting competence confirming.

Rather, their style was less obviously demanding of NP

conformance. They sought "rational es" from NPs for their

medical activities. Then approved or disapproved the

rational es. Also, MD negotiation with NPs was somewhat

more common after the MD confirmed the NP's competence.
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The very history of position mobility of the resist

ing , resentful NP's suggests they are still searching for

positions with more negotiable physicians. To my knowledge,

none of these NPs were fired or asked to resign their

positions. Rather, they would stay in a position until

frustrations with a MD and other work irritants would again

Start them on their search. Some of them are still look

ing for the "ideal" position and "ideal physician." Others

sojourn into nursing education positions hoping to "change

the situation through education." Others speak of "being

burned out" and consider leaving nurse practitioning or

even nursing. Some seek education in fields other than

nursing, perhaps preparing for careers outside it.

Not surprisingly, these NPs are strong NP movement

ideologues. Obviously, they are highly committed to greater

egal i tarianism in NP-MD relationships. They also emphasize

the "uniquiness of a nursing background," "the importance

of hol is tic health care rather than just medical care,"

etc. They see the paradox inherent in their NP roles,

that is, their strong identification with nursing while

they perform activities long defined as medical . They are

uncomfortable with the paradox. And while they are depen

dent on MDs for legitimation of their practices and con

firmation of their competence, they highly resent their

dependency.
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But whether the NP resists and resents competency

testing or actively as sists the confirming physician, this

phase of the conformance process does eventually end. The

final phase of the conformance process, confirmation of

competence, will now be discussed.

Confirmation of Competence

The transition from competence testing to confirmation

of the NP's competence is gradual . Indeed, it is so gradual

that the actors had no recollection of just when testing

ceased. Likewise, no specific confirmation events were

recalled. No rite of passage enabled the NP to know that

now she was judged to be competent. Nevertheless, neither

NP's nor MDs had any difficulty discerning whether a NP's

competence had been or was being confirmed.

Thus, to the outside observer the final stage of the

conformance process has an elusive quality and is para -

doxical . For although the dyads have a retrospective aware

ness that a NP's competence has been confirmed , they do

not know when it occurred. Indeed, for some it was the

situation of their being interviewed by me that appeared to

bring to their attention that confirmation had occurred.

In response to my queries, a MD related the following:

Hmm. I haven't thought about when I stopped being
concerned about her (NP) performance. I certainly
remember how much of my time she took the first, oh,
four may be five months she was here. But she's been
performing at a basically acceptable level for some
time. (Family practice MD, 1/31/77, p. 17)
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For other dyads, their retrospective recognition

that the NP's competence had been confirmed occurred dur

ing the review of their "trial period." A brief digres

sion is necessary to describe this phenomenon.

At the onset of their relationships, several pri

vate practice dyads had a greed to "trial periods." These

are specified periods (six or twelve months) during which

the parties decide whether they can work together amicably.

The private physician-employer is also checking whether the

NP is a financial as set or liability. And the NP is "on

trial" in regards to her competence and conformance to the

MD's practice philosophy. The "trial period" may be

negotiated through informal arrangements or written con

tracts. At the end of the period, the dyad reviews their

working relationship and either renegotiates another con

tract or informal agreement or they part company. During

this review, the issue of the NP's competence a rises. The

dyad may acknowledge that competency confirming is still

in process. Or, they may acknowledge that the NP's com

petence was confirmed at some prior, unspecified point.

Retrospective recognition that a NP's competence has

been confirmed suggests that dyads simply drift into and

through the final stage of the conformance process. How,

one may wonder, do the social actors even know the final

stage had occurred ? They know primarily because there is

a diminution of competency testing which eventually ceases
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al together. A NP described this as follows:

There's a decrease in the frequency that you're
has seled about why you did something. Like in the
rural site where I was . Five special is ts gave me
back-up. At first, they would read my charts very
carefully. Finally it got so they would just open -
the chart and sign it. (FNP, 8/2/78, p. 9)

Confirmation of competence has several consequences for the

individual social actors and for the dyad.

Again, for the NP it is a major indication that she

is competent. This will be especially important to the NP

who initially had doubts about her competence. And, as

discussed previously this is also the NP who actively

assists the MD in the conformance process. However, the

resisting NP has a very different reaction to the MD's

confirmation of her competence. Assuming she has stayed in

her position through the testing phase, its elimination

means a decrease in "hassel" by the MD. For, from her per

Spective, the MD now under stands what she knew all a long,

that she is , indeed, competent. And for both conforming

and resis itng NP, there is no longer the pressure of con

tinually having one's performance as sessed and shaped.

And , finally, the NP now has some assurance of job security.

Working for a private physician, the issue of whether she is

a financial as set or liability may be still unresolved but

at least her competence is no longer at issue.

The confirmation of the NP's competence has several

consequences for the MD. The most immediate of which is a

freeing up of time previously spent in assessing and shaping
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the NP's performance. But the most important consequence

is that the MD now has a trusted, compliant as sistant.

Just what this means to a given physician depends on his

original motivation and expectations for hiring a NP,

assuming that she has met those expectations. That is, the

conditions which initially induced the MD to hire a NP

become, after confirmation, the consequences of that

decision.

The most common conditions -become-consequences of

hiring a NP were an increase in the MD's "free" time, and

a decrease in his work-load, especially of those activities

he saw as drudgery. The MDs who wanted (and got) more

time and less work characterized themselve as overworked

prior to hiring a NP. A cardiologist described his situa –

tion prior to and after his NP's arrival :

I was so overloaded and overworked and it was at a
time when I couldn't get a partner (MD). Each year my
practice has increased by 40 percent and me with no
one to help handle things. I'd find myself in this
terrible crisis where I had to be two places at once.
I looked around at my practice and I realized there
was tremendous inefficiency in what I was doing.
There were a lot of things I didn't have to do. And
I was right. After I trained Harriet (NP), well ,
she has probably saved , literally, saved my life
Now, I have time, to think, to do the things I was
really trained for. That would have been the ultimate
irony, a cardiologist killing himself by overwork,
the stress from over-extension. (cardiologist, 6/76,
p. 3 and 5)

The conditions this MD discussed which led him to hire a

NP were repeated by most of the private physicians in the

study. Central to the themes of too much work, too little
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time is the idea of reorganizing one's work by delegating

tasks to the NP (or some other physician-extender).

Everett Hughes' concept of one occupation passing

down the "dirty work" to another is important here." The

MDs typically relegated tasks to the NPs which were mundane,

boring and/or less prestigious from the physician's view

point. That is, tasks which are a "waste" of the MD's time.

Although family physicians and specialists delegate some

what different activities, they do so in order to free

themselves for more "important" activities. For example,

family physicians typically delegate to NPs all the routine

physical examinations. On the other hand, some specialists

passed down more primary case tasks to NPs. A case in

point was a neurologist who found that because of the chronic

nature of many neurological conditions, his patients came

to use him as their primary, as well as specialist, physician.

His solution was to hire a NP to treat his patients upper

res piratory infections, do their yearly pelvic exams, etc. ,

while he continued to manage their neurological conditions.

However, from the nurse practitioners perspective,

the delegated tasks are definitely not viewed as "dirty

work." Rather they are seen as highly prestigious and are

performed with tremendous pride. For , in large part, it is

*Everett C. Hughes, The Sociological Eye: Selected
Papers, "Studying the Nurse's Work," Chicago: Al dine
Atherton, 1971, pp. 31 l -3.15.
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the performing of these delegated tasks which have created

the NP role. And this role is certainly viewed by NPs, MDs,

RNS , etc., as having considerably higher status than tradi

tional nursing. Furthermore, the NP's typically believe

they perform the delegated tasks more effectively than do

MDs. Over and over again I heard NPs state, "We do these

things much better than many physicians." A case in point

is a NP from a California Health Maintenance Organization

who explained that the NPs have a very high caseload of

patients with low back pain and seldom see prena tal

patients. The casel oads for the residents in this clinic

were reversed. Her comments below indicate the pride she

and the other NPs take in caring for patients the MDs find

unrewarding.

They find the prena tal patients more rewarding.
They know they'll see a lot of them in their own
practices and they like the basically cheerful attitude
of those mothers-to-be. They call the low back patients
"c rocks" and don't like seeing them. Actually we do
a much better job with them anyway. We're will ing to
take the time with them, l is ten to their complaints,
give them suggestions for decreasing their pain, and
just treating them like human beings. (visiting NP,
9/16/77)

The above also highlights the fact that various local con

ditions shape the specific tasks which are delegated in a

particular setting. But, regardless of the tasks delegated,

apparently as long as the NP's see themselves as performing

the tasks more thoroughly than MDs, they continue taking

pride in them. Consequently, everyone wins ! What is viewed
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by a higher status occupational group as "dirty work" is

gladly received by a lower status group as adding to their

status and prestige.

None of the MDs admitted to hiring a NP for the

purpose of increasing their patient volume in hopes of

increasing their profits. However, this should not neces

sarily be eliminated as a possible motivation because, in

some cases, it is a consequence of hiring a NP. One MD,

a specialist, did acknowledge, "I find I can make money with

Ann." However, he went on to insist that this had nothing

to do with his reasons for hiring a NP. But whatever the

case, whether or not a MD expects the NP to increase his

profits or even to be cost-effective, the economic outcome

is uncertain for some period. However, the other MD

expectations for hiring a NP were realized. Thus, the con

sequence for the private physician, after confirming the

NP's competence, is having a trusted, compliant assistant

who does decrease his workload and increases his time for

"important" activities, including "free" time.

The chapter which follows presents the collegial

process of competency confirming which occurs in the team

oriented clinics. This chapter also contrasts the private

practice conformance process with the collegial process.
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Chapter 5

THE COLLEGIAL PROCESS

The collegial process for competency confirming which

was found in a team setting differs markedly from the con

formance process found in private practice settings.

Among the differences are: the structural properties of the

work settings; the confirmers and confirmees; the focus,

criteria and goals for confirmation; and the stages and

strategies of the process. Each of these will now be

discussed.

SOCIAL STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES

I contend that it is the social structural prop

erties of the work setting which give rise to the particular

process of competence confirming. The setting in which the

collegial process occurred had the following properties:

1. The clinics organization provided comprehensive primary

health care services on an out-patient basis. It had

a typical formal organizational structure, with a

board of directors, administrator, medical director,

and Staff.

2. However, philosophically and functionally, administra -

tion operates on the premise that the real power in

the organization resides with the staff, especially the

nurse practitioners and physicians. Consequently,

administration and staff negotiate many administrative
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10.

decisions. And the staff, in cooperation with the

medical director, assumes responsibility for day-to

day clinical operations.

The size of the total organization does not exceed 50

people .

The health care staff function as a team. They have an

ideology pertaining to egal i tarian team relationships.

All members of the organization are salaried.

There are personnel policies and procedures to protect

employee rights, including job security.

These clinics have a multi-funded financial base.

Federal and private foundation monies contribute heavily

to their support, and tend to make their funding con

ting ent upon extensive use of nurse practitioners.

Typically, nurse practitioners function as the core

group of primary care providers. Physicians provide

consultation to the NPS and receive patient referrals

from them .

The NPS outnumber the MDS on the team and they recog

nize and use their collective power.

There is a core of NPs no longer dependent on MDs for

confirmation of their competence.

The length of the NP's tenure tends to be longer than

the MDs. Consequently, the NP's provide greater sta

l 1 .

bility and are the culture-carriers.
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What I have described is , in some ways, a bureau

cratic out-patient clinic. There is an emphasis on NPs as

the major source of manpower for providing the health care

services. Indeed, funding is often conting ent upon exten

sive use of NPs. Consequently, they outnumber physicians

and have considerable power and influence in the clinics.

Next, administration either delegates substantial authority

to or shares decision-making with the provider staff. Such

shared or delegated decisions include: devel oping a group

health care practice ideology; hiring provider staff; add

ing or deleting services; scheduling time and work, etc.

Additionally, the relatively small size of these clinics

probably enables them to avoid some of the stul tifying

effects of large, rigid bureaucracies. And finally, the NPs

and MDs operate as a team. This characteristic is of

central importance in the collegial process of competence

confirming and will be discussed later.

But, first, note must be made of two additional

social structural properties which , although essential for

the collegial process, are not unique to team-oriented

clinics. One, all members of the organization are salaried.

And, two, policies and procedures exist for protecting

employees job security. These characteristics are , of course,

found in all bureac racies. Their importance for the NPs in

the clinics cannot be under estimated . For , unlike the NPS

employed by physicians in private practice, these NP's are not
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dependent on physicians for their salaries and job security

OWERW IEW OF THE COLLEGIAL PROCESS

The table which follows (page 132) compares various

properties of the two patterns for competency confirming.

It will be noted that in the collegial process, both physi

cians and nurse practitioners new to the clinic are subject

to having their competence confirmed. NPs are not auto

matically assumed to be incompetent and in need of extensive

competency confirming. Likewise, MDs are not automatical ly

assumed to be competent and thus exempt from competency con

firming. Prior experience of the primary health care

provider is the major criterion used in deciding the neces

sary degree of competency confirming.

The NPS and MDs on the team assume major responsibility

for confirming a new member's competence. This too, is in

marked contrast to the private practice setting in which

the MD is always the confirmer and the NP always the con

firmee. Support professional staff may assist the NPs and

MDs in confirmation. For example, the clinics had a clin

ical pharmacist and at times, this person provided input in

evaluating the prescription writing habits of a new provider

(as well as veteran providers). "Non-professional " staff,

e.g., licensed practical nurses, outreach workers , etc., do

not as sist in confirmation.

Confirming NPs and MDs tended to evaluate those areas

of clinical competence in which they had the greatest
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expertise. Generally, MDs focused upon medical care a spects

Although there is overlap. Both groups focused on eval u

a ting a new member's team behavior. The goals of and

criteria for collegial competence confirming will now be dis

cussed. These properties emerge from the two ideologies

which guide the work of the staff and their interactions.

IDEOLOGIES OF THE TEAM

The general goal of the collegial process is to

either confirm or terminate a new NP or MD. The new provider

will be confirmed if he or she demonstrates an adequate

level of health and/or medical care competence; exhibits

egal i tarian, pro-team behaviors; and negotiates changes in

the health care practices ideology. As previously indicated,

these goals and the criteria for evaluating a chievement of

them derive from the team's health care practices ideology

and their egal i tarian team relationships ideology. The

latter Will be discussed first.

The Team Relations Ideology

The ideology for egal i tarian team relationships pro

vides guidelines for staff as to how they are expected to

relate to each other as they carry out their work. For

the most part, this ideology did not exist in written form,

but rather was passed on orally to newcomers. The ideol –

ogical tenets which follow emerged from observations and

interviews with NPS and MDS in a team-oriented clinics

setting.
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l. Staff function most effectively in providing compre

hensive health services when they are organized and

operate as a team; this requires

2. Mutual respect for the roles and areas of expertise

of the various team members;

3. An understanding that although roles may be blurred for

some tasks, the different educational backgrounds of

team members contribute to more comprehensive health

C are ;

4. Decision-making on issues of concern to the team must

be conducted by the team;

5. Team members are colleagues and work together collab

or a tely; therefore,

6. Neither deferential nor domineering behaviors are

tolerated ; assertive, accountable behavior is expected ;

and ,

7. Team leadership occurs through consensus and is depen

dent upon the task, a physician is not automatical ly

"Captain of the Team."

This ideology focuses on two major and interrelated

themes. The staff are to function as a team and to relate

to each other in an egalitarian, collaborative manner.

Many examples were observed which indicate that the clinics

staff do function according to their team ideology. And

the evaluation and confirmation of a new provider's com -

petence is based as much upon his or her team behavior as

it is upon clinical competence.
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A major indicator of team functioning is the presence

of regularly scheduled , well attended staff meetings.

Patient management, team business, and in-service educa –

tional presentations are regular topics for weekly staff

meetings. Patient management issues are usually presented

in "case conferences." These may focus either on a par

ticular problematic patient or class of problematic patients,

such as victims of pesticide sprays, nutritional problems

of children of migrant farm workers, etc.

"Team business" involves any issue of concern to team

members. For example, I have observed staff attempting to

work out a more equitable on-call schedule for night and

weekend coverage by NPs and MDs. It is not uncommon for

staff to attempt to resolve intra-team conflicts by identi

fying problems encouraging feedback and negotiating dif

ferences. Staff openly discussed "team moral e" and pinpointed

examples of why they thought it was "high" or "low."

Another common team business topic was discussing some

a spect of the group's health care practice ideology. A

new member might ask for clarification of some diagnostic or

treatment practice. A provider whose competence had been

confirmed might attempt to negotiate a change in the

specifics of the health care practices. Or an ad hoc com

mittee might be formed to develop a tentative "protocol" for

managing a specific illness or preventing some health

problem.
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In-service educational presentations covered a host

of topics of interest to the team. Routinely staff pre

sented current research findings reported in medical and

health care journals. NPs and MDs prepared presentations

on topics ranging from "Headaches in Children" to "Coping

with Chronic Illness." At times, representatives from

various community a gencies met with the team to discuss

Services provided by their agency, methods of consulting

and referring between the agency and clinic, etc. Staff

were always expected to share summaries of workshops, con

ferences or conventions they had attended.

Although leadership within the clinics obviously has

formal a spects, my observations focused upon team leader

ship and interactions between the team and the administrator

and medical director. And these were definitely charac –

terized by informality and egal itarism. Rarely did I hear

of unil a teral decisions made by the formal leaders which

directly affected the team. Occasionally, I did hear of

such a decision because a staff member would bring it to the

team's attention during a staff meeting. The administrator

or medical director was then expected to justify both the

decision and the manner in which it was made.

Leadership with in the team was informal , either

emerging or rotating among the staff. This was very apparent

during staff meetings. These meetings usually had more than

one purpose. Typical ly, "team business" was discussed
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during roughly the first third of the meeting, followed by

an in-service educational presentation, case conference,

etc. Leadership emerged during "team business" segments

Although there was no formal agenda for this segment, staff

obviously understood the types of issues that were relevant.

The person to identify an issue for discussion became the

leader for as long as the team continued to discuss it.

Then someone would say, "Are we through with that? There's

something I want to bring up." And the next leader had

emerged. However, leadership responsibility for activities

such as case conferences and educational presentations rotates

among staff. The person presenting on a given day is the

leader for the discussion following his or her presentation.

NP's outnumbered MDs on the team by two to one. Conse -

quently, leadership emerged from or rotated to the NP's more

frequently than to the MDs.

In spite of the fact that a physician (the medical

director) has a key formal leadership role within the clinics,

no one considered him, "Captain of the Team." He was viewed

as the most medically competent person on the team and his

input on medical issues was seriously considered. However,

the team (including the medical director) developed the

group's health care practices ideology and negotiates changes

in it. The medical director does not unil a terally impose

a particular philosophy of medical practice upon the team.

Furthermore, the team confronts a range of topics outside
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the realm of medical expertise, such as , staff relationships,

preventive and psychosocial a spects of health care, etc.

Relationships among NPs and MDs definitely reflected

the collaborative egal i tarian ambience of the team. Tradi

tional nurse-physician relationships were simply not

tolerated in the clinics. NPs who engaged in passive,

compliant behavior towards MDs are either not hired , or, if

they slip through the screening , are not retained. This

same fate befalls MDs who behave in a domineering manner

toward NPS.

And as was discussed in an earlier section, the

"personalizing" which occurs among these NP's and MDs con

trasts markedly with that found in the private practice NP

MD dyad. When the team NPs and MDs engage in a spects of

personal izing, they do so by choice and not neces sity.

Consequently, their personal izing centers on sociability

and/or sharing complimentary work interests and tasks. If

mood as sessment occurs, it is reciprocal . The "name game"

found in private practice does not occur in the clinics.

That is, use of given names and/or titles is consistently

reciprocal . This variant of personal izing certainly seems

to suggest collaborative, egal i tarian relationships.

And, there are other indicators. The team NPs and

MDs were constantly collaborating in staff meetings as they

worked to solve patient problems and resolve intra-team

difficulties. The modifications in the health care practices
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ideology which I observed in staff meetings required

cooperation and negotiation. Collaboration was observed not

only in staff meetings but also outside them. Especially

significant was the frequent informal consultation among

NPS and MDS.

A major part of the NP's and MDs workday is spent in

"seeing" patients. Thus, the providers are continually in

and out of examining rooms. Because this study has focused

upon NP-MD interactions, I selected vantage points for

observation which maximized opportunities to witness these

interactions. Consequently, I spent many hours in clinics

hall ways and other open areas through which NPs and MDs

passed and made contact. And it was from these vantage

points that I observed the informal consultation among NPs

and MD S.

As would be expected, NPs sought out MDs for assist

ance with diagnostic and medical management problems. How

ever, it was also relatively common to observe MDs seeking

consultation from NPs. At times a MD sought additional

information from a NP who had previously "carried" a patient

now being seen by the MD. In other instances, MDs sought

assistance for some psycho social a spect of patient manage

ment. Especially common was their seeking suggestions on

how to get patient compliance to medical regimes. And new

MDs continually checked with NPs on specific a spects of the

health care practice ideology, e.g., what drugs staff used
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for a particular condition, etc. Thus, the reasons for MDs

initiating consultation with NPs were several . However,

the more ess ential point is that informal consultation was

reciprocal . This contrasts with the pattern in private

practice dyads in which consultation was almost always

initiated by a NP.

Thus, collaboration among clinic NPs and MDs was

observed in and out of staff meetings. Perhaps the most

cog ent indicator was their reciprocal , informal consultation.

Closely related to collaboration is mutual respect for the

roles and a reas of expertise of the various team members.

The mission of the clinics is "comprehensive health

care" rather than the more narrow goal of medical care

typically found in the office of private physicians. Con

sequently, the clinics had representatives of several

"all ied health" disciplines. These included a health edu

cator, pharmacist, and mental health special is t. A major

role played by these special is ts was to collaborate with

the primary care providers (NPs and MDs) by providing con

sultation to them. Although several indicators of mutual

respect for roles different from one's own were observed

among all team members, the focus here is upon NPs and MDs.

Typically, individual private physicians and organ

ized medicine see NPs as "physician extenders" or "physi

cian assistants." NP movement ideologues, wherever they

work, deeply resent these concepts and labels. They insist
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that although role blurring occurs in that NPs share some

tasks with MDs, there are , never the less, major differences

in the educational orientation of each "professional " group.

And that it is these differences, as much as the shared

tasks, which contribute to a more comprehensive approach to

health care. NPs argue that their nursing backgrounds pro

vide them with a "health care" orientation. Thus, they

place emphasis on preventative, rehabilitative and health

maintenance activities, as well as upon curative activities.

Although data from the clinics indicate that the MDs

have a high regard for the NPs with whom they work, as often

as not, this is based upon the NP's performance of medical

care activities. I heard clinic physicians tell MD and NP

applicants about the "essential role of NPs." But as they

went on to explain their perception of the role, it seldom

included performance of health care activities. Likewise,

I rather frequently heard NPs "correct" MDs who referred to

them as "physician extenders" and/or "physician assistants."

If the MD was new to the clinic, this was usually followed

by the NP explaining why she did not view herself as an

"extender" or "as sistant." But these NPS faced a continual

task of "reeducating" the MDs. As Lynaugh and Bates point

out, nursing and medicine have different languages and

cultures." Furthermore, NPs are basically a bi-cultural

! Joan E. Lynaugh and Barbara Bates, "The Two Lan
guages of Nursing and Medicine," American Journal of
Nursing, 73:66-69, January, 1973.
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synthesis of nursing and medicine. They must know a good

deal of medicine as well as nursing to function in their

roles. Whereas, physicians have little incentive for lear n

ing the world of nursing. So, in spite of the clinic MDs

regard for NPs and their frequent collaboration with them,

I continue to question whether some MDs grasp the uniqueness

of the NP role. However, this does not appear to interfere

either with the clinics' mission of providing comprehensive

health care or the rise and operational ization of an egal –

itarian-team ideology.

Finally, note needs to be made concerning the funda –

mental link between the rise and perpetuation of the team

ideology and the presence of NPs in the clinics. I suggest

that the development and maintenance of this ideology can be

traced to the NP's relative power as a group within the

clinics' and , to their commitment to the NP movement ideology.

The sources of the NP's power were implied in the section on

the social structural properties of the team-oriented

clinics. The NP's outnumber the MDs. They provide the bulk

of the clinics primary care services. They stay longer than

the MDs, thereby providing stability to the clinic's

Culture, as well as to its functioning. Their very presence

enables the clinic to be eligible for particular funds. They

are not dependent upon MDs for their salaries and position

security. Furthermore, they view themselves as a group with

power to negotiate with the clinics administration and
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physicians. And, everywhere they turn, in the history of

the clinics, its present functioning and future planning,

they see evidence of their influence. The NPs have nego

tiated excell ent salaries and benefits, new client programs

and Services, quality assurance and peer review programs,

active in-service education programs, etc. They can either

support and reta in physicians or directly or indirectly

"Squeeze" them out. And they have had considerable input

in the clinics health care practices ideology and were the

architects of the egal i tarian-team ideology.

Finally, the clinics NPs are deeply committed to the

NP movement and its ideology. Indeed, they provide a high

percentage of the leadership in state and local NP organi

zational activities. And at least one of these NPS has

held leadership positions on the national level. As has

been discussed previously, the nurse practitioner movement

ideology clearly calls for "collaborative, collegial rela

tionships with physicians." The clinics NPs with their

collective power and other social structural support are

able to realize this relationship tenet. That is, they

have incorporated tenets from their movement's ideology into

a major ideology of their work place.

The Health Care Practices Ideology

As had been discussed , the egal i tarian-team ideology

guides intra-staff relationships. The health care practices
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ideology guides the teams actions as they provide direct

services to clients. The practice ideology is composed of

two levels of collective beliefs and ideas: general and

specific tenets. The general tenets provide overall direc

tion for the practice ideology. Although they address

factors the team believes to be ess ential for delivering

"proper" health care, they are more substantive in nature

than are the altruistic beliefs embedded in private physi

cians' medical practice philosophies. The general tenets

will be discussed in some detail shortly. However, first,

mention will be made of the nature of the specific tenets.

At first glance, the specific tenets might appear

to be the health care practices ideology. For they are all

the actual diagnostic and therapeutic practices used in

managing client problems. Discussion of these tenets must

be necessarily limited because they are so numerous and

many are of a technical nature beyond the scope of this

study. Suffice it to say that diagnostic practices range

from those tools a provider uses in compiling a family bio

psychosocial health and illness history to the laboratory

tests used in complex differential diagnoses. They also

include the criteria to be used in deciding when consul -

tation and/or referral are necessary. Therapeutic prac

tices are even wider ranging. For example, they encompass

a variety of counseling and educational activities which

team members (especially NPs) employ to assist clients in
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coping with chronic illnesses, stress, family problems, etc.

They include the drugs of choice providers prescribe for the

illnesses clients present. They contain regimes for nutri

tion, activity and rest. The specific diagnostic and

therapeutic practices derive from the general tenets of the

practice ideology.

Six general ideological tenets have emerged from

data collected from the team-oriented clinics. These are:

1) Provision of services must be comprehensive,

encompassing, not only medical care but also

health care;

2) Health and medical care practices are based on

knowledge which is variable, relative, and

changing ;

3) Nevertheless, specific practices should be

Standardized and routinized ;

4) And should, as much as possible, be based on

current scientific knowledge;

5) Newcomer providers are expected to comply with

the ideology until their competence is confirmed;

and ,

6) After confirmation, a provider wanting to insti

tute differing practices must negotiate with

the team any changes.

Several indicators of the existence of the first

ideological tenet ("comprehensive health care services")
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and attempts to implement it have been discussed previously.

For example, the clinics organization, in this study,

indicated that its mission is to "provide comprehensive

health Services." And the likelihood that this mission will

be realized has been maximized by having the core group of

providers composed of NPs and by having allied health pro

fessional s on the team. Examples of content of educational

presentations in staff meetings also indicate a scope of

concern oriented toward health care as well as medical care.

Likewise, "case conferences" often involved revising a plan

for a client or family to include a broader scope of health

Services.

Another indica to r of this tenet can be found in the

various newsletters and reports produced by the clinics.

For example, one such publication addressed the question,

"What services do the clinics offer?", by listing items

such as: "acute and chronic health care for children and

adults; health education; home v is its ; limited transporta

tion; 24 hour emergency care; assistance with referral to

Special is ts," etc.

A final indicator of the existence of the compre

her sive health care tenet involves actual observations of

NPs as they provide services to clients. During such

observations, I noted many attempts by NPs to provide com

prehensive care. Some attempts were direct, in that the NP

tried to provide a broad range of services herself, perhaps
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in consultation with other team members. Other attempts

were indirect with the NP referring clients or families for

additional services outside the clinic and then of ten

coordinating those services. And yet other attempts involved

both direct and indirect activities.

For example, I accompanied a NP on v is its to the home

of a young mother who had , at one time, physical ly abused

her infant. I observed as the NP l is tened to the client's

expressions of frustration and isolation and then planned

With her ways to reduce those feelings and experiences. The

NP examined the baby, and she and the mother discussed

Various mund a ne infant care items. And , then the client

openly acknowledge that, "I don't have that impulse to hurt

him much now." The NP reviewed with her constructive

options for handling such impulses and the client indicated

which worked best. After the visit, I listened as the NP,

by phone, coordinated information with the community mental

health center which was also providing services to the

client and her husband upon the NP's referral. At a later

home visit, I well remember the client greeting us in her

yard with the gleeful announcement that she was no longer

feeling violent impulses toward her baby and was , indeed,

beginning to feel warmly toward him.

My data are replete with additional examples of NP

attempts to directly and/or indirectly provide comprehensive

health care. However, I will limit my comments to one
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other example. The clinic NPs took a great deal of pride

in their educational activities with groups of clients.

In consultation and cooperation with the health educator,

Several NPS offered various "health care classes." These

ranged from "parenting" classes to a series designed to

Cope with common health problems such as backaches, upper

respiratory infections, etc.

Generally, the MDs were involved in providing medical

Services rather than more comprehensive health care. One

MD acknowledged, "We (MDs) really haven't had much training

in health and health care." There was an occasional MD who

did engage in the broader activities. One young pedia

trician was active in educational and counseling activities

With some of his clients. He lamented that, "The nurse

practitioners have more time for those things. I get crowded

with seeing really sick folks they (NPs) refer to me."

The next three tenets of the health care practices

ideology are inter related and address the team's beliefs

about the nature of knowledge upon which their practices

are based and how those practices should be organized.

Although the team recognizes that the knowledge base for

their practices is changing, relative and variable, they see

value in standardizing and routinizing their practices. And,

they strive to use current scientific information in devel –

oping and updating their standardized practices.

These tenets reflect the very different social
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reality of the team members compared to individual private

physicians. Whereas, the private MD often acts as if

variability in medical practice and standards does not

exist, the team cannot avoid this empirical reality. For

the presence of each team member reminds all the others

that potentially there are as many ways for managing various

conditions as there are team members. And each time a new

provider joins the team, the reality of potential varia

bility in practices is highlighted. Thus, for the staff to

function as a team, rather than an aggregate of "autonomous"

providers, it is ess ential that they develop and adhere to

standardized practices. Consequently, the use of standard

ized practices (which are synonymous with specific tenets)

is a strategy for coping with the changing, variable, and

relative nature of medical knowledge.

Belief in the neces sity for operating with standard

ized practices is also derived from two additional sources.

The first is the clinics reliance upon NPs as the core group

of primary providers. The second is the team's concern for

evaluating the care they provide.

Inherent in the concept of "new health care practi -

tioners" (NPs and physician assistants) is the assumption

that these non-physicians are capable of managing the bulk

of primary care patient problems if they follow standardized
2practices. Consequently, team-oriented clinics which relie

2See for example: Sheld on Greenfield, "Protocols as
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heavily upon NPs have incorporated this idea into their

ideologies and operations. However, both NPs and MDs in

the Clinic S have indicated that this is a sound policy for

MDs as well as NPs. Not only does such a policy as sist in

coping with variable, relative medical knowledge, it also

provides a basis for evaluating the effectiveness of health

care measures, regardless of who provides them.

Furthermore, the team assumes that the most positive

patient outcomes will occur when practices are based upon

current scientific knowledge. Thus, the team develops

"protocols" (yet another term for standardized practices)

which incorporate such knowledge. And these protocols are

"updated" as the team becomes aware of relevant research

findings. A major criterion used by the team in confirming

the competence of a new member was that person's ability

to provide "scientific rational es" for their practices.

Conversely, staff were least impressed with rationales based

upon "my clinical experience."

The last two general tenets of the health practices

ideology refer to the team's expectations of newcomers in

relation to the ideology. Newcomers are expected to comply

with the practices ideology until their competence is

Analogs to Standing Orders," in The Law and the Expanding
Nursing Role, ed., Bonnie Bullough, New York: Appleton
Century-Crofts, 1975, pp. 62-81; Marta Kall strom and Stephen
Yarnell , Design and Use of Protocols, Proceeding of the
Conference, Advances in Patient Care, Honolulu, Hawaii,
February 15–21, 1975.
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confirmed. Then, they are free to attempt changes through

negotiation with the team. These tenets will be discussed

with in the context of the stages of collegial process for

competency confirming.

In summary, a central property of the collegial process

is that the criteria for competency confirming are derived

from the team's two ideologies. Thus, a newcomer provider

is evaluated for health and/or medical care competencies

and team relationships behavior.

Three additional properties distinguish this process

from the conformance process. First, both NPs and MDs have

their competence confirmed. Second, both NPs and MDs con

firm a newcomer's competence. However, confirmers tend to

focus upon those areas in which they have greater expertise,

i.e., MDs focused upon medical care competencies, and NPs

upon health care competencies and team relationships. And ,

third , there is differential confirmation for the novice or

experienced provider.

Two qualifications must be made concerning the above

properties. Both relate to confirmation of MD competence.

Again, because the focus of this study has been upon NP-MD

relationships, I do have data concerning NPs involved in

confirming newcomer physicians and vice versa. However, I

have limited data on MD confirmers evaluating medical care

competencies of newcomer physicians after they were hired.

Such data would obviously provide a more comprehensive view

of the collegial process. The second qualification concerns
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differential confirmation. The team considered MDs to be

"experienced providers" regardless of whether they had just

completed a residency program or had additional years of

experience. Thus, the category, "novice providers" refers

only to nurse practitioners. But, "experienced providers"

includes NPS as well as MDS.

STAGES FOR THE NOW ICE

The no vice nurse practitioner, i.e. , the recent

graduate, experiences four stages of competency confirming.

These are: ideologies indoctrination; motor skills mastery;

rational e testing ; and confirmation.

Ideologies Indoctrina tion

There are several similarities between the first

stage of the collegial process for the novice and the first

stage of the conformance process. First, the time span is

roughly the same, beginning in pre-employment interviews

and continuing for the first several weeks after employment.

Second, the purpose of the first stage in the two processes

is similar. That is, there is an expectation that the NP

will learn the ideology or philosophy and follow its tenets.

However, for the clinics NPs in later stages, there will

arise expectations contrary to compliance. These will be

come clear shortly. The point is that initially compliance

is expected. The third similarity between the beginning

stage of the two processes is that indoctrination is the

prime strategy.
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However, the team is able to use tactics for indoc

tri nation which are unavailable to the private physician

because of differing resources in the two settings. For

example, the clinics have a much larger number of people

available to assist with indoctrinating the no vice. Charac -

teristically, the no vice is initially as signed to the

"central clinic" rather than to one of the "rural satell ite

clinics." Here there are several NPS and MDs as well as

members of other professional disciplines. Typically, the

team uses a tactic of "rotating" the novice among staff

members. Thus, there is a sharing of the burdens of time

and energy required for "orienting" the now ice. And, from

the novice's per spective, there is an opportunity to "learn

how things are done around here" from various staff members.

The "rotation" tactic begins with pre-employment interviews

and continues throughout the first and second stages.

When an applicant interviews for a position at the

clinics, she or he spend S at least the better part of a day.

Each staff member is expected to informally interview the

applicant. The data clearly indicate that staff are as

busy indoctrinating the interviewee as they are obtaining

information concerning the person's qualifications and pre

sentation of self. But staff watch closely for the applicant's

reactions to the various ideological tenets.

When MDs interviewed a prospective NP, a ttention was

given to a spects to both the practice and team ideologies.
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For instance, MD s of ten discussed the use of protocols.

0ccasional ly a NP was quizzed as to how she would diagnose

or treat a given medical condition. And then the MD might

compare her response to the standardized clinics practice.

Commonly, MD s emphasized "the important role nurse practi -

tioners play here." They talked about shared decision

making in establishing protocols, etc. At times, MDs di

rectly discussed role relations between NPs and MDs, empha –

sizing egal i tarian a spects of the relationships.

NP interviewers tended to emphasize health care tenets

of the practices ideology and how these affect the NP's role.

One NP was heard relating the following to an applicant.

We really have a chance to use our nursing back
ground here. We're heavy into psychosocial a spects
of care. Of course, some of us emphasize it more.
But, we all do, oh, like go heavy on patient teach
ing. And I have a special interest in the psycho
social parts. The other NP's know that and they consult
(with me) about some problems their patients are having.
So, if you're interested in those things, this is a
good place to work. (clinics NP, 2/25/77, field notes)

The NP's also emphasized the nature of role relationships

with the clinics MDs. "Col legueship," "collaboration" and

"cooperation" were terms used repeatedly in describing NP

MD relationships. And the applicant was usually informed

that she would be expected to be assertive with the physi

cians. Although, acknowledgement was sometimes made that

this might be difficult for the no vice "until you get real

comfortable with your medical skills."
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After hire, the now ice rotates among various staff

members at "central clinic." She will likely spend time

with the all ied health professional s, e.g., health educator,

pharmacist, etc. She may observe members of the support

non-professional staff, e.g., out-reach workers, LPNs, etc.

She may accompany a clinic MD as he "sees" a particularly

problematic patient. But her primary contacts for indoc

trination and orientation will be the nurse practitioners.

The novice is likely to be as signed to a specific NP for a

few days, then transferred to another NP for several days,

etc. The NP contact will arrange various orientation

activities, such as touring the physical plant; "visiting"

other staff; and , reading policies, protocols and other

procedural documents. The no vice and her contact NP will

spend a great deal of time together. When the now ice is

not engaged in other activities, she will accompany her

contact in "seeing" patients. And the two will have periods

in which they can simply talk to each other.

Another resource for indoctrinating the now ice which

is unavailable to the private MD is staff meetings. Here

the novice observes various ideological tenets in action.

She hears NPs, MDs, and other staff collaborating on Sol v -

ing problems ranging from negotiating changes in the health

care practices ideology to resolving intra team conflicts.

She hears about plans to offer additional services in an

effort to more fully realize the clinic's goals of compre

hensive health services. And she has an opportunity to a S S e SS
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the consistency or inconsistency in the application of

various ideological tenets. An example of such a situation

follows.

A novice had been reading the written protocols for

Various conditions. During a "case conference" she heard

the presenter describe the use of a treatment practice

which differed from the protocol she had read for the same

condition. Later she brought the discrepancy to the atten

tion of one of the "seasoned" NPs. As it turned out, the

Written protocol had not been updated in compliance with the

team's current practice. The reactions of the two NPs were

interesting. The seasoned NP side tracked the novice's

claim of discrepancy by pointing out, "You should have

brought it up then (in the staff meeting)." Thereby, she

reminded the novice of a tenet of the team relationship

ideology. However, the now ice ignored the admonition and

countered that she was expected to follow written protocols

and had no way of knowing which were outdated. After a

brief impasse, the seasoned NP acknowledged that they each

had a point. The compromise involved a greement that the

issue would be brought up in the next staff meeting. But,

in the future, the now ice would : 1) immediately point out

such discrepancies; but, 2) not be overly concerned about

them because "the old protocols are still safe practices."3

3This incident was taken from field notes for, "Report
to the W. K. Kellogg Foundation: A Pilot on Nurse Practi.
tioners," unpublished report, June, 1976.
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In spite of situations such as that just described,

the presence of written protocols is an additional resource

available to the team for indoctrinating novices which the

private physician generally does not have. The MD prac

ticing alone will have had no need for written protocols.

Furthermore, as Nakagawa has pointed out, private physicians

tend to resist efforts to standardize care." And, since

protocols can be considered a prototype of standardization,

the MD may continue to resist using them even after a need

a rises, i.e. , he hires a NP. The obvious irony in private

practice is that the physician does expect the NP's medical

practice to be "standardized," that is, mimic his own.

Nevertheless, written protocols apparently continue to hold

a negative connotation for some MDs who employ NPs.

The availability and use of protocols for indoctri

nating the novice has several possible consequences. Time

and energy are conserved for both confirmers and confirmees.

Whereas, the private physician must transmit the specifics

of his practice philosophy orally and through model ing, the

team simply directs the now ice to read the protocols. The

no vice may approach this in several ways. She might first

read through the protocols, getting a fix on the range of

medical conditions and health problems which they cover.

*Helen Nakagawa, "The Social Organization of Health
Care and the Myth of Free Choice," Health Care Issues, ed.,
Madeline Leininger, Philadelphia: F. A. David, 1974,
p. 82.
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And, then, during the next stage when she begins "seeing"

patients, she can refer to the protocols as needed. Or,

she might memorize those covering the conditions most fre

quently presented by the clinics' population. Or, because

she will have learned specific approaches for assessing and

managing common conditions in her NP training programs, she

may simply compare those approaches to the protocols, mak

ing the changes necessary for compliance with them. Which

ever method, the novice chooses, she assumes primary respon

sibility for this a spect of her indoctrination.

Thus, not only time and energy are conserved for

now ice and team, but the first stage of the process is speeded

up through the use of protocols. The criteria used in

evaluating the novice's health care competencies are

explicit. She does not have to wait for them to evolve as

does the NP employed by the private MD. Nor is she dependent

upon a confirmer having available time and energy for inform

ing her of expected specific practices.

The length of time devoted to the first stage of the

collegial process for a novice is not predetermined.

Rather, it is mutually determined by each novice and her NP

confirmers. The criterion used in deciding to end this

phase is , does the no vice have a dequate "orientation"

information to function in the next stage? Since this

second stage involves the novice "seeing" patients for

limited services with supervision from the experienced NPs,
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She and the other NPs focus upon this context in answering

the question of adequacy of information. By the end of the

first stage, the now ice is likely to have a relatively

complete and detailed blueprint of the health practices and

team relationships ideology.

Mastering Motor Skills

The goal for the novice in the second stage is to

master the motor skills essential for her role as a primary

care provider. Consequently, the tasks for the confirmers

are to evaluate and guide her progress toward this goal.

As was mentioned previously, the novice begins "seeing"

patients at the onset of this stage. But primarily for the

purpose of improving her motor skill proficiency.

As was discussed in an earlier section, the focus in

NP motor skill development centers upon performing physical

examinations. For these are the motor skills which are new

to RNs who take on the nurse practitioner role. The NP must

learn to a droitly manipulate tools not generally used by

a majority of RNs , i.e., o to scope, opthalmoscope, and reflex

hammer. The NP will also use familiar tool S but in dif

ferent ways. A classic example is the ste thoscope.

Whereas, RNs use this tool for taking blood pressures and

apical heart rates, NP's add the purpose of assessing heart

and lung sounds. But more is required than simply deftness

in manipulating tools. The NP must develop a sequence of

movements in conducting exams which logically "maps" the
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body, thereby, conserving time and energy for she and the

patient. I have observed NP students as they learn to per

form "physical s." Initially, they may hop around in an

ill ogical fashion, e.g., moving from eyes to chest to ears

to abdomen. Their movements are uncoordinated and ineffi

cient. And, finally, the NP's motor skills must become so

habitual that she is free to concentrate on her exam find

ings, that is, to sort out what they mean and to decide

what action, on her part, they require.

The no vice is likely to have had enough practice to

a deptly handle the tools. She will also probably have a

logical "body map" in her head and move with relative coor

di nation. But, typical ly, the no vice's motor movements are

still not fully habitual . "She must think about what to do

next instead of what her findings mean," was a comment I

heard repeated from NP instructors as their students com

pl eted one NP training program. And it is the unusual

no vice who is able to complete a physical examination within

a time frame acceptable to employers.

Thus, the employers of newly graduated NPs, whether

a clinics team or private physician, must provide consider

able "practice" time for continuing motor skill mastery.

Consequently, the first clinical as signment for the novice

in the clinic is performing large numbers of "complete phys

ical exams." The major difference in the experience for

the clinics no vice compared to her counter parts employed by
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private MDs is that NPs, rather than MDs assess and supervise

her progress. NPs will observe her performance, give her

feedback, share tips for short-cuts and model desirable

behaviors. These and other tactics for assessing and super

vising the no vice's progress toward motor skill proficiency

are so similar to those discussed in a previous section

(conformance process: competency testing) that they will not

be repeated here. Rather, I will comment on several conse

quences which occur as a result of the no vice's close as soc

iation with her occupational peers. This is an association

which begins in the first stage, is concentrated in the

second, continues, not only throughout the collegial process,

but throughout a NP's tenure with the clinics.

First, the fact that NPs supervise the novice's pro

gress in performing physical examinations continues a process

of demy stification of medical skills which began in her

training program. The now ice found as a student NP that

nurses (i.e. , NP instructors) rather than physicians taught

her many beginning primary care skills. Thus, activities

which had previously been viewed as belonging to the "sacred"

domain of medicine were redefined as also belonging to the

domain of nursing. To have one's first position as a nurse

practitioner in a setting which reinforces demy stification

of medical skills can only strengthen the novice's identity

as a nurse with additional skills rather than as a physician

extender or physician's assistant.
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Furthermore, the now ice 's identification as a nurse

is reinforced in an additional way. She observes that NPs

are engaged in activities which nursing ideologues define

as "nursing functions," i.e., counseling, patient teaching,

home visits, etc. This is especially important because of

a paradox apparently inherent in NP training programs. On

the one hand, demy stification of medical activities did

begin for the NP student as discussed above. However, on

the other hand, the necessary and extensive emphasis on medi

cal care activities can unwittingly undermine the student's

identity as a nurse. Nurse practitioner instructors have

explained this dilemma to me by pointing out that: 1) the

students are so focused upon learning medical care knowl –

edges and skills that they act as if they have "lost" their

nursing knowledges and skills; and, 2) clinical "perceptor

ships" with physicians, while important for practicing

medical skills, do little for assisting students to "inte

grate" their nursing backgrounds.

Thus, the first position a NP takes can undoubtably

have a tremendous impact on which of her multiple identities

is reinforced. There are, a t least, three possibilities.

The new graduate may strongly identify with physicians who

assume that NPs are physician extenders and as sistants.

This NP will tend to perform only medical activities and

perhaps occasionally "bootleg" nursing activities. Or, a

NP may rather completely identify with nursing, either
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taking a traditional nursing position or a quasi-NP position

which emphasizes nursing functions to the exclusion of

medical functions. Or, the NP may successfully "integrate"

both sets of functions and identities into the "true" nurse

practitioner role. It is this latter possibility which

appears to emerge for the novice employed by a team-oriented

clinic. In part, I suggest this occurs because the novice

has close and extensive association with her occupational

peers during a period when her occupational identity is

especially vulnerable.

Finally, this association with NPs has an intense

impact on the novice's relationship with the clinics' MD s.

She has no need to be dependent upon physicians during the

first two stages of the collegial process because she depends

upon other NPs. Thus, the now ice is protected by her peers

during that period of vulnerability in which her work com

petencies are not yet fully developed. Furthermore, the NPs

continue to "groom" her for that time when she will be

expected to collaborate with physicians. The interactions

with MDs which the now ice does have during the early stages

will of ten be in full view of other NPs. And they continue

to monitor her behavior and provide her with appropriate

models. For the assumption is made by the NP confirmers

that the novice must not behave in a passive, deferential

manner toward physicians, in spite of her undeveloped work

competencies.
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Thus, in the second stage, the emphasis is upon the

no vice increasing her motor skill proficiency within a con

text of intensive contact with her occupational peers.

Indeed, the NP's continue to assume major responsibility for

the competence confirming activities. As the novice's pro

ficiency in performing physical examinations increases, and

thus, the length of time needed for their performance

decreases, her work activities shift. She begins managing

patients with common health care problems. At the point

at which the novice "sees" a greater proportion of clients

for something other than or in addition to physical exams,

she can be said to have entered the third stage of the col

legial process.

Rational e Testing

The third stage for the novice is rational e testing.

This involves confirmers evaluating the novice's reasoning

for clinical actions she has taken or plans to take. The

no vice now has her motor Skills in hand and enters more

fully into the regular work activities of the nurse practi -

tioner. She sees, for example, children with ear and upper

respiratory infections; pregnant women and women with family

planning needs; and men and women with a host of common

acute and chronic illnesses. Many of these problems are

diagnosed and managed by simply following the clinic's

standardized protocols. Hence, there is no need for ration

ale testing because the rational e for action is inherent in
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the protocol . However, the novice encounters other situa –

tions which call for judgements and knowledge beyond follow

ing standardized protocols. These situations are the

conditions which prompt rational e testing.

First, protocols did not exist for all the problems

seen by a novice. 0 ther protocols were incomplete, for

instance, focusing only upon the medical a spects of a given

problem. In such situations, the novice had several options.

She might manage the client her self, either developing a

treatment plan or filling in the gaps in an existing pro

tocol. Or, she might either consult with or refer to

a nother provider. Which ever course she followed, it would

most likely give rise to a confirmer testing the rationale

of her action.

Second , a novice could be in doubt about the accuracy

of her diagnosis. Doubt might arise at the time of her

initial as sessment because of an inability to make diagnos

tic discriminations. In this case, she undoubtedly will

either consult with or refer to another provider. Or she

may have been comfor table with the accuracy of her diagno

sis, instituted treatment by following a protocol and

then during follow-up discover the client's problem had

been unresponsive to the regime. Aga in , she is likely to

consult or refer. And, in turn, the provider whom she turns

to Will evaluate her rational e for action.

The third condition is that numerous clients present
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problems beyond the novice's scope of practice. Such pro

blems fall into several categories: a typical ; recal citrant;

complex; or life-threatening. Again, the novice is likely

to consult with and/or refer the client to a more experienced

provider. And again, this action prompts rational e testing.

And certainly, if the no vice does not consult and/or refer ,

rational e testing is called forth.

Thus, the conditions under which rational e testing

is instituted have common properties. A problematic situa

tion a rises in which the no vice cannot simply follow a

standardized protocol. She takes one of several actions

which is evaluated by confirmers, either immediately or

eventually. She receives feedback on the quality of her

actions and their rational es. And after repeated rational e

testing, spanning several months, her competence is either

confirmed or she is terminated .

Implicit in the conditions for rational e testing are

the criteria used by the confirmers. Generally these fall

into two categories: indicators that the novice knows and

practices with in her limits; and, indicators that she bases

"independent" clinical actions upon rational es drawn from

acceptable, authoritative resources. The confirmers uses

two major strategies for rationale testing: face-to-face

assessment and chart reviews.

Face-to-face assessment. This strategy often a rises

within the context of the no vice seeking consultation from
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an experienced provider. This act signals to the confirmer

an awareness by the no vice of her limitations. It also

provides the confirmer with information concerning the

quality of the rational e the now ice has used up to the

point of consultation. An example from my field notes demon

strates the use of the face-to-face strategy and the criteria

used by a confirmer.

Observations of Sally 7/28/75

Followed Sally today. She's been at the clinics six weeks--
first job as NP. Consulted with other NPs four times
today.
#l young Mexican (migrant family) mother brought in eight
month baby girl ; iron deficiency anemia. Sally saw them
last week , another NP before that. 0 ral iron supplement
prescribed at earlier date. Baby getting more a nemic.
Sally consulted with Heather (another NP), said, "I need
to talk to you about the R. baby." Heather: "What have
you thought about doing now?" Sally said she's con
flicted over two approaches: to continue to try to get
compliance or give baby iron injections. Heather, "What
is your rational e for each?"
Sally outlined:
Compliance
1) Keep mother active in solving problem.
2) Avoid frightening baby/mother with injection.
3) Since condition i ikely to continue if diet not improved

oral supplement better long term solution.

In jection
1) Anemia getting worse.
2) Attempts to get compliance, so far, haven't worked.
3) Recent staff meeting discussed chart audit on this

population (Mexican migrant families), staff having
little success in getting compliance.

He ather indicated she thought Sally had "thought through"
the alternatives, then, "I think the critical thing is
the baby's iron level." Sally, "Me too." Injection
9iven . . . . (Field notes, pilot study, July 28, 1975)

The above data indicate that the novice had reached

an impasse in her clinical management of the mother and
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baby. Two of the conditions prompting rational e testing

were present. The protocol for iron deficiency anemia

apparently did not cover the contingency of non-compliance

with the preferred treatment regime. Thus, the novice was

faced with a recal citrant problem. She acknowledged to a

NP consultant-confirmer that a limit in her practice judg

ment had been reached , thereby , meeting one rational e

testing criterion. In turn, the consultant-confirmer's

response was to ask for potential options and their

rationales thereby, articulating the other criterion used

in rational e testing.

The assumption can be made that the baby's increas -

ing anemia and the staff's chart audit played heavily in

determining which rational e was needed. Chart audits can

be viewed as a quasi-scientific enterprise. Furthermore,

iron injections provide immediate, dramatic amelioration of

this a nemia. Laboratory tests and clinical observations

confirm this outcome. Thus, confirmer and now ice selected

the more predictable option with its "scientific" rational e.

This was consistent with the team's health care practices

ideology.

The experienced NP's dual role of confirmer and con

sultant was apparent in the field notes excerpt. She both

assessed the quality of the now ice's rational e and gave

advice as to which option she deemed appropriate. And, as

was previously indicated, the strategy of face-to-face
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assessment during the rational e testing most of ten occurs

Within the context of the now ice seeking consultation.

Thus, such situations contain the dual purposes of consulta

tion to the novice and evaluation of her rational es for

clinical practice.

A final property of this strategy worthy of noting is

the assumption of responsibility for initiating face-to-face

rational e testing. The no vice, rather than confirmers,

assumes the responsibility by seeking consultation. This

is in contrast to the competency testing found in the con

formance process. There the physician assumes primary

responsibility for initiating the strategy. What accounts

for this difference? One variable may be the egalitarian

ethic of the team. They make the assumption that their

providers can be expected to behave in an accountable manner.

Specifically, they believe that a novice can be counted on
to acknowledge her limits and seek appropriate assistance.

They view the private physician as basically authoritarian

and find such a stance inappropriate for their organization.

Related to the egal i tarian ethic is the clinics

view of the nurse practitioner role. As has been discussed

previously, clinic services are organized around the con

cept of NPs providing the bulk of the primary health care

Services. NPs are not viewed as physician extenders.

Whereas, the NP hired by the private physician is not only

viewed as a physician extender but as an extension of the
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particular physician. Thus, it only stands to reas on that

the M D consistently assumes responsibility for testing and

shaping the NP's competence.

A third variable which probably accounts for the dif

ference in who initiates the strategy is the amount of

experience confirmers have had in competency confirming.

The clinics staff had considerable experience with pro

viders coming and going. The private physicians in this

study were often in their first or, at most, second expe

rience with a NP. They necessarily were more anxious about

NP competence and more controlling in their competency con

firming activities.

And finally, the clinics team has a back-up process

for evaluating provider performance in the form of chart

reviews. If a now ice should fall into a habit of a void –

ing needed consultation, this would eventually come to the

attention of the team. For the team functions with in a

paradoxical context of expecting individual accountability

but also providing an institutionalized check on that

accountability through the use of chart reviews.

Chart reviews. Chart reviews are also the second

major strategy used in rational e testing. They consist of

individual reviews and collective chart audits. Individual

reviews occur each time one provider has a need to examine

the chart of a client who has received care from a nother

provider. This process obviously occurs not only for the
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nov ice but for all providers. A clinics NP describes

individual chart reviews as follows:

we have the informal mechanism, where somebody
else gets your chart. If you're doing the follow-up
because they're off for the day or maybe the patient
has been referred to you -- when you see the chart you
go through an evaluative process. You evaluate what
the physical as sessment was , what kind of conclusion
they came up with , what they did about it and their
rational e for that, and since you have the patient
back, did it work? If it didn't work, were they right
to begin with ? And then we communicate back to them.
Certainly by writing in the chart that things weren't
as the other guy said they were, which could be a
variety of things. But if it's an error, something
pretty serious then we get in touch and let them know.
(clinics NP, 7/14/77, pp. 9-10)

As this NP states, individual chart review occurs when a

client is referred or follow-up is conducted by another

provider. She points out types of chart information which

is evaluated and how feedback is provided if something is

found amiss. Thus, the novice's clinical performance, as

she has recorded it, is scrutinized by each provider who

has occasion to use her charting.

A burgeoning literature on "quality assurance" in

the health care field has developed a special language.”
One reads of "retro spective" and "concurrent quality as sur

ance mechanisms." These include: Staff conferences or

interviews; telephone or bedside interviews of former or

*See for instance: Marlene G. Mayers, Ronal d B.
Norley, Anni ta B. Watson, Quality Assurance for Patient
Care, New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1977; Lawrence
Weed, Medical Records, Medical Education, and Patient
Care, Clevel and : Press of Case Western Reserve , 1971.
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present patients; patient questionnaires and as sessment

scales." And at the top of such a list one will undoubtedly

find , "chart audit" or "chart review." Simply put this

involves review by someone of someone else's charting on

patients for the purpose of comparison with some predeter

mined standard. The standards are usually described as

"process criteria" or "outcome criteria" or a combination

of each. 7 The former involves care activities, the latter

involves the effects of the care activities.8 Apparently

the following assumptions are made concerning chart audits:

providers record what they do and do what they record.

Collective chart audits are a major "quality assur

ance" method used by the clinics. And among other things,

it is an institutionalized process for periodic competency

as sessment of their health care providers. I use the term

"collective" to indicate both that the charts of all

providers are reviewed and that the criteria for evaluation

are developed by the staff. The actual audits may be con

ducted by one or two persons or the to tal staff. As becomes

apparent in the following comments by a provider, the clinics

engage in two separate types of formal chart revies. My

questions and prompts are included in the data excerpt.

6Mayers, et. al., loc. cit., p. 73.

'Ibid., p. 18-21.
8 Ibid.
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We do open or concurrent audits. We're not like hospitals
in that we don't d is charge our patients. We keep providing
Services for them. And we do external and internal audit.
With external, we apply a specific standard that's developed
by the staff for a specific problem, diabetes, vaginitis,
etc. We're still devel oping outcome criteria, they're
harder to do. What we usually look at are process criteria.
That's all the activities you do to and for a patient.
The standards for that come from our protocols. Every
three months we select a problem, then all the charts on
that problem are pulled and we go through to see how well we
meet the standards we've developed.

Who does this audit and what is done if someone's chart
does n 't meet the Standard 2

The whole staff participates. We use a check list to record
the audit. But really the group sanctions are enough, if
you've left out something or done it incorrectly.

Now, tell me about the "internal audit."

0kay, instead of one specific problem being selected and
all the charts pulled, some provider looks at all of a
chart, to see if it's logical , if the diagnosis flows from
the assessment, if the plan is reasonable, if there's
follow through. Basically, if your rational e for every
thing you've done or said you'll do meets high standards.
Again, the criteria come from the protocols if we have
them, if not, has the person used the most up-to-date
Scientific data for their actions. And then the reviewer
also looks at the format. We use POR ("Problem-Oriented
Records"), so the reviewer might give written feedback,
"You did not need a full page for your problems." That
sort of thing.

How of ten is internal audit done and who does it?

It's done every other week by Sam (medical director). But
then the rest of us do it informally on each other at
unscheduled times. I should mention sampling. That's
done randomly, except for a new person. Our typist makes
sure she consistently pulls a chart of every new person
each time an audit is done. For an inexperienced person,
a new nurse practitioner, that lasts several months, at
least 2 - 3 months. An experienced person falls into the
random pool. (clinics NP, interview 6/7/79)

The type of chart review especially relevant to the

competency confirming of the novice is the "internal
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audit. "% The no Vice can expect her charts to be reviewed

both for the quality of care she provided and for the chart

ing format. Quality of care criteria will have been

derived from the standardized protocols or if protocols are

unavailable, from the reviewer's interpretation of scien

tific rational es for nonroutinized practices. The fort

nightly audit for the novice continues for several months.

At the point that her charts are randomly selected, she has

entered the final stage of the collegial process for the

nov ice NP.

Broa dening team interactions. Although the emphasis

in the third stage is upon evaluating the novice's ration

a les for clinical action, instruction in and evaluation of

expected team behaviors continues. The focus is upon the

novice learning appropriate levels and sources for consul

tation and referral , both with in the clinics and outside

them.

We have seen that the novice is expected to use other

NPS for her first level of consul tation and with in this

peer context she is coached in seeking consultations and

making appropriate referrals to persons other than NPs.

*Various references use the terms "internal" and
"external" differently than the NP quoted. For example,
Patricia D. Lark in and Barbara A. Backer, Problem-0 ri ented
Nursing Assessment, New York: McGraw-Hill, 1977, would view
all the clinics audit activities as "internal" reserving
"external audit" for reviews conducted by outside accredit
ing bodies.
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She is advised of the capabilities and limitations of pro

viders and adjunctive personnel inside and outside the

clinics. She learns any particular rules and procedures

associated with consultation and referral . She begins to

discriminate between her own limitations due to her novice

skills and the generic limitations of NPs as a group. But

simultaneously she learns to discriminate the specific skills

of individual NPs. Thus, she moves from approaching the

first supportive NP she sees in the hallway to consulting

"Annie because she's excell ent in managing folks with

multiple chronic problems," etc.

And with in the context of consultation and referral ,

the novice's relationships with the clinics physicians

begins to change. Because she has been encouraged to use

her peers for reassurance and advice for her countless

qualms and questions, her interactions with physicians have

been restricted to staff meetings and various sociable

activities. But as the third stage continues, two events

occur which set the stage for broader, more complete work

ing relationships between now ice and MDs. One, she notes

that her peers "automatically" consult with or refer to

MDs certa in problems. She begins to follow suit without

first consulting a peer. Two, she enters the after clinic

hours on-call duty. This service is arranged with a NP

screening all calls, managing those problems within her

capability, and contacting the "back-up" MD for problems
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beyond her skill . One NP and one MD are "on-call" for a

Specified period (over night or through the weekend). Thus,

the novice does not consult with a peer before contacting

a MD. These events promote collaboration in managing

patient problems. They also enable the MDs to join in

rational e testing and teaching the now ice. And, in general,

these events simply increase the number of contacts and

time spent together.

This, in turn may promote dimensions of personal -

izing between the novice and various physicians which were

not present during earlier stages. Although indicators of

informality (using given names and interacting casually)

will have occurred prior to the third stage, that is not

the case with intimacy. There has been little opportunity

or need for building intimacy. Basically, novice-MD

relationships have been filtered through mediation by the

NPs. And the pressure for close, personal NP-MD relation

ships which was found in private practice simply does not

exist in the clinics. Never the less, as no vice and the

various MDs have more frequent contacts, they may come to

Share confidences and engage in reciprocal mood as sessment.

And intense work together followed by a let-up, especially

during on-call hours, may give rise to a need for managing

potential sexual activity. An example of such an occasion

was presented in the section on personalizing (p. 63).

Whatever the degree of personal izing which develops among
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the novice and each of the MDs, it will be voluntary and

noness ential to the fate of any of the social actors.

And, irrespective of personal izing, the novice and

MDs develop full-fledged working relationships by the end

of the third stage. The novice will directly consult a

physician when she knows she needs information beyond the

scope of her peer group's medical knowledge. Occasional ly

a physician will seek consultation from her. She will

directly refer patients to MDs and receive referral from

them for follow-up care. The now ice will take the role of

student, most likely learning additional medical knowledge

from each MD with whom she works. But she will also take

the role of teacher, as for instance in staff meetings.

She will interact assertively and collaboratively with the

physicians, knowing that she is a member of a strong power

bloc within the clinics, but also knowing that she and her

peers need the expertise of and legitimation provided by

physicians. However, even after her competence is confirmed

and she no longer has the status of novice, her closest

associations will continue to be with her peers, not physi

cians.

As has been discussed , during the collegial process,

the now ice counts on her peers for indoctrination and

orientation, support and instruction, consultation and

rational e testing, etc. And , although team consensus is

required for confirmation of a novice nurse practitioner,
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her peers have the greatest amount of information concern

ing her performance and the largest number of "votes."

Confirmation of the No vice

The length of any of the stages of the collegial

process varies depending upon the rate at which the no vice

acquires the necessary skills highlighted in any particular

phase. However, the length of the rational e testing stage

and movement into the final stage when confirmation of

competence occurs, also depends upon various conditions

within the clinics. These include: the current staff ing

needs for a nurse practitioner; an increase or decrease in

the workload ; and the arrival of a nother no vice.

Certa in staffing shortages are felt more acutely in

the clinics. For instance, a NP vacancy in a rural satel

lite clinic can create a greater hardship for the staff than

"being down a doc." On the other hand, one N P vacancy in

the central clinic will create less pressure, especially if

there is a novice going through the collegial process,

since she will increasingly carry a greater workload. Con

trasting these examples, one can assume that a shortage in

a rural clinic will has ten the confirmation of a no vice,

assuming she is judged to be capable of the assignment.

However, a shortage in the central clinic is less likely to

accelerate confirmation.

The workloads at the clinics vary with the seasons of

the year. Summers are very busy. There is an influx of
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migrant workers. And both the volume of clients and number

of services provided increases. For instance, visits are

made to the fields by the providers to immunize children,

provide prenatal care, etc. Farm accidents and recreation

related accidents increase. Wacation times for Staff are

desired and scheduled during warm weather months. Thus,

there is less time available for extensive confirmation

activities and greater need for fully functional providers.

And change in the novice's status to experienced provider is

likely to be speeded up. The winter months have peaks of

activity with "flu seasons" but other than that may dwindle.

In the rural clinics, providers have told me anecdotes of

"being snowed in" for days on end, with only an occasional

client "making it in." Even the more urban central clinic

activity slacks off during "bad weather." Thus, a third

stage novice may experience a lengthened rational e testing

period, both because there is ample time but also fewer

clients with whom she can "practice."

Finally, the arrival of a junior novice can has ten

the confirmation of a more senior novice. Although the

clinics are well equipped for routinely managing the col

legial process, the staff is relatively small (around 25)

and two no vices become a burden. Furthermore, the arrival

of a fresh novice tends to heighten the staff's awareness

of just how far the senior now ice has come. However, if no

fresh now ice arrives, the process may amble along.
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Assuming that no condition a rises which accelerates

confirmation, it occurs in a routinely scheduled "evalua

tion conference" with the clinics administrators but based

upon input from the team. But regardless of when confir

mation occurs and under what conditions, the team must

reach consensus that the novice has reached two broad goal s.

She must have demonstrated a pattern of : 1) interactions

consistent with the team relationship ideology, and 2)

clinical actions consistent with the health practices

ideology. Especially essential in her clinical practice is

that she present sound rational es based upon current scien

tific sources; know and work with in her limits ; and follow

a vailable protocols.

The confirmation of the novice's competence is more

explicit and systematic in the clinics than in private

practice. Evaluative data on the novice's performance are

gathered from staff and from her charts. Potential "per

manent" clinical assignments for her are reviewed. The

clinics staffing needs and the novice's level of competence

are compared and matched. The decision to confirm her

competence by giving her a "permanent" as signment is made

by the clinics administrator and medical director. However,

this is only a formality and is based upon the recommenda –

tions of the Staff. The "evaluation conference" is held

and she receives her first clinical assignment as an expe

rienced provider. Her competence has been confirmed.
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From now on her performance and competence will be reviewed

by her colleagues through the routine processes used for

experienced providers.

Perhaps the most revealing indicator of the status

change to experienced provider occurs when a newly confirmed

clinician begins negotiating changes in the health care

practices ideology. However, experienced providers also

engage in this activity after their confirmation. Hence, a

discussion of negotiating changes will be postponed until

the collegial process for experienced providers has been

presented .

STAGES FOR THE EXPERIENCED PROVIDER

It will be recalled that the term "experienced pro

vider" refers to all physicians who join the clinics and to

nurse practitioners with work experience as NPs. The col

legial process of competency confirmation for these people

consists of four stages. They are: reputation assessment;

orientation; reputation/performance comparison; and, con

firmation. As would be expected the collegial process for

the experienced provider is of shorter duration than for the

no Vice NP.

Reputation Assessment

Reputation assessment is both the first stage in the

collegial process for experienced providers and a major

strategy in the process. As a stage it begins whenever an
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applicant inquires about available provider positions. It

continues throughout the period in which clinics' members

compile information on the applicant's reputation. The

stage ends with the team and administrators decision to hire

or not hire the applicant.

As a strategy, reputation assessment consists of

three tactics: credential s review; references inquiry; and

applicant visit. These tactics occurred in serial order,

each contingent upon the previous one. Obviously the

applicant could be rejected at any point along the way. All

of the providers as sessed the reputations of all applicants.

The NP and MD as sessors were concerned about two

general aspects of an applicant's reputation: clinical com

petence and role relationships. The table which follows

(page 183) lists items derived from responses to the ques

tion, "What do you look for when you're evaluating NP and MD

applicants for a position." Although some of these concerns

can be considered criteria for evaluating an applicant's

reputation, others were not or could not be operational ized.

An example of a concern which was also a criterion occurs in

the MD-MD cell, "quality and prestige of educational pro

grams." Examination of an applicant's records and creden

tial s easily elicits the names and locations of educational

institutions attended. And certainly such institutions do

have differential quality and presitge value. However, a

concern such as that found in the NP-MD cell , " (the MD) will

-

N:
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MD
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-
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RoleRelations
-
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movementcommittment
and
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-
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toteamfunctioning
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-
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-
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—
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colleagues" sharein
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background refertous

-

Dependable
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-
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Competence
-
Enoughmedicalknowledge
tomanage routinecases

-

Indicators
ofknowingandpracticing Withinlimits

RoleRelations
-
Degreeof
autonomy
in
previous positions

-

AssertivenesswithMDS

Competence
-

Qualityandprestige
of
educationalprograms Scopeanddepthofmedicalknowledgeand Skill

S Extentof
clinicalpractice Currentness

of
knowledge Approves

of
standardizedpractice Approves

ofpeerreview
RoleRelations
-

Prepared
orwilling
toassume"back-up"role
-

Willingness
tosharedecisionmakingwithNPs
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be dependable in the 'back-up' role," can hardly be eval u

a ted during the reputation assessment stage. Unless, of

course, the applicant had previously held such a role.

Nevertheless, the items do indicate what a reas assessors

believed were important in an applicant's reputation.

Furthermore, what remained concerns during this first stage

did become evaluative criteria in the later stage, "repu

tation/performance comparison."

I will return to discuss similarities and differences

in concerns and criteria of the assessors depending on their

own and the applicant's occupations after briefly discuss

ing the tactics used for reputation assessment.

Credential s review involves an examination of all the

records submitted by the applicant. Typically, these include

resume, letters of reference and clinics application form.

The clinic administrator receives the records and then

rotates them among the team. Each member reviews them for

the standard information they contain, e.g., educational

background, work positions, etc. This material often pro

vides clues for needed information which is then obtained

through other reputation assessment tactics. For example,

the assessors may note that a NP worked for a series of

private physicians over a relatively short period. Undoubt

edly the assessors will make inferences concerning this.

And undoubtedly they will want their inferences checked by

a references inquiry of the MDs and other co-workers.
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Likewise, if the applicant v is its the clinics, her MD

relations history will be reviewed with her. In addition to

providing clues for further assessment, the cred ential s

review can elicit information which ends reputation assess

ment with a "no hire" recommendation. For example, a physi

cian applicant with a special ty in cardiac surgery would

suffer such a fate. The clinics needs are for general is t ,

primary care providers. Likewise, a NP applicant who com

pl eted a "quickly." NP program would be rejected.

Assuming the applicant survives the credential s

review, the references inquiry begins. This is likely to

involve both formal and informal queries. The clinics

administrator is responsible for formally contacting refer -

ences listed by the applicant. The information elicited by

formal queries is likely to be general and routine, though

it does add to the composite picture of the applicant's

reputation.

Informal queries of people knowing the applicant were

especially common among the clinics NPs. They appeared to

have a sophisticated network of contacts on a local , regional ,

and even national basis. They routinely attended various

conferences and meetings which enabled them to make reputa

tion assessment queries and to recruit potential applicants.

But if an applicant was being processed and no meeting was

in the offing, then they began phoning a round for someone

known to them who had worked with the applicant. Although

º

N:
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they were occasionally a ble to locate someone familiar with

MD applicants, their greater success was with NP applicants.

There are simply many fewer NPs than MDs in the country.

The type of information gathered by the NP's through their

informal queries parall eled that sought through all the

assessment tactics: Is the person clinically competent?

What are their relations with co-workers ?

Applicant visits were highly lively affairs lasting

a day or two . I observed several of these. They were

managed with considerable informality but substantial infor

mation was exchanged between the team and applicant. The

applicant visited each clinic and met with all NPs and MDs.

The schedule was flexible and each provider spent as much

time as he or she desired. Usually a party was held during

a visit. Amidst the conviviality, even more information was

exchanged.

Not only was reputation assessment occurring during

applicant visits, but considerable ideologies indoctri

nation also took place. Indeed, for the applicant whom was

hired, indoctrination actually began during their visit.

However, the ideologies indoctrination which transpired

between assessors and experienced provider applicants dif

fered from the novice NP situation. Whereas, an implicit

assumption was apparently made that the now ice did not have

a well formulated practice philosophy, the opposit assump

tion was made with experienced providers. Thus, "values
º
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matching" occurred. That is, the assessors presented various

tenets of the team's ideologies and the applicant compared

these with his or her professional values. Likewise, an

applicant's value statements were evaluated in terms of how

they matched the team's ideologies. An example of this

follows in a dialogue between a MD applicant (Dr. Nu) and

a MD assessor (Egor).

Egor : Practice here is a 1 0 t different than if
you hang out your own shingle. Sometimes
it's frustrating because you don't see
as many patients as you'd like. You do
a lot of consultation to the NPS. But
then there are advantages you don't
have in private practice so I guess it
evens out. Have you ever worked a round
nurse practitioners ?

Dr. Nu: Not really. They were a round at "Eastern
State" but I didn't actually work with
them. I like the idea, from what I read.
I mean I don't think I'd be threatened
working with them. I don't think it needs
to take as long to tra in someone to do
a lot of things you and I were taught.
(Laughs) Do they take call ?

Egor : Yes. First call . Then there's always a
doc on second call for back-up, if they
need it. We have an exceptional crew.
Well, I haven't worked with NPs anywhere
but here but I find them bright and
very aware of their limits. They definitely
consult and refer when they need to . And
we (MDs) end up seeing a concentration of
sicker people than if we were primary care
doctors in our own practice. So the bore
dom factor is less here. We've had some
docs visit us that say they could n't
comfortably operate by following proto
cols - they see it as a curb , an infringe
ment on their professional rights, their
clinical decisions. (Pause, obviously
waiting for a response.)

º
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Dr. Nu: Well, I see my medical practice so far as
being pretty much a following of standard
ized protocols. They didn't necessarily
call it that at "Eastern State" but that 'S
what it was . I think that's the safe,
modern way to go. Though I'm not sure
you can "cookbook" everything !

Egor : We sure try. (Laughs) Let me tell you a
little bit about the history of how the
clinics got started . . . . (0bervations,
clinics, 1/28/77, pp. 18–21).

Within the context of comparing medical practice at

the clinics with private practice, the MD in the preceed

ing data touches on two ideological positions of the clinics.

The central role of NPs is implied and the expected role

relations with them is asserted. And the practices ideology

tenet of relying on standardized protocols is stated. By

questioning or waiting for responses to his statements,

the as sessor prompted the applicant to reveal his values in

relation to these ideological positions. Assessor and

applicant discovered value matching at least on these two

positions. Applicant visits were filled with such value

exchanges.

Returning to the table on page 183 it will be noted

that there are common concerns of assessors regardless of

occupation. Each group is concerned with maintaining the

ideological positions of the clinics in regards to role

relations and clinical practices. However, this mission is

best served in reputation as sessment of competence by

members of each occupational group focusing upon concerns

and criteria from their own perspective. Nuances in

º

N.
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occupational cultures are probably best recognized by members

of that occupation. Consequently, peer assessment of appli

cants is especially important. Examination of the peer

cells (NP–NP; MD-MD) reveals competence criteria and concerns

of greater specificity than are used by non-peers. For

example, NPs examining the educational background of a peer

focus upon the type of basic nursing program from which the

applicant graduated and the length of her NP program. They

know that a graduate of a bacal aureate nursing program who

then completed a 12–24 month NP program is more likely to

have greater clinical competence than an associate degree

(two years) nurse who completed a 3–6 month NP program.

Likewise, the clinic physicians are attuned to the reputa

tion for quality and prestige of the various medical schools

and internship and residency programs. The MD applicant who

has completed programs in highly prestigious institutions

projects an enormously positive reputation, sight unseen.

The other concerns and criteria peers discussed

reflect greater comprehensiveness than found with non-peers.

In regards to clinical competency, NPs are concerned about a

NP applicant's scope of health/medical care problems suc

cessfully managed; specialized skills; plans for increasing

skills and knowledge; and indicators of knowing and prac

tic ing within her limits. MD assessors are concerned with

the MD applicant's scope and depth of medical knowledge and

skills; extent of clinical practice experience; currentness

of medical knowledge; and approval of standardized care and
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peer review. However, when MD s assess the NP applicant's

competence reputation they are concerned only that she have

enough knowledge to manage routine cases and know and prac –

tice with in her limits. Likewise, NP assessors want MD

applicants to have medical knowledge in excess of their own

and to admit their own limitations. I suggest that the

fewer number of concerns discussed by non-peer assessors can

be accounted for by the fact that non-peers have less

"inside" information about what to assess; and , they are

comfortable in relying upon the judgment of the applicant's

peers.

Turning to concerns and criteria for role relations

we see a slightly different pattern. Whereas, in assessing

an applicant's reputation for clinical competence, greater

Specificity and comprehensiveness were present in the con

cerns and criteria of peer assessors; role relations are

highlighted by one occupational group, nurse practitioners.

NP as sessors discussed more relationship items for as sess

ing both peers and non-peers than did the MD assessors.

Basically the clinics NPs have more to gain than do

the MDs in hiring providers who will maintain egal i tarian

team relationships. They cannot rely on the taken for

granted power and prestige which physicians enjoy in our

Society. As has been discussed previously, they rely on

their collective power at the clinics which, in large part,

structurally arranged as a consequence of the clinics'

mission and team ideology. Furthermore, the NPs have either

is
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experienced the sub servient nursing role in traditional

relations with physicians or know full well of its preva –

lence. And, finally, as women, the NPs have been social ized

to be especially adept at relationship skills.

Thus, the NP's are especially sensitive to the

relationship behavior of their peers and the physicians.

They scrutinize a NP applicant's history of relationships

with physicians, especially focusing upon examples of asser

tive or deferential behaviors. And they assess her commit

ment to team functioning and to the NP movement. Both of

these ideological commitments require collegial , collabora

tive relationships with physicians.

In regards to assessing the role relations reputations

of MD applicants, the NP's continually spoke of their quest

for physicians "who will treat us as colleagues." This

meant physicians who would graciously share decision making ;

were committed to team functioning; were not arrogant; and

showed respect for the NP role and background, by, for

instance, referring patients who might especially benefit

from their services.

Likewise, the NPS wanted MDs who could be counted upon

to fulfill the "back-up" role. This includes being consci

entious in informing the NP's of where they can be reached

for consultation; responding promptly when a request for

consultation or referral is made; and trusting that indeed

NP's do need help when they ask for it. According to several

º
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providers the clinics had had a few MDS who failed to dil i

gently fulfill their "back-up" roles.

The "back-up" role of MDs is especially critical at

the clinics because they are organized as "nurse practi –

tioner clinics." That is, the majority of primary care

services are provided by the NPS. But, in order for the NPs

to fulfill their roles, they must have MDs with whom to

consult or refer when they reach their limitations. And,

in turn, the MDs need the cooperation of NPs in order to

carry out their major role as "back-up". That is, they

must receive from the NPS bids for consultation and referral

What I have described can be viewed as "role reciprocat

ing. "10

Thus, even though MD assessors discussed fewer role

relations concerns than NPs, it is not surprising that those

they did discuss were completely compatible with NP interests

(and the maintenance of the egalitarian team ideology). So

we see that MDs in assessing the reputations of MD appli

cants are concerned with whether they will be dependable in

the "back-up" role to the NPS and share decision-making with

them. One MD put it this way:

10Extensive use of this concept can be found in :
Charlotte Gale, "The Nurse's Aide: A study of Low Role
Coordination" (Ed. D. Diss., Stanford University, 1969).
She studied role relations between aides and RNs and found
the position incumbents required considerable as sistance
from each other in order to ful fill their own roles.

|
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I think it takes a certa in kind of doctor to be able
to work here . . . In our system anyway it is the doctor
who is always open and available for consultation. If
the NP calls, even if you are seeing a patient, you
have to stop a second and go and discuss it. That is
awkward but you have to be will ing to . I think we had
a problem with some previous doctors that they just
didn't like doing things that way. You have to trust
the NP's history and physical . If you are not will ing
to do some telephone medicine that way and trust the NP
at the other end that they have some clinical judgment
too, it doesn't work. (Clinics MD, 2/25/77, pp. 22–23)

During visits by MD applicants, I consistently heard

MD assessors describe the "back-up" role and the necessity of

respecting and trusting the clinical judgment of the NPs.

In short, the assessors tried to determine the applicant's

will ingness to share decision making with the NP. And

routinely I heard MD and NP assessors comparing notes and

predicting the probability that various applicants would

meet these criteria.

The MD as sessor of a NP applicant is concerned with

her assertiveness and ability to function with relative

autonomy. Regarding assertiveness, one MD probably summa -

rized the feelings of his peers when he said:

I find myself getting irritated with the hospital
nurses because I have to pump them for information
about our patients. They see the patients more than
I do and I want to know things like, is this person
ready to go home? It isn't that they don't have
opinions, they're scared to give them to the docs.
I'm used to our NPs, they speak right up and I really
trust their judgment. We couldn't function here if
the NP's acted like those hospital nurses. A big
thing I look for in NPs applying for a position here
is how assertive she is with me and the other docs.
I'm not clear on why there's such a difference with
just regular RNs and our NPs. (Clinics MD, 2/22/77,
pp. 9-10)
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Assuming a NP is assessed to have a reputation for

clinical competence and assertiveness in her interactions

With MDS, there remains an additional concern to MD assessors.

What degree of autonomy has the NP had in previous positions?

If she has had considerable autonomy, the MD is more likely

to be able to successfully fulfill his "back-up" role.

Although he needs NPs who practice within their limits, he

does not need NPs who over-consult and over – refer to him.

The NP who has worked in relatively dependent positions, e.g. ,

with private MDs, may be more likely to burden the MD with

unnecessary bids for back-up. The MD then runs the risk

of becoming overloaded with work and unable to devote time

and energy to "legitimate" back-up. It will be recalled

that the clinics MDs are protected from this burden, to a

large extent, in their relations with no vice NPs because

staff NP's buffer now ice - MD contacts. And they are used to

appropriate bids for back-up from the experienced NPs. So

certainly they are unwill ing to see an experienced new NP

hired who will be overly dependent (by clinics standards) on

them.

In short, the providers concerns and criteria for

assessing an applicant's role relations reputation have

three major properties. NPs highlight relationship issues

regardless of the applicant's occupation. Both MDs and NPS

tend to protect their own occupational groups' interest by

the concerns and criteria upon which they focus. However,

these are completely compatible with one another and are

ºf
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attempts to operational ize the egalitarian team ideology.

In summary, discussion of the first stage of the

collegial process for experienced providers has revealed

that as sessors want information about an applicant's repu

tation for role relationships and clinical competence.

Reputation assessment criteria and concerns derive from the

two clinics ideologies. The assessors obtain their infor

mation through the tactics of credential s review, references

inquiry and applicant v is it. Obviously, each tactic is more

efficacious for obtaining certa in types of information.

Some reveal clues for follow up with another tactic. And

some concerns about an applicant's reputation cannot be

addressed by any of the first stage tactics. These become

criteria for a later stage. Reputation assessment ends

with a decision to hire or not hire an applicant. These

decisions are made collectively by the assessors and

administra tors.

0 rientation

The experienced provider is expected to begin func

tioning in his or her role immediately upon arrival at the

clinics. Often there is no temporary assignment to the

central clinic for ideologies indoctrination and motor skills

mastery as there was with the no vice NP. Motor skills

mastery is present. Ideologies indoctrination, as a strat

egy, began with "values matching" during the first stage

and picks up again in the third stage. And certainly it is
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present in the second stage. Indeed, much of the content

of "orientation" appears to this outsider to be ideological

in nature. Nevertheless, the purpose and focus of this

stage is to provide the newcomer with enough orienting

information to enable him or her to assume the work acti –

vities of their new position.

This stage is very brief and may be quite unsystem

a tic. Ironically, the newcomer who fills a position at the

central clinic is especially likely to encounter an

unsystematic, hit or miss orientation. There may be

neither a specified time period or schedule of indoctri

nating activities as there was for the novice. And the new

comer is not assigned to a peer or group of peers. Appar -

ently, everyone is expected to assume responsibility for

"showing around" the experienced provider, and consequently,

no one may. So, generally, orientation at central clinic

depends upon the newcomer seeking out whomever is free at

the point that he or she needs information. At central

clinic I heard newcomer experienced providers making comments

to "old timers" such as, I've been meaning to ask you, what

is the policy for getting dental care for people who can't

pay?" Or, "I couldn't find the protocol for prenatal checks,

where might it be?"

However, the orienting situation for the person

as signed to a rural satellite clinic is likely to be more

systematic. At the time of this study, each rural clinic
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had only one NP and one MD. Usually the "old timer" did

plan some sort of orientation for the newcomer. This might

include giving them a run down on the usual flow of work

activities, where equipment, forms, etc., are located ,

and specifics about the health care practices ideology.

Because in the rural clinics, the providers are arranged

into NP-MD dyads, they parallel the private practice setting.

Likewise, the dyads are physically isolated from the rest

of the clinics Staff for much of their work week. Thus,

when an experienced NP arrives, she turns to the MD for

orienting information. And he is certainly likely to share

considerable ideological information with her. But there,

the similarity with private practice ends. For it is not

his practice philosophy that he discusses with her but the

clinics health care practices and team ideologies. Like

wise, the newcomer MD receives his orienting information

(with its ideological overtones and undercurrents) from the

NP. Even though isolated, the dyads are definitely a part

of the larger culture and structure of the clinics.

Whether the newcomer's orientation is more or less

systematic, he or she gets the needed information in a matter

of days. At the point that staff begin making comparisons

between the newcomer's assessed reputation and his or her

actual performance, the brief second stage has ended and the

third stage begun.
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Reputation/Performance Comparison

No matter how carefully the team as sesses the repu

tation of an applicant, there is really no way of knowing

if the newcomer will "work out." Hence, the third stage

focuses upon comparing the newcomer's performance with his

or her reputation. Now the team begins to find out if the

newly hired NP really has specialized skills in managing

clients with "mental health problems," if the new MD really

treats NP's as colleagues, etc. And obviously, the newcomer

is most likely making comparisons also. "Are these people,

this place and this work really what I expected, imagined

and was told 2"

Now the team is able to observe the newcomer in

action and vice versa. As previously mentioned, the concerns

of the reputation stage become the criteria for this stage.

It becomes possible for the team to operationalize their

concerns regarding a newcomer's clinical competence and role

relationships. Simultaneously they continue indoctrinating

the newcomer in the ideologies which guide clinical prac

tice and team behaviors.

As the newcomer begins work, the team careful ly

observes his or her actions. Typically, little is said to

the newcomer in the beginning but he or she understands they

are "on trial." A new MD put it this way:

Well, I know everyone is watching me like a hawk.
Oh, they're very friendly about it. But I'm
definitely on trial. That's O. K. , that means they
have pride in what they've built here. They don't
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want me screwing it up. (Clinics MD, 7/2/77, p. 3)

As individuals gain a "data base" of observations,

they begin sharing information with each other. They may

not yet share their observations with the newcomer. Typi

cal of this tactic is a dialogue between two NP's shortly

after the arrival of a new physician.

NP l; I think Stu will work out just fine. Yester
day I asked him to look at a lady with pain
in her legs. I just couldn't find anything.
He checked her out and came up with what
I did – nothing. He suggested I call Sam
(medical director) and let him know what he
said. Sam said may be it was a r thritis and
we could try treating her with Phenylbutazone.
I told Stu and he said, "Wow, I'll have to
look that up, I haven't used it for a long
time."

NP 2: That's great ' He's just like Sam. He can
say when he doesn't know something. Yeah,
he'll work out 0. K. ll

This datum is important for two reasons. It captures

two team members comparing a newcomer's performance. And it

makes explicit the criteria they are using: Can the MD

admit his own limitations 2 Can he treat NPs as colleagues

by sharing decision making in a non arrogant manner? (See

table, p. 183)

Eventually, various team members begin sharing their

observations with the newcomer. This typically occurs while

providers are working alongside each other, as was apparently

!! This incident was taken from field notes for "Report
to the W. K. Kellogg Foundation: A Pilot Study on Nurse
Practitioners."
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the case in the following comments by a NP.

We are really excited about having Ron (new MD) come
in right now. We're doing a lot of feeling out and he
is too. We're saying stuff like, "Gee, do you really
want to spend all that money on all those tests?"
And he tends to say, "Well, if I were in a cademia, I'd
really be excited. But out here it is really kind
of , ho hum , because it does n 't have any clinical
significance for what we're doing. It is kind of neat
but not necessary." He 's good for us. He's fresh
out of his training and keeps us on our toes. We seem
to get more efficient when a new person comes,
(laughs) for a little while anyhow. But we're tell -
ing him, "Ron, I think if you'd look at it this way,
that means our way (laughs), you might come up with
a different conclusion," Then he'll of ten say,
"Well yeah, I hadn't looked at it that way."

He's turning out to be a real good team member too.
He said in a staff meeting that he likes the give and
take betweeen the docs and the nurse practitioners.
(Laughs) Sam spoke up and said, "It's a good thing
you do, cause they (NPs) outnumber us." There's none
of that arrogant, omnipotent stuff about him. (Clinics
NP, 7/14/77, pp. 20-21)

The above comments make it clear that the feedback

a newcomer receives consists of comparisons between his or

her performance and the team's ideological positions. It

also suggests a nother common a rena for giving newcomers

feedback - staff meetings. For there the team is most self

consciously a team and the majority of content relates direc

tly or indirectly to its ideologies. Thus, even when

specific feedback is not for thcoming to a given newcomer,

he or she is constantly surrounded by "metafeedback." This

is true whether staff meetings focus upon resolving intra

team conflicts, chart audits, case reviews, devel oping pro

to cols, etc.
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As time passes, the team accumulates numerous com

parisons between the newcomer's pre-clinics reputation and

actual performance. Consequently, the newcomer's reputa

tion changes. There may be rather complete congruence with

his or her earlier reputation or various degrees of incon

gruence. But regardless of this, the emergent reputation is

based on the team's direct knowledge of the newcomer (and

vice versa) rather than on the reports of others. The team

has made their observations and compared them with each

other and the newcomer. Cons is tently the standards used in

judging the newcomer emanate from the team's ideologies.

Eventually, consensus is reached as to whether the provider

is "working out." At that point, the third stage ends and

the newcomer is confirmed or terminated .

Confirmation or Termination

Termination will be discussed first since another

stage follows in the collegial process for confirmed pro

viders. During the period of this study, 12 several physi

cians were terminated by the team but only one nurse practi -

tioner left. However, the NP had been with the clinics

several years, was viewed as highly competent and as an

excell ent team member, and therefore is extra neous to this

discussion. Generally, NPs at the clinics were confirmed

12My contact with the clinics team spanned a period
of roughly three years. This was not constant contact but
rather in termittent.

i Hº,
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and tended to have long periods of tenure. Historically,

MDs had a much higher turnover. Some left of their own

accord after confirmation, others were terminated. The

latter are of interest here.

The clinic MDS were somewhat retic ent to discuss

termination of their peers. The NPs were not. Their reports

clearly indicated that termination of physicians occurred

because of a series of breaches in basic ideological tenets.

Most often these related to both clinical competence and

team behaviors. The NP's agreed that none of the MDs had

been "grossly incompetent" but rather they failed to use

procedures designed to either prevent mistakes or "learn

from them." Some MDs refused to use the "problem-oriented"

method of charting, or failed to follow established proto

cols, or attend peer review sessions. The NP's also agreed

that these MDs had serious role relations problems (espe

cially with NPs) which undermined the team. Generally,

these related to issues of physician dominance and/or

failure to fulfill major role activities (such as "back

up"). Obviously, the combination of details leading to

terminations varied, the following is one example.

Well, it was a whole series of things. He didn't
write out care plans. He wrote the most cryptic
notes (in charts) you've ever seen. We could never
count on him for back-up or if he did just happen to
respond it was in a very cutting, arrogant way. It
was pretty clear that he was very uncomfortable
working with nurse practitioners. He kept telling
us to do things that were contrary to our protocols.
He very much came a cross, I am doing it my way and
you'd better too . . . . We all stood up to him and
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just would not take that. He was rapidly tearing the
team a part. We tried to work it out with him. I got
him a side several times. And he was always coming
up in staff meetings. No dice. We got rid of him.
(Clinics NP, 2/25/77, pp. 45–47)

With the host of problems related by the above NP, one

may wonder how the physician came to be hired in the first

place. Or, more generally, how any of the terminated MDs

came to be hired after successfully passing through the

reputation assessment stage. I have no clear answers to

these questions. One can assert that reputation assessment

is an ineffective screening process. However, some MDs and

most NPs were confirmed. This leads me to suggest that, for

whatever reasons, the terminated MDs may have been unable to

really commit themselves to the team's ideological positions.

The confirmation of an experienced provider is less

visible than it was for the no vice. There is of ten no special

marking of the event, such as receiving one's permanent

as signment. That usually occurred when the provider

arrived. Nevertheless, confirmation can be assumed to have

occurred at the point when two conditions have been met.

First, the team no longer makes comparisons between

the person's pre-clinics reputation and their performance.

That is, their emergent reputation is so congruent with the

team's ideologies that they are viewed as clinically com

petent and as effective team members. Indeed, there is such

a close fit that the experienced provider is no longer con

sidered a newcomer.

'',-
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And second, the team will now sanction the provider's

attempts to negotiate changes in; for instance, the health

care practices ideology. That is, the confirmed provider

is viewed as having a legitimate right to negotiate changes.

And that brings us to the final stage of the collegial

process for both confirmed experienced and no vice providers.

Negotiating Changes

0ne could argue that the collegial process for novice

and experienced providers ends with their confirmation.

However, an additional stage is included for two reasons.

First, a major indicator that confirmation has occurred is

the team's acknowledgement of a confirmee's right to nego

tiate changes. Second, this stage highlights another strik

ing difference between the competency confirming processes

found in the team-oriented clinic and private practice.

And that is that clinic providers do negotiate changes in

the specifics of their clinical practice, division of labor,

etc. Confirmed NP's employed by private physicians are much

less likely to negotiate such changes.

Negotiation is a common mode of action at the clinics.

But the "negotiation context"] 3 relevant here focuses upon

the health care provider team implementing several of their

13This concept is taken from: Anselm Strauss,
Negotiations: Warieties, Contexts, Processes and Social
Order, San Francisco : Jossey Bass Publishers, 1978,
pp. 97-103.

º
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ideological positions. The egalitarian-team ideology

assists in establishing the "structural context" 14 for

negotiations. That is, it calls for the staff to be organ

ized and function as a team. Furthermore, this ideology

also assists in marking the boundaries of legitimate issues

to be negotiated.'" The fourth tenet holds that: "Decision

making on issues of concern to the team must be conducted

by the team. "16 Thus, "issues of concern to the team" are

issues which can be legitimately negotiated. Numerous

examples of this have been discussed throughout the "Col -

legial Process" chapter. For instance, team members nego

tiate scheduling of "on-call" assignments, intra-team dif

ferences, services to be provided , etc.

Another important set of issues negotiated by the

team is the specific s of the health care practices ideology.

That ideology speaks very directly to this point. 17 It will

be recalled that the team believes that: health and medical

care practices are based upon knowledge which is variable,

'*'Strauss describes "structural context" as , "That
'within which ' the negotiations take place, in the largest
sense." (Ibid., p. § In this study, the structural
properties of the clinics (see pp. 128-129) further
establishes the structural context.

150ne of the properties of "negotiation context" is
"The clarity of legitimacy boundaries of the issues
negotiated." (Ibid., p. 100)

16 See page 133 of this study.

17see page 145 of this study.
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relative and changing; nevertheless, specific practices

should be standardized and routinized, and based upon scien

tific knowledge, whenever possible. And finally, the team

believes that, after confirmation, a provider wanting to

institute differing practices must negotiate any changes

with the team.

During earlier stages of the collegial process, uncon

firmed providers are not all owed to make changes in the

health care practices. This is not to say they do not try.

A NP described the following:

Two new MDs and one NP, she's just out of school ,
have come in the past three months. The new MDs have
OB philosophies very different from ours. This one
guy, Tim, started trying to get the NPs to follow
his guidelines for diagnosing pre-eclampsia. See, our
protocol has us plot weight gains on a graph for
several weeks. And we use +l protein as the point
that we refer a patient. He has tried to get us to
refer if there is a 2-1/2 pound increase per week and
a trace of protein. He even "ordered" us to do this
when he first came. Naturally he didn't get away
with that. We kept following our protocols. It
turns out that basically he's very competent. Though
he does not have the literature on his side with this
pre-eclampsia bit. Now, the other guy, we don't
l is ten to him at all . He's very raw - inexperienced.
Anyway, there are several things Tim wants the staff
to reconsider. He's been around long enough that
we're will ing to hear him out and maybe negotiate.
(phone interview, clinics NP 9/27/79, p. 1)

These comments indicate that the MD in question has

now earned the right to be heard and to negotiate. He has :

l) been judged competent; and 2) "been around long enough."

However, the "raw" physician is not l is tened to , as he has

not yet been confirmed as fully competent. The NP con

tinues:
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So, we've set up a special meeting to look at all
our pre-natal practice policies and we may renegotiate
a number of them. I suggested that we each come to
the meeting with what we understand to be the best,
most scientific , up-to-date pre-natal practices. That
was a greed to . They are to be written down and have
the appropriate research citations. We do lots of
politic king a round here (laughs) but what consistently
wins are the practices based on the most valid,
reliable research. From time to time, we have the
occasional doc come in who does not understand that he
does not automatically win by virtue of his MD degree
(laughs). I'll be very surprised if Tim wins on pre
eclampsia. I did a pretty careful literature search
and the evidence for his position just is not there.
I'm doing some lobbying, preparing for this meeting.
I go a round and say, "If you haven't read these
articles, you should, before the meeting."

Later, I asked this NP what outcomes she expected from the

meeting.

She said :

Well, we're opening up a whole can of worms. We
will probably negotiate a solution on diagnosing pre
ec lampsia because there's a lot of heat a ttached to
that. 0n other practices, we may a gree to have more
special meetings or we may appoint an ad hoc committee
to work out some recommendations. (Ibid., p. 3)

The above description of a forthcoming negotiation

session can be productively examined by focusing upon

several "negotiation context" properties discussed by

Strauss. 18 First, the number of negotiators involved appears

to be the total team. And, indeed it can be assumed that

all team members will be present, and thus, NPs, MDs and the

other professional staff will be fully represented. How

ever, we know from the NP informant that one of the new

18Strauss, op. cit.
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MDs is "not listened to . " Consequently, his influence in

the negotiations will probably be negl ible. I was told by

the informant that the new NP "is well informed on pre

natal practices and has some great suggestions." Thus,

she has apparently been confirmed and will be a negotiator.

Concerning the relative negotiating experience of the team

members, it can be assumed that the "old timers" are more

experienced than the physician in question (Tim). This is

born out by his earlier attempts to persuade and then coerce

the NPs to follow his pre-eclampsia diagnostic practice.

Even though these modes of action were unsuccessful , they

did serve to bring all the pre-natal practices into the

a rena for re-examination and possible renegotiation. How

ever, a ga in this consequence was possible only because the

team views Tim as a legitimate negotiator because he has

been confirmed as clinically competent.

The expected pattern of negotiations and the number

and complexity of issues to be negotiated will be discussed

together. The pre-eclampsia issue can be expected to be

a "one shot" negotiation. However, out of this single issue

has grown a set of complex issues – the total package of

pre-natal policies and practices. Thus, the informant pre

dicts that a series of multiple, linked negotiations will

occur. She suggests that these will be either in the form

of a series of meetings by the total team or an ad hoc

committee. If it is the latter, it is safe to assume that

º
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there will be equal representation by the various occupa

tional groups.

The balance of power is unclear in these negotiations.

In part, because the negotiations are yet to occur. 0n the

single diagnostic issue, the informant was convinced that

Tim will lose because his position is not strongly supported

by the research literature. This rational approach may

indeed hold forth during the special meeting, it often does

at the clinics. Never the less, there is the possibility

that this is (or may become) a NP versus MD struggle. For

it is not inconceivable that the NP's resent Tim's early

attempts to coerce them and consequently may show him their

collective power by opposing his position. How the other

physicians will align themselves is unknown. The NP's

lobbying efforts and her statement, "there's a lot of heat

attached to that (diagnostic issue)," suggests that there

is more a t stake than simply negotiating a rational

solution. But even if a NP-MD struggle ensues, it is likely

that, at some point, a team member would make that explicit

and future negotations would return to a rational approach.

That is a pattern I observed repeatedly at the clinics.

Depending on the issue at stake, I have seen temporary

power alignments among various groups, e.g. , all staff at

one particular clinic, all the women on the team, etc. But

these alignments tend to be issue and/or time-bound. For

instance, all the women respond as a group when sexual
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discrimination is perceived. Or, a rural clinic staff

refuses to participate in some general clinic activity

until they receive a nother provider, etc. When the issue

is either resolved or dissipates, the temporary alignment

d is solves.

Little more can be said about the forthcoming nego

tiations. Obviously, the specific outcomes are unknown,

though it is reasonable to assume that numerous changes will

be negotiated. This example is but one of numerous nego –

tiations cases observed during this study. This case was

used because it highlights the involvement of a newly con

firmed provider. Recently confirmed MDs and NP's undoubtedly

learn some significant things through the team's negotia -

tion efforts. The MDs learn that they must negotiate.

They cannot rely on "automatic" power and status. If they

conduct themselves as collaborative colleagues and present

scientific rational es for clinical practices, they can

expect to effect changes. Likewise, NPs learn that they

have considerable power to effect change when they tran

scend their "automatic" status as nurses by behaving as

assertive, intelligent and informed colleagues. The social

structure of the clinics provides an opportunity for NPs

and MDs to relate to each other in modes foreign to the

private practice setting. And negotiating changes is cer

tainly a significant example of this.
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This presentation of the final stage of the collegial

process for experienced providers ends the discussion on

the second core variable in this study, the competency con

firming process. The next chapter summarizes both "personal -

izing" and "competency confirming" in a more general way by

examining the dominate modes of NP-MD interaction found in

the two comparative work settings.



Chapter 6

THE PERSONAL I ZED AND COLLEGIAL MODES

OF NP-MD INTERACTION

In the introduction to this study I indicated that

various definers (supporters, promoters, and participants)

of the nurse practitioner movement have either called for

or laid claim to a "different" type of interaction and

relationship among a particular segment of nurses (nurse

practitioners) and physicians. These non-traditional

relationships are characterized in the literature as , "col

legial," "collaborative," "interdependent," and "egal i

tarian." Indeed, such characterizations form an important

element of the movement's ideology. Furthermore, the claim

has been made by movement supporters and participants that

collegial NP-MD relationships should serve as the desired

model for other nurse-physician relationships. Nursing

leaders engaged in professionalizing their occupation clearly

understand that traditional modes of nurse – physician inter

actions are a major barrier to their efforts. However, to

date, little has been known (or reported) as to the actual

nature of NP-MD relationships.

The study presented here focuses primarily on inter

actions between NPs and MDs during early stages of their
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relationships. Consequently, one might argue that long i

tudinal knowledge of the nature of NP-MD relationships is

still unavailable. However, it can also be argued that it

is primarily in the early stages of relationships that

definitions, guidelines, and expectations are worked out by

the social actors and that these become a part of the per

sisting social order.

In early stages of NP-MD relationships, the social

actors face two primary issues: how they are to relate to

one another; and, how they are to perform their respective

work. These issues are managed in very different manners in

the two work settings which were studied. In the private

practice setting they are addressed and resolved through the

emergence of a personal ized mode of interaction; in the team

setting through a collegial mode of interaction. The dif

ferences in the mode of interaction are a consequence of

the social structural characteristics or conditions of the

work setting.

THE PERSONAL I ZED MODE

The personalized mode of interaction occurs when the

following social structural conditions are present:

1. The NP and MD are paired and basically isolated from
other health care providers as they carry out the
majority of their work activities.

2. The NP is financially dependent on the MD and conse
quently her job security is dependent on him.
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3. The power for administrative decisions resides with
the MD .

4. The authority for clinical decisions resides with the
MD .

5. The authority to define the role of the NP (assuming
it is within the legal boundaries dictated by the State)
resides with the MD .

Thus, there is an a symmetrical distribution of power

between NP and MD. The physician's power is derived from

several sources. First, he is the NP's employer and conse

quently has the right (with in certain constraints) to expect

her to perform the work activities he wishes in the manner

he prescribes. Second, he has not only the legal permission

(license) of the state to practice medicine but also, as

a member of a powerful profession, the mandate to define

not only his own work but that of others." And finally, he

has considerable control over his own work (autonomy) and

the NP's as a consequence of their being isolated from the

immediate influence of their peers, at least while they are

working in the office. But to point out that there is an

asymmetrical distribution of power between NP and MD in the

private practice setting only suggests what one might

observe in their interactions. Observations of actual NP

MD interactions were the data from which the concept of a

personal ized mode was derived.

'Everett C. Hughes, "The Study of Occupations," in
The Social ogical Eye, pp. 287 – 292, discusses the concepts
of "license" and "mandate."
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Just what is the personal ized mode of interaction

which is found in private practice? It is a concept which

combines "personalizing" and the "conformance process"

thereby accounting for the greatest range of interactions

between NPs and MDs as they come to know one another and

perform their work. These private practice relationships

are personal ized along two dimensions. First, they become

close personal relationships in which various sociability

needs are satisfied, relationship strains are prevented or

managed, arrangements for personal address are developed,

and a style of consultation is worked out. And second, the

relationship becomes personalized in the sense that the

medical practices of the NP take on the physician's per

sonal , particularistic definitions of "proper" medical care.

That is , what initially is presented as an issue of the

NP's clinical competence is redefined in terms of her con

formance to the physician's modes and standards of medical

practice.

The personalized mode has strong elements of tradi

tional nurse-physician relationships. We see, for instance,

a relationship in which neither social actor finds it

unusual that the MD refers to the NP by her given name and

yet she refers to him, even in private, by his title. We

see a division of labor in which both actors assume it is

the NP's responsibility to assess and manage the physician's

moods in order to reduce and prevent strain in the relation

ship. We see a potential for sexual activity great enough

//
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that rather elaborate tactics are evolved for its prevention.

And , certainly we see the physician as the legitimate

definer of the modes of and standards for medical practices

and the legitimate judge of the NP's "competence." These

interactions have similar analogs in hospital settings.

There also, non-reciprocal use of given names is common.

Physicians' moods are continually assessed and managed by

nurses. Sexual fraternization is always a possibility. And ,

much of the work of nurses is dictated by "doctors' orders."

There are, of course, important differences in the

hospital RN-MD and office NP-MD relationships. And these

can be attributed, in large part, to the social structural

differences between the two settings. For instance, the

social structure of the private practice setting includes an

isolation from others and a concentration of NP-MD dyad

time together which is not usually found in hospital s.

Consequently, a degree of intimacy can arise in NP-MD

relationships during working hours which is not possible in

hospitals. Furthermore, nurses and physicians in hospitals

are members of occupational reference groups located in

their work setting, and these groups have developed inter

occupational norms for RN-MD interactions. NPs and MDs have

no such reference groups on site and therefore they must

evolve their own guidelines for interaction. Additionally,

the complex social structure of a hospital, with its

elaborate hierarchy of nursing service personnel and large
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numbers of physicians (each potentially with a different

medical practice philosophy) prohibits any one physician

from determining all that a given nurse does. And, finally,

hospital nurses do not engage in ambulatory medical activ

ities. In spite of these differences, personalized NP-MD

relationships in private practice are probably more similar

to the traditional (hospital) nurse-physician relationships

than they are to a collegial model of relationships. We

must look to NP-MD interactions in a team-oriented health

care clinic to find an example of a collegial model of

relationships.

THE COLLEGIAL MODE

A collegial mode of interaction is the predominant

pattern of interaction among NPs and MDs in the clinics'

organization which was one comparative setting in this study.

As a concept, the collegial mode derives from the same data

as the collegial process for competency confirming. How

ever, now the focus shifts to highlight and account for the

broader range of NP-MD interactions. The collegial process

becomes one important property of this interactional mode.

The other properties include: symmetrical distribution of

power among staff; compliance with the clinics' ideologies

for team behaviors and clinical practice; and, personal -

izing as a consequence of a desire for sociability. The

collegial mode is the pattern used by the clincs' NPs and

7.
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MDs to resolve the issues of how they are to relate to one

another and how they are to perform their respective work.

The social structural properties of the clinics

makes possible the collegial mode. Perhaps no where is this

more apparent than in the relationship between the clinics'

structure and the symmetrical distribution of power among

NPs, MDs and other professional staff. The professional

staff are organized as a health care team. Furthermore,

team members hold strong ideological beliefs that the team

must function in an egal i tarian manner. Although there is

obvious recognition that the team physicians are the medical

care experts, this in no way enables them to assert domi

nance in broad areas of team functioning. The mission of

the clinics is defined as providing comprehensive health

care. Staff view medical care as but one important element

in that care. Furthermore, the clinics' experience has con

Vinced staff and administrators that the NP's very capably

manage the majority of medical care problems presented by

clients, as well as a broader range of health care services

(health maintenance, psychosocial counseling, etc.).

Indeed, the NPs are the core group of primary care providers

in the clinics. They both outnumber the MDs and tend to

have longer tenures at the clinics. And, the NP group recog

nizes and strategically uses its collective power. The

NP's collective power balances the power and prestige of

individual physicians as members of the medical profession.

U
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And hence, power is shared by NPs and MDs on a symmetrical

basis.

The team's compliance with its ideologies is another

important property of the collegial mode of interaction

and is closely related to the distribution of power. It

Will be recalled that the clinics have an ideology which

guides team interactions and clinical practice. The former

can be summarized by pointing out that the staff believes

that in order to provide comprehensive health care they

must function as an interdisciplinary team and that their

team interactions and operations must be egalitarian. Numer

ous examples of collaboration, shared decision making,

rotating leadership, intolerance for either domineering or

Submissive interactions among team members, etc., were

given in the previous chapter. The staff's commitment to

their team relations ideology is very high. As was seen in

the collegial process of competency confirming, a new MD or

NP is judged as much on his or her team behaviors as their

clinical competence. And, clinical performance and com

petence are evaluated in terms of a provider's compliance

with the health care practices ideology. This ideology,

which was developed by the team and changes only through

team negotations, asserts that clinic services must be com

prehensive and clinical practices must be standardized.

Furthermore, the ideology holds that standardized practices

should be based on current, scientific data. And , it holds
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too that all primary providers either comply with the

standardized practices, or, if they are eligible (their com

petence has been confirmed) they may negotiate changes in

specific practices with the team. Both of these ideologies

have a tremendous impact upon NP-MD interactions.

There is no particularistic medical care philosophy

of an individual physician to which a NP must conform.

Likewise, her job security and tenure are in no way depen

dent upon her skills in building and maintaining a

personalized relationship with a physician. In the clinics,

the NP is a colleague with the team physicians. And, if a

physician wishes to remain employed at the clinics, he must

share decision-making, collaborate and negotiate with the

NPs, other MDs and professional staff. And he either com

plies with the health care practices ideology, negotiates

changes in specific practices, or leaves.

NP-MD relationships at the clinics are, in part,

dependent upon the actors' abilities to behave toward one

another as colleagues. There is no need for personalizing

in order to build and maintain working relationships. Indeed,

when personal izing does occur, it is either a consequence

of a desire for more intimate sociability or it is an indi

cator of other properties of the collegial mode. An

example of the latter is the clinics' habit of reciprocal

use of given names. This is consistent with their egali

tarian-team ideology. An example of the former is the
N.
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reciprocal mood assessment seen among some of the NPs and

MDs. When mood assessment and other properties of per

sonalizing are seen among clinics' NPs and MDs, they are

definitely reciprocal . This too is consistent with their

team relations ideology.

The final property of the collegial mode is the pro

cess for competency confirming used by the clinics' staff.

Extensive discussion of the collegial process was presented

in the previous chapter. Here, I will only summarize the

subproperties of the process. First, competency confirm

ing occurs for both NPs and MDs. Second, both staff NPs

and MDs confirm a newcomer's competence. However, staff

members tend to focus upon those areas in which they have

the greater expertise. Third, differential competency con

firming occurs for NP's based on their previous clinical

experience. Thus, the collegial process consists of sub

processes for no vice NP and experienced NPs and MDs. And

fourth, the criteria used in competency confirming derive

from the team's two ideologies.

Thus, there is in the clinics, a process of colleague

confirming the clinical competence and team interactions

of new members. And, this process combined with the other

properties which were discussed characterizes the pre

dominant mode of interaction among the clinics' NPs and MDs.



Chapter 7

STUDY RELE WANCE AND IMPL I CATIONS

In this final chapter I will discuss the general con

tribution of this study and its relationship to several

sociological concepts as sociated with the sociology of occu

pations and the sociology of health. Then I will discuss

some possible general uses for several of the study concepts

and/or their properties in sociological research and theory

building. Finally, I will make recommendations for nurse

practitioner movement participants and supporters.

S0 CIOLOGY OF WORK AND 00 CUPATIONS

The examination of interoccupational relations is an

important sub-area in the sociology of occupations. This

study makes a contribution to that literature. Additional ly,

the study has relevance to several sociological concepts.

Among these are: the emergence of occupational or profes

sional segments; the division of labor; and, professional

dominance.

The obvious general contribution of this study is

that its concepts account for a considerable range of inter

actions between and among nurse practitioners and physicians

222
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in two comparative work settings. Except for one previous

study, limited to one NP-MD dyad and anecdotal rather than

analytic in nature, there has been a gap in the interoccupa

tional relations literature. One might well ask, of what

consequence is it to begin to fill this gap 2 The answer lies

in two areas. First, the study in forms readers of the

presence of non-traditional nurse-physician role relationships

in a particular type of work environment. Although these

relationships were confined to one work setting, neverthe

less, they alert sociologists and health practitioners to the

danger of assuming that nurses and physicians are confined

to subordinate-superordinate role relations. Second, there

is inherent value in studying emergent segments of existing

occupations or professions. And , the nurse practitioner

movement certainly represents an emerging segment of an

established occupation.

An emergent segment provides sociologists with the

opportunity for locating fresh and novel social processes,

creative definitions of work, unique divisions of labor, etc.

The new is intrinsically interesting because it raises

questions of what is going on and how did it happen. And,

the emergent segment provides a new window for viewing the

old occupation. For as Hughes aptly notes, "The new type

must upset the existing order."

'Everett C. Hughes, "Personality Types and the Div
ision of Labor," in The Sociological Eye : Selected Papers ,
Chicago: Al dine-Atherton, 1971, p. 335.
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The nurse practitioner movement has certainly upset

the existing order in nursing. A heated battle rages in

nursing circles and literature. Proponents assert that it

is ". . . . nursing's means for survival as well as one

answer to society's quest for better health care.” 0ppo -

nents insist that it is the final co-optation of nursing by

medicine.” One angry nursing leader has written that

nurses who are or become nurse practitioners a re

no longer entitled to (an) identity as nurses."" "Propo

nents claim that NPs are "role expanders"; opponents

counter that they are "physician extenders." And propo

nents assert that NPs are finally operationalizing nursing's

"right" to collegial nurse-physician role relations. Oppo

nents see only a continuing subordination of nurses to

physicians.

None of these ideological conflicts have yet been re

solved. The issue of the ultimate impact of the movement

on nursing as a whole cannot yet be predicted, too short a

time period has passed. However, substantive changes in

nursing can now be perceived which are a consequence of the

*Ingeborg G. Mauks ch, "Nursing is Coming of Age
Through the Practitioner Movement: Pro," American Journal of
Nursing, 75:1834, October, 1975.

*Martha E. Rogers, "Nursing: To Be or Not To Be,"
"Nursing Outlook, 20:45, January, 1972.

“Martha E. Rogers, "Nursing is Coming of Age . . . .
Through the Practitioner Movement: Con, American Journal of
Nursing, 75:1834–43, October, 1975. \; \
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movement.” Perhaps, the other conflicts have not been re

Solved, in part, because ideological positions have hardened.

But I think of equal importance is the lack of empirical

data on issues such as: "Are NPs "role expanders" or "physi

ci an extenders" or something else? And, "What do NP-MD re

lationships actually look like?"

This study provides some answers to those questions,

particularly the latter. The data suggest that both the

proponents and opponents are partially correct. The personal -

ized interactional mode in private practice indicates that

those NP's are physician extenders and are subordinate to

their physician employers. The collegial mode in the team

clinics indicate those NPs are role expanders and are

colleagues with the clinics' physicians. These findings

raise important questions. How essential are the social

structural properties of the work settings in shaping the

work roles and role relations among the social actors?

What other variables contribute to these phenomena? Are

there certain "personality traits" of the actors which con

tribute to these differences, and if so, are they influen

tial in job selection processes, factors in job retention,

*These include: 1) the inclusion of physical examina
tion skills (re defined as "health as sessment") in under
graduate curriculums; 2) a mushrooming of NP programs
throughout the country; 3) a proliferation of NP special -
ties; 4) additional competition in recruiting students and
faculty; 5) a rekindling of the "direct patient care"
ethic; 6) an additional option for dissatisfied hospital -
based nurses.
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etc." Do the educational backgrounds of the NPs make a dif

ference? And finally, will replication or verification

studies support this study's findings?’

The Division of Labor

Much of the sociology of occupations literature re

lies upon the concept of the division of labor as a central

element in analyzing and understanding the world of work.

This study also makes contributions to that tradition. First,

this study supports the "division of labor as social inter

action" perspective of which Eliot Fried son has written.”
Second, the study broadens the definition of work (and its

division) to include not only occupational tasks but also

relationship building and maintenance tasks. And third,

implicit throughout the discussion of the study concepts

were indicators of what kinds of activities are performed

by the two categories of social actors. Examples of these

will be made explicit shortly.

Since the publication of Durkheim's classic state

ment on the division of labor, considerable conceptual con

*Walter Mischel , Personality and Assessment, New
York: Wiley, 1968.

"Although no effort was made to control the variable
"type of educational background," there were in both compara
tive work settings NPs representing the full range of educa
tional backgrounds.

*Eliot Fried son, "The Division of Labor as Social
Interaction," in Work and Technology, Beverly Hills: Sage
Publications, 1977, pp. 13-26.
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fusion has a risen as to what the category means and what

empirical referants it designates. Frieds on has identified

three perspectives on the division of labor: the classic

economic; the ecological ; the organizational and occupation

al.”

Very briefly, the economic perspective traces its

historic roots to Adam Smith and it holds that division of

labor refers to shifting tasks rather than stable social

roles. The ecological perspective traces its beginning to

Durkheim and it has used his comments, according to Frieds on ,

"to develop a conception of an essentially automatic rela

tionship between the size of a population and its division

Of labor."'" Human ecologists use the concept simply to

refer to the number of occupational roles and their distri

bution throughout the work force. The organizational -

occupational perspective includes the bureaucratic model

originating with Weber in which an administrator plans in

formal and rational detail the content of tasks and who

shall be qualified to perform them. The organization of the

division of labor is hierarchical and jurisdictional bound

aries are likely to be specified in job descriptions and

organizational tables. The organizational - occupational

perspective also includes the worker-control led model of

*Ibid.

"Ibid., p. 17
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which Frieds on himself has been an important contributor.'"
This model concerns itself with those professions in which

the worker (professional) exercises control over his work

and sets the organization for dividing that work. Frieds on

suggests that this model is of value not only in analyzing

the division of labor in professions but also those groupings

of occupations which are controlled by a dominant profession,

Such a S medicine.”

Fried son points out that each of the three perspec

tives on the division of labor is hostile to and incompat
ible with the other and yet each can be practiced with

enough success to continue to command a following. How, he

asks, can they co-exist in "reality"?

- -
because, as formal models, they are principles

and plans for human activities and as such are in a
sense separate from the work activities they purport
to order. They are diffused when translated into
work. 13

What then is needed in a perspective on the division of

labor which more accurately reflects worlds of work? A per

spective, answers Fried son, which recognizes that:

At bottom, in the everyday world of work from which
we abstract (and to which we apply) our conceptions,
it seems accurate to see the division of labor as a
process of social interaction in the course of which
the participants are continuously engaged in attempt—

'see Eliot Frieds on , Professional Dominance, New
York : Atherton Press, 1970; Eliot Frieds on , Profession of
Medicine, New York: Harper and Row, 1970.

12

action."

13

Fried son, "The Division of Lab or as Social Inter

Ibid., p. 23.
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ing to define, establish, maintain and renew the tasks
they perform and the relationships with others which
their tasks pre suppose.

The division of labor as a process of social inter

action is the perspective which has been supported repeat

edly throughout this study. Although the social structural

conditions of the work setting sets the stage for common

patterns of interaction, nevertheless, each dyad in private

practice and each new member to the clinics confronts anew

and works out the definitions, tactics and plans for manag

ing the problematic issues they face. Because the problem

atic issues confronting the social actors resolves around

establishing workable relationships and resolving questions

of competence, so too the division of labor focuses upon

these dimensions. However, the division of labor for both

relationship tasks (personalizing and collegiality) and

competency confirming tasks can be seen as a prelude to the

more inclusive and long term division of clinical and re

lationship work.

The paragraphs which follow both broaden the defini

tion of labor to include "relationship work" and makes

explicit examples of that work and the clinical work per

formed by the actors. This work is divided and carried out

within the context of the social interactional processes of

personal izing, collegiality and competency confirming.

'*'Ibid., p. 24.
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As suggested above, I will not limit my discussion to

the performance of clinical work, but rather will broaden it

to include the work (and its division) involved in building

and maintaining relationships. Although the categories

"work" and "division of labor" often are used only to refer

to occupational tasks, there is precedent for viewing inter

action at work. Fishman has written :

Sometimes We think of interaction as work. At a
party or a meeting where silence lies heavy, we recog
nize the burden of interaction and respond to it as
work. The many books written on "the art of conversa
tion" call attention to the tasks involved in inter
action as work. Rather, it is an intuitive recog
nition of , what must be accomplished for interaction
to occur. 15

It should be noted, however, that Fishman's study focuses

only upon interaction as work. Again, here the work and its

division that I refer to is both clinical and interactional .

The interactional work in the private practice setting

was accounted for in the core variable, "personal izing." It

was noted that properties such as "mood assessment" were seen

by both NPs and MDs as the NP's responsibility. Furthermore,

it will be recalled that it was only the physician's moods

that were deemed worthy of assessment and management. Other

indicators of the NP assuming the lion's share of inter

actional work were also evident. It was the NP who developed

tactics for managing sexual advances. NPs who acknowledged

the importance of sharing confidences in building intimacy,

'*Pamela M. Fishman, "Interaction : The Work Women Do,"
Social Problems, 25: 398, April , 1978.
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etc. In the chapter on "personalizing," I pointed out that

there is considerable sociological evidence to indicate that

the socialization of women equips them to be especially

skill ful in interactional and relationship work. And, these

skills which Parsons called "expressive functions" contrast

with the "instrumental functions" which men learn in their

early socialization experiences. Furthermore, the literature

suggests that this division of labor between the sexes is a

consequence of the asymmetrical distribution of power so
l

common between women and men. 6 Certainly this is the inter

pretation Fishman applies to her study of differential inter

actional work between wives and husbands. And certainly the

asymmetrical distribution of power between NPs and MDs in

private practice appears to contribute to the personalizing

which characterizes those relationships.

An interesting paradox occurs in regard to the divi

sion of interactional work and the distribution of power in

the team clinics. In this setting with its symmetrical

power distribution and collegial interactions, the NPS un

doubtedly perform more interactional work than the physi

cians. I suggested in Chapter 5 that the rise and perpetua

tion of the egalitarian-team ideology can be traced to the

presence of the NPs in the clinics. And certainly we saw NPS

attending to interactional issues more often than physicians

'*'Ibid. Also see, Zane Kotker, "The 'Feminine ' Be
havior of Powerless People," Savvy, March, 1980, pp. 36-42.
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in the collegial process of competency confirming. However,

clearly the NP's ' purpose was to select and confirm only those

providers who would practice collegial and egalitarian - team

behaviors.

Thus, in both work settings we see the female NPS as

"interaction specialists," but with very different conse

quences for these social actors . The private practice NPs'

interactional skills protect their job security and the reby

contributes to her own powerlessness. The clinics' NPs

interactional skills, in part, serve to maintain their equal

power with their physician colleagues.

Turning to clinical work, we see that although com

petency confirming deal t with how work was to be performed

rather than who was to engage in what activities, there were

numerous indicators of the division of labor implicit in

that process. In the clinics' setting we see a highly

rational system which maximizes the backgrounds and skills

of both physicians and nurse practitioners. The clinical

work of the NP's closely approximates that associated with

the "expanded role" concept. Because the mission of the

clinics is to provide comprehensive health care and relies

upon NPs providing the bulk of the primary care services,

they have an opportunity to synthesize and integrate their

nursing and medical backgrounds. For instance, they manage

patients with common self-limiting acute disorders, stabi

lized chronic conditions, and patients requiring health

maintenance services. The specific activities they perform
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have been discussed in Chapters l and 5 and will not be re

peated here. The division of labor for the clinics' physi

cians is primarily limited to managing those patients with

medical problems which exceed the scope of the NP's knowl –

edge and skills. They consult with NPs whenever requested

and receive referrals from them. They also manage patients.

However, the proportion of MDs to NPs is low and they are

employed to fulfill the "back-up" role to NPs. All providers

participate in the inservice educational programs, chart re

views, staff meetings, etc. The division and integration of

clinical work in the clinics probably comes very close to the

ideal envisioned by the founders of the nurse practitioner

concepts and the supporters of the movement.

The division of labor in regards to clinical work per

formed by the private practice NPs and MDs in this study

showed considerable variability from practice to practice.

However, the range of possibilities of how the work can be

divided is rather limited. Within the legal constraints in

a given state pertaining to nurse practitioners' activities,

physicians can retain certain activities and delegate others

or share most of their activities. And, they may add new

activities after hiring a NP and then retain, delegate, or

share them. The division of work in any particular practice

seems contingent up on properties such as: the physician's

reasons for employing a nurse practitioner; his perception

of her role ; and the nature and mission of his practice.

Physicians commonly discussed two reasons for hiring
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a nurse practitioner. First, they wanted relief from over

work. And, second, they wanted relief from the burden of

performing activities they saw as drudgery. A physician's

attempts to manage these problems by employing a NP are

shaped by the nature and mission of his practice. These

properties determine both his range of activities and affect

his perception of which activities a NP can or should perform.

By nature of the practice, I mean such things, as , is

the physician a primary care provider or a special is t? If he

is the former, is he a board certified family practitioner,

an uncertified general practitioner, or a pediatrician? If

he is a special is t , what is his special ty? The physician's

definition of the mission of his practice, although closely

related to the nature of the practice, raises additional

questions. For instance, assuming he is a primary care

physician, does he define his mission as providing medical

care, or comprehensive health care? If he is a specialist,

does he confine his practice to his special ty or does he also

manage the primary care needs of his long term patients?

Again, the answers to questions such as these deter

mine the range of the physician's activities and shape his

perceptions of how the NP can decrease his workload and/or

free him from tasks he defines as routine and boring. For

example, the primary care physician who defines his mission

as providing comprehensive health care may choose to share

activities with a NP. They might work out a system in which

they take patients on a random, rotating basis but then
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as sign patients with more complex medical problems to the

physician and patients with more complex psychosocial or

health education problems to the NP. In this example, the

MD not only hires a NP to relieve him in his burden of work

but also adds services for which he previously had neither

the time nor perhaps the interest or training. Or another

primary care physician who defines his mission as providing

only medical care may choose to delegate all routine physi

cal examinations and other routine mundane activities to a

NP, retaining for himself the more "interesting" problems

and activities. The specialist who confines his practice

to his special ty is likely to delegate routine tasks and/or

routine patients. For instance, a cardiologist in the study

trained "his" NP to perform treadmill tests and EKGs and to

manage stabilized patients. Another specialist hired a NP

to manage the primary care problems of his special ty

patients, because he defined the mission of his practice

as providing both types of service.

Whatever the nature and mission of the practice, Con

sistently it was the physician who decided the division of

labor pattern. And through the conformance process of com

petency confirming, (discussed in Chapter four) he defined

and control led how the work would be performed. Clearly the

nurse practitioner employed by a private physician does not

have control over her performance of medical care activities.

If she is permitted or encouraged to perform health care

activities, such as health teaching, counseling , etc., She
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probably exercises autonomy in how she performs those

activities. The physician maintains autonomy in his own

office-based practice.

The division of labor in private practice and its

consequences for autonomy contrasts sharply with that in

the clinics. In the clinics, the physicians have consider

ably less autonomy than they would in private practice.

They are constrained by the health care practices ideology

in how they practice; their work is subject to review by

the team; the areas in which they can make unilateral

decisions are limited ; and changes in their practices

must be negotiated with the team. However, these con

straints enable the clinics' nurse practitioners to func

tion with more autonomy than their private practice counter

parts. The health care practices ideology encourages them

to engage in activities which draw upon their nursing back

ground; their work is reviewed by their peers as well as

physicians; as team members they participate in a wide

range of decision making, including negotiating what they

do and how they do it.

Professions in Process and Professional Dominance

Turning from the microsociological analysis of nurse

practitioner-physician interactions, I will discuss several
| 7

developments between segments of the nursing and medical

'7"Segments" are groupings within professions with
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professions which are , in part, a consequence of the nurse

practitioner movement. First, some explanation of the

analytic perspective used in this discussion is necessary.

In the early 1960's, Strauss and Bucher developed

a perspective for analyzing professions which was in marked

contrast to the then prevel ant structural - functional modes.”
They referred to their perspective as the "process" or

"emergent" approach and firmly placed its historic roots in

the tradition of "the Chicago school." Central to this

analytic mode is the idea that professions are hardly the

homogenuous communities characterized in much of the soci

ology of occupations literature. Rather, professions are

viewed as ". . . loose amalgamations of segments pursuing

different objectives in different manners and more or less

delicately held together under a common name at a particular

ul 9 This perspective enables the analystperiod in history.

to perceive the conflicting interests and trace the changes

which are central features of any profession.

patterned and shared interests, missions, work activities,
associations, methods and techniques, clients, and col
league ships. Anselm L. Strauss and Rue Bucher, "Profession
in Process," in Professions, Work and Careers, Anselm L.
Strauss, ed., New Brunswick, New Jersey: Transaction Books,
1975, pp. 9-23.

'*Ibid.

'*Ibid., p. 10.
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The nurse practitioner movement is currently an

important segment of the nursing profession. Its impor

tance lies in several areas. Obviously the NP movement has

created new roles, work activities and role relationships

with physicians in particular settings. Likewise, the move

ment is having a radical impact on nursing as a whole. Con

flicting definitions of nursing's mission, work activities,

and content for educational curricula are but a part of the

potential for change in nursing as a consequence of the NP

movement. Finally, the NP movement is both changing and

being changed by a segment of medicine. A reexamination

of the concept "professional dominance" within the context

of interacting interprofessional segments seems analytically

fruitful .

The segment of medicine which most impacts and is

impacted by the nurse practitioner movement is the primary

care segment. Actually that segment is a coalition of other

segments, such as family practice, pediatrics and gynecology.

However, this segment is certainly heterogeneous in its

views on nurse practitioners and the NP movement. Just as

professions are composed of segments with conflicting

interests and contrasting definitions, so too the primary

care segment is divided. I suggest that within the primary

care segment there are at least three sub-segments: a pro

nurse practitioner and anti-professional dominance group ; a

pro-nurse practitioner and pro-professional dominance group;
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and , a group which is anti-nurse practitioner as a conse

quence of professional dominance.

The anti-nurse practitioner sub-segment clearly

demonstrates major properties of professional dominance as
20developed by Fried son. This group rejects the concept of

nurse practitioners (and physician's assistants) on the
21

basis of "in formation control " and "dominance over juris

dictional issues in health affairs. * That is , this group

actively opposes sharing the medical information which is

an essential core of intermediate-level practitioner pro

grams. Members of this group refuse to participate in edu

cational programs for NPs and PAs ; they write articles de

nouncing intermediate-level roles (see p. 10); and, they

may harass pro-NP physicians. Furthermore, this group has

made attempts to legally prohibit NP practice through legis

lative efforts. And finally, this group works on a national

level to defeat supportive Federal legislation (e.g., monies

to support NP training and reimbursement for NP services).

The impact of the anti-NP group on the NP segment of

nursing is currently probably more of a nuisance than a

serious threat. As suming, that is , that NP supporters main

tain vigil ance in assessing the strength of this opposition

group. The anti group has presented the movement with a

*"Friedson, Professional Dominance.

*'Ibid., p. 141.
*Ibid., p. 235.
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clear-cut enemy and that has had the positive consequence it

has for any movement of promoting solidarity and prompting

the development of strategies to counter the opposition.

The situation of the pro-NP but professionally domi

nant group is probably more dangerous to the NP movement.

Although this group's professional dominance is less global

than the anti group, it has a very insidious quality. Mem

bers of this group actively support the proliferation of NP

training programs; they are eager to personally as sist in

training NPs and work with them afterwards; and they publicly

discuss the value of NPs in relieving the national primary

care manpower shortage. Nevertheless, this group insists on

n23 That is ,the "hierarchy of institutionalized expertise.

this group is will ing to share the performance of ambulatory

medical activities with NP's so long as physicians control

that performance. Consequently, this segment strongly sup

ports legal efforts which legitimate "supervisory" control

over NP practice. I also suggest that the private practice

physicians in this study are most likely members of this

particular group.

The interactions between the above group and the NP

movement and vice versa are complex. The NP movement clearly

recognizes that support from medicine, from whatever quarter,

is essential for the survival of NP roles and the movement.

Nevertheless, the movement also has strong ideological

**Ibid., pp. 136-137.
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commitments to modify professional dominance. Movement par

ticipants want and work for increased autonomy in their

clinical practices; an opportunity to use their nursing and

medical backgrounds in providing comprehensive health care;

and , equalitarian role relations with physicians and other

health professional s. Thus, the movement is continually

faced with conflicting interests created by professional

dominance. In relation to the pro-NP, professional domi

nance group, the movement's strategies form a web of negoti

a tions, compromises and concessions. For example, in one

State with which I am familiar, local and State NP leaders

fought for the right to continue to prescribe medications

and perform certain laboratory tests. The stage for this

battle was the State Board of Medicine. In the process of

negotiating for the survival of their roles and work activi

ties (as they had known them for a number of years) they had

to concede to increased medical supervision of their work.

Things are as complicated from the pro-NP and pro

fessional dominant segment's perspective. This group also

negotiates, compromises and conce des, and shifts its all i

ance between the other two medical segments. In the example

just given, the pro-NP but dominant group coales ced with

both medical groups on different issues. They joined with

the anti-NP group to push for increased NP supervision but

supported the NPs and their medical allies (the anti-profes

sional dominance group) over the issue of NPs retaining

their range of work activities.
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The anti-professional dominance segment of primary

care physicians is especially important to the NP movement.

This group shares the common mission with the NP segment of

providing comprehensive health care by using the diverse but

complementary backgrounds of well trained nurses and physi

cians. On a national level, this is the medical group which

joined with the NP movement to establish the National Joint

Practice Commission. It will be recalled that I discussed

this Commission in Chapter One. The Commission is committed

to a symmetrical distribution of power in regards to role

development, work autonomy, role relations, etc. The Commis

sion enjoys at least considerable symbolic power in that it

has officially redefined the balance of power necessary for

attaining its mission. And certainly one of its major ob

jectives is the modification of professional dominance in

regards to the NP movement.

As discussed previously, on more local levels the

anti-professional dominance segment joins with NPs to fight

medical domination imposed by State Boards of Medicine. It

also promotes the development of health care programs which

fully use the skills of NPs and other specially trained

nurses. The physicians in the clinics organization in this

study were members of the anti-professional dominance seg

ment.

The concept of professional dominance has taken on ,

in my opinion, a certain static quality. That is , the

reality of its existence and pervasiveness has unwittingly
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kept us from searching for variability in its forms and

strength. Although the NP movement is still and will con–

tinue to be plagued with the professional dominance of medi

cal segments, there are chinks in its armor. Other groups

Such as the self-care and the anti-psychiatry movements are

examples of attempts to modify the effects and forms of

professional dominance. But as Fried son has pointed out,

basic changes in professional dominance must come from vari

Ous Sources. He has recommended that :

-
no matter what the concrete insurance, payment,

and practice arrangements may be , it is essential
that any future system of medical care in the United
States be freely available to all irrespective of
in come and that it provide both technically competent
and humanly decent service. I suggested that such
care could be encouraged by competition among prac
titioners or practice units for patients and tempered
by the requirement of periodic review of practitioner
performance by visiting representatives of the pro
fession. I also recommended that methods be insti
tuted to insure that the response of individual
patients to their care has significant impact on the
fortunes of those who provide their care. And finally,
I suggest that with , or if necessary without, the
cooperation of the dominant profession, other occupa
º provide health care be developed and strengthened.

Indicators for Theory Building and Further Research

The competency confirming found in private practice

settings comes as no surprise to anyone familiar with the

literature on the social ization of health care professional S.

Conformity with instructors' expectations is a theme through

“Ibid., pp. 233-234.

~* Nº

º,7.71
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Out that literature.” Actually the conformance process for

the NP employed by a private physician is a simple affair

compared to either her or the physician's professional

training experiences. She has but one instructor to "psyche

out , " one set of expectations to meet and one school of

thought to master. The conformance process adds nothing

new to the literature except that it accounts for how NPs in

a particular type of setting come to be judged "competent."

However, the collegial process adds a new dimension

to the literature. Both because it is in striking contrast

to traditional methods for training nurses and physicians

and because it breaks taken-for-granted norms governing the

professional conduct of colleagues. Light has written:

Once the student (physician) becomes a colleague,
the unwritten rules of professional conduct protect
the individual autonomy from challenge. Deference
to the person in charge of the case, non interference
by colleagues, the tendency to regard disagreements
as differences of taste and style all preserve indi
vidual autonomy. 26

Certainly the clinics' physicians' autonomy is threatened in

the collegial process of competency confirming and throughout

their tenure with the clinics. And the very essence of pro

**see for example, Virginia L. Olesen and Elvi W.
Whittaker, The Silent Dialogue : A Study in the Social
Psychology of Professional Social ization, San Francisco :
Jossey-Bass, 1968, Chapter 7; Charles L. Bo Sk, Forgive
and Remember: Managing Medical Failure, Chicago: University
of Chicago, 1979.

**Donald Light, Jr., "Uncertainty and Control in Pro
fessional Training," Journal of Health and Social Behavior,
20:310-322, December, l 979, p. 31 7.

s
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fessional (medical ) dominance is threatened. First, because

the physicians experience a redefinition of who their col

leagues are , at least in the clinics' setting, and second

because they experience limits to their control over the

work of others. It is also a unique experience for the

nurse practitioners. I suggest that seldom have nurses

worked in such close proximity to physicians and experienced

as much autonomy and equality. One begins to wonder if pro

cesses similar to the collegial process might be found in

other work settings and between members of similar and dif

ferent occupational groups.

For example, one might fruitfully study if and how

competency is confirmed among physicians and nurse practi –

tioners in Health Maintenance Organizations (both physi

cian and consumer controlled), medical center clinics, and

Neighborhood or Community Health Clinics. These settings

have some Social structural characteristics similar to those

of the team-oriented clinics.

One might also examine competency issues among nurses

and physicians in intensive care and coronary care units,

etc., of hospitals. How is the performance of new members

(both nurses and physicians) to these units shaped and

judged? How do definitions of competence a rise and from

whom? Are the nurses and/or physicians the culture carriers

for "proper" medical and nursing practices? Do these units

have considerable autonomy in relation to the rest of the

hospital 2 And if so, what impact does this have upon RN-MD
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interactions, including competency issues? Does it make a

difference if the physicians are salaried staff members (as

in medical school hospitals and HMOs) or are fee-for-service

entrepreneurs?

Competency confirming issues, especially related to

the autonomy of occupational groups, could be explored by

using clinical psychologists and psychiatrists as a compara

tive group. Psychologists have long claimed professional

status for their discipline and are very sensitive to medical

domination attempts by psychiatrists. And yet when psychia

trists and psychologists work together in mental health set

tings it is not uncommon to observe psychiatrists attempting

to define and control the work of psychologists. Some

mental health settings claim egal i tarian-team ideologies,

are these operationalized in something a kin to collegial

competency confirming?

And finally, segments of nursing and medicine are not

the only occupational groups creating intermediate-level

workers. Attorneys have legal assistants; architects have

architects' assistants; and psychologists have behavioral

analysts and psychological assistants. All of these inter

mediate-level as sistants and their parent associates are

potential comparative groups for follow-up study.

One might well assume that the competency of inter

mediate-level workers will be defined and control led by the

dominant professional group. That is, conformance by the

assistants will be the norm. However, a study by Schneller

º

º/
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of physicians' assistants indicates that this category of

workers, developed and dominated by physicians, is begin

ning professional izing efforts to increase its autonomy and

decrease its dependence upon medicine.” Although an exam

ination of competency confirming of PAs, at this time, un

doubtedly would resemble the conformance process, what will

be the situation if PAs successfully change their status

from "assistant" to "associate"? Are professional izing

efforts occurring among other intermediate-level workers?

Are collegial processes incompatible with the semi-autonomous

status of occupational group's partially dominated by a parent

profession? The nurse practitioners and physicians at the

clinics seem to suggest that sociologists might well examine

work settings with social structural characteristics which

promote collegiality, as well as conformity.

Turning to the core variable "personalizing, " I have

little doubt that this interactional strategy is common in

other working relationships. One automatically thinks of

the interactions between female Secretaries and male bosses.

But what is unclear is the issue of whether personalizing is

a consequence of power distribution, the gender of the Social

actors, or a combination of both. An obvious way to study

this issue is to select comparative groups which might repre

sent the various possibilities. For example, only female NPS

*"Eugene Stewart Schneller, The Physician's AS S is tant,
Lexington, Massachusetts: Lexington Books, 1978.
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and male MDs were included in this study. Does personaliz

ing occur between private practice male NPs and male MDs 2

If so, how is it similar to and different from the personal -

izing in this study ? Likewise, what is the situation between

male NPS and female MDS and female NPS and female MDS 2

Obviously, one need not limit comparative groups to

nurse practitioners and physicians. Any combination in

which power distribution and gender can be predicted would

provide suitable comparisons. Female executives and male

secretaries would make an interesting comparative group. I

am especially curious to know if male subordinates engage in

personalizing and if so, what it looks like. Do male sub

ordinates as sess the moods of their bosses 2 Do men have dif

ferent tactics for showing deference than do women? Is the

potential for sexual activity an issue for male subordinates?

The possibilities for further development of the concept of

personalizing in working relationships seems rich indeed.

Implications for the NP Movement

One obvious implication for the nurse practitioner

movement is that NPs and MDs desirous of devel oping col –

legial relationships have a greater likelihood of doing so

in work settings similar to the team-oriented clinics. And

a closely related implication is that the division of labor

in such settings enables NPs to make greater use of their

nursing and medical backgrounds and skills. Or, using

language popular in current nursing literature, they have

the opportunity to be "role expanders" rather than "role

-Tº

"I ºf
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extenders" (i.e., physician extenders).

For individual NPs and MDs these implications suggest

that they select work sites with social structural proper

ties which approximate those of the clinics. On a profes

sional and/or political level, I suggest the NP movement

mobilize support for ambulatory health care models which

either approximate the structural characteristics of the

clinics or have the potential for doing so.

At a minimum these model S would need to meet several

Social structural requirements: all staff should be salaried;

medical dominance should be constrained; and a sizeable

group of ideologically committed NPs should be employed.

The first requirement is obvious. Collegiality and

role expansion are probably not possible unless physicians,

as well as all other staff, are salaried. We saw the con

sequences in private practice of a MD employer-NP employee

arrangement.

Some constraint on medical domination is certainly an

essential condition for collegiality and probably for role

expansion by NPs. When constraints are absent and dominance

persists we have the situation of physicians defining for

themselves and others all matters pertaining to health and
28

illness. This means that health professional s with

diverse backgrounds, skills, and definitions are likely to

**Eliot Fried son, Professional Dominance, New York:
Atherton Press, 1970, p. 223.

/ f
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find their work controlled by physicians and their autonomy

severely limited. Comprehensive health care, let alone

collegiality and role expansion, is hardly possible in the

presence of unrestrained medical domination. Constraints

may be applied by an administrator or administrative body,

an inter disciplinary staff, or a particular occupational

group Such as Nps. 49
We saw in the clinics a staff enforcing an ideological posi

tion which limited medical dominance. Martin discusses

tactics used by NPs in a community clinic to constrain medi

cal dominance which ranged from continual conformation and

feedback to MDs to a reorganization of the clinic with sepa

rate departments of nursing and medicine.” Regardless of

the tactics used, administrative support for constraints

would seem essential .

An ideologically committed NP group appears to have

three essential characteristics. First, they define their

work and roles more broadly than just their performance of

delegated medical tasks. That is, they capitalize on their

nursing as well as their medical backgrounds. Second, they

**Martin describes an ambulatory clinic in which the
NP group and clinic administrator successfully applied con
straints upon medical dominance. See, Leoni de L. Martin,
"View from the Firing Line: Family Nurse Practitioner in
California," in The Law and the Expanding Role, Bonnie
Bullough, ed. New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1975,
pp. 95-124.

30 Ibid.

And constraints may take various forms.
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require collegiality in their working relationships with

physicians (and other health professional s). And, third,

they recognize and use their collective power in creating

collegial inter disciplinary relations and in performing

their expanded role.

I think the current health care scene has several

models for ambulatory health care which have the potential

for meeting the social structural requirements I have Sug

gested are necessary for collegiality and role expansion.

Among these are Neighborhood Health Clinics, Community

Health Clinics, and Health Maintenance Organizations. These

are the models I suggest NP movement participants support

on a professional and political level and consider choosing

as work sites on an individual level.

º
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APPEND IX A

METHODOLOGY

As I indicated in Chapter 1, the methodological

approach in this study is the qualitative method in soci

ology known as grounded theory. Grounded theory is both

a method for analyzing data and for making decisions about

What kinds of data to collect and where relevant data may

be located. The tools for data collection were those of

the field method, specifically they were direct observa –

tions and interviews.

The purposes of this Appendix are to discuss the

methodological strategies used in the study and to provide

a picture of how the major study concepts were derived and

developed. The study can be divided into two phases: a

pilot study; and the core of the study. Note must be made

that the nature of grounded theory is such that data are

simultaneously collected and analyzed and these activities

occur continuously. In order to avoid repetition, I will

discuss various methodological procedures at points which

highlight the progression of the study rather than following

a strictly serial order of presentation. Thus, in discuss

ing the pilot study I will defer attention to data collec

tion and analysis procedures, focusing rather upon the

purposes and consequence of that first stage. However, in
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the second stage I will discuss methodological procedures

by indicating examples of the emergence of the core variables

and their properties.

PILOT STUDY

My purpose in conducting a pilot field study was to

locate a general problem area for my dissertation. I had

become interested in nurse practitioners because I was liv

ing in a western state which made rather extensive use of

them; I knew very little about their work and roles; and I

was associated with an educational program which offered

nurse practitioner training. The latter factor was impor

tant because it enabled me to apply for and receive a small

grant from the W. K. Kellogg Foundation which defrayed costs

of the study.

The site for the pilot phase was a comprehensive

health care clinics organization composed of a central clinic

and two rural satellite clinics. I selected this organiza

tion because it employed several NPs (5–9 during my contact

with the clinics) and was within commuting distance of my

home. Although I spend some time in the rural clinics, I

focused my observations in the "central " clinic. That

clinic had a larger staff, serviced more clients, housed the

administrative staff, and was the site for the organization's

staff meetings.

Early in the summer of 1975 I negotiated entrée to
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the clinics organization with the administration and staff.

We agreed that I would have access to all personnel,

activities and documents, and that my presence must in no

way interfere with staff work. I spend roughly 50 hours

over a five week period collecting data. However, many

aditional hours each week were devoted to typing field notes

and coding data. The tool for data collection was parti

cipant observation. I observed NPs and MDs as they gave

care to patients; talked informally with staff members,

administrators and patients; attended staff meetings,

lunches and an occasional staff party; and read various

clinics' documents. In most observational situations I car

ried a note pad in which I jotted down reminders which then

as sisted me in typing field notes at the end of the day.

Before returning to the clinics for further observations, I

coded the field notes for initial categories and their prop

erties. This enabled me to plan what further data were

needed (and where they might be located) for discovering

additional properties of emerging categories and new cate

gories.

During the field study a "critical incident" occurred

which shaped my thinking concerning the general problem I

wished to study. That incident was the anticipated and

actual arrival of a new staff physician. Prior to his

arrival, my field notes are filled with discussions such as

the following:
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At lunch today Pam and March (NPs) started talk
ing about the "new doc" who'll be here in two weeks.
March was out of town when he was interviewing for the
position.

M. I voted we hire him. His background sounds super.
But I feel kind a funny cause I didn't meet him.
You liked him a lot, huh?

P. Yeah. He seemed real comfortable with a , like,
you know, working from protocols. He hasn't
worked with NPs before but knew a lot about us.
I liked the way he came a cross. I talked to
him about how we all get along here, the NPs and
docs deciding together how we do things and that
kind of thing. I said, 'Tim, this may be a new
ball game for you, the NP's here are a new breed of
nurses, we stand up to the docs and don't go in
for the reverence bit.' He was real relaxed about
it all. Sam (medical director) is worried cause
his experience with adults is real limited .

M. But we decided we need a pediatrician now.

P. We did , but you know Sam, he wants super docs
(laughs), NPs too ! But anyhow, Tim will be here
(central clinic) for awhile, we can help him out
with big people and he can help us out with the
kiddies. (7/11/75, clinics)

Data such as the above were especially intriguing to me both

because of the atypical role nurses (NPs) were playing in

selecting a physician and because of how the NP's referred

to their role relations with physicians. I began focusing

my observations not only upon all events associated with the

physician's arrival but also upon NP-MD interactions in

general. And, in turn, NP-MD interactions emerged as my

general study area.

The pilot phase had several consequences for this

study. First, I had an opportunity to map various dimen

sions of NP work and roles in a particular setting.
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Second, I located a work site (and learned a great deal

about it) which became a comparative setting for later stages

of the study and to which I returned repeatedly for additional

data. Third, I had begun a data bank which I used through

out the study. And finally, the purpose of the pilot study

phase was realized in that a general problem area had

emerged.

CORE PHASE

Thus, at the beginning of the second phase of this

study I was conceptual izing the general problem area as dis

covering the nature of nurse practitioner-physician relation

ships. Obviously numerous other potential problem areas

became apparent during the course of the pilot phase. I

could have chosen to focus upon the careers of NPs, the

processes of becoming a nurse practitioner, NP-patient

relationships, etc. However, as I indicated previously, my

interest in NP-MD interactions was stimulated by the unusual

role played by the clinics' NPs in selecting and evaluating

physicians. In addition, in the clinics I observed numerous

indicators of collaboration, interdependence and collegial -

ity among the NPs and MDs. These were the terms so frequently

used in the literature and oral rhetoric of NP supporters

to characterize NP-MD relationships in general . Although I

acknowledge approaching the second phase with continuing

skeptism concerning NP-MD collegiality in spite of what I
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had observed in the clinics; I made a conscious effort to

remain open to additional data on NP-MD interactions.

Continuing Data Collection

After the pilot phase, I was faced with three pri

mary data collection problems: where to locate additional

comparative groups; how to best gain entrée to those groups;

and what my approach to data collection should be. Some

discussion as to how I managed these problems seems appro

priate.

I contacted the State Board of Nursing and was pro

vided with a list of names and work site addresses of all

the "certified nurse practitioners" and their "physician

preceptors." It became apparent from this list that NPs

were working in private physicians offices, public health

departments, and community or Neighborhood Clinics. Although

NPs were concentrated in the southern more populous region

of the state, there also were NP's in remote rural areas.

I made a decision to attempt to collect data from each of

these types of primary care sites and geographic areas. My

interest was not in attaining a representative sample, but

rather I did not know where I would locate comparative

groups which would be especially relevant to the general

study problem. Because examples of all the work sites were

a vailable in or relatively near the area where I lived and

my travel funds were limited, I decided to concentrate data

collection as close to my home as possible.
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Next, I had to consider strategies for gaining entrée

and collecting data. Whereas in the pilot study I had

collected data by conducting a field study in which par -

ticipant observation was the tool, that tool presented some

problems in the second stage. I wanted to focus obser

Vations upon NP-MD interactions and I had no idea under

What conditions NPS and MDS interacted in the various work

Sites. Also, I had some concern that the social actors

might be reluctant for me to enter their work a renas if

direct observation was my first data collection tool . I

assumed that interviews might be less threatening, and

would permit me to establish some rapport before I requested

permission to observe the actors. Consequently, I first

sought entrée for open-ended interviews and later nego

tiated permission to observe some of the NPs and MDs.

I began sending letters to potential subjects (see

sample letters, Appendix B). And as I received affirmative

responses I began scheduling interviews. Because the

grounded theory approach requires simultaneous data collec

tion and analysis, I understood the importance of spacing

interviews to allow adequate time for analysis. However, I

tape recorded the interviews and their transcription (by

an assistant) took considerable time. Consequently, I

worked out a schedule in which I conducted several inter views,

a nalyzed them conducted several more interviews, etc.

This pattern enabled the transcribing assistant to have a
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rather constant flow of work and it all owed me to a nalyze

data as it became available as well as continue with the

inter views.

The interviews. I decided that interviewing the

actors (NPs and MDs) separately was essential in order to

maximize the potential for open responses. I began the

inter views by assuring the interviewees of the anonymity and

confidential ity of their information and seeking their per

mission to tape record the interview. Although early in an

interview it was relatively common for an actor to comment

that the recording made him or her uncomfortable, as the

interview continued this apparently ceased to be an inhibi

tory factor. However, one NP refused permission for tape

recording and consequently I took notes throughout that

interview. Also one MD asked that I turn off the recorder

at one point, which I did and later turned it on again with

his permission.

The interviews were "focused" or "semi-structured"

in the sense that there were relatively specific areas I

wanted the respondents to discuss and I referred to a list

of questions (see Appendix C). However, many of the

questions were "open-ended" requiring rather lengthy respon

ses and I followed up on leads in those responses before

returning to the question list. Also I was not constrained

to follow any particular order for as king questions but

rather I tried to follow the "natural" order of the flow
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of conversation. After the very first interviews, I began

modifying questions, eliminating some (as king MDs about

their professional educational background produced little

relevant information) and adding others. Even before the

first interviews were transcribed and available for analysis,

I became aware of other areas I needed to include . For

example, one NP spoke of the "trial period" she and her

private physician-employer arranged and which covered the

first six months of their relationship. I began as king

other actors about this, and that information became impor

tant in the emergence of the competency confirming category.

Another NP, in response to my closing question (a sking for

relevant information we had not yet covered) said, "I think

it would be good if you asked people if they've had any

sexual type issues they had to work out." This suggestion

was included in future interviews and led to the development

of the personal izing property, "managing the potential for

sexual intimacy."

Data Analysis

Two major analytic strategies are jointly used in the

grounded theory approach: the constant comparative method

and theoretical sampling. The former is the procedure

whereby concepts, their properties, and relationships be

tween concepts and properties emerge from the data. The

latter (theoretical sampling) is the procedure which guides

the analyst in deciding where to look for additional data.
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A final procedure to be discussed in this section is "memo

writing." This involves writing and storing ideas which

are stimulated during the analytic processes.

The constant comparative method. Central to the

constant comparative method are the strategies of "open

coding"' and the "comparisons process." Coding in the

grounded theory approach is considered "open" in that cate

gories, their properties, and relationships between them

emerge from data rather than being preconceived by the

analyst (or someone else) and then applied to the data.”
The strategy begins with the analyst underlining all poten

tially relevant data. Then the analyst asks a series of

questions of the data. These include: "What category does

this incident indicate?"; "What is actually happening in

the data ?"; and , "What is data a study of?"3 These ques

tions simultaneously keep the analyst focused on devel oping

specific codes directly from the data (substantive codes)

but also looking at the broader phenomena under study. That

is, how do the specific codes relate to the whole?

The table which follows (p. 261 ) illustrates how

'Also known as "substantive coding." See footnote
#2 for reference.

*Barney Glaser, Theoretical Sensitivity, Mill
Walley, California: The Sociology Press, 1978, pp. 56-61.

*Ibid., p. 57.
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2)

CodingQuestions Whatcategory
or
property
of a

categorydoesthisincident indicate? Whatis
actuallyhappening
in thisincident?

a)Whatsocialpsychological problem(s)confrontsthe actors(s)?
b)Underwhatconditionsdoes

itoccur?
c)Howisit
managed?

d)Withwhatconsequences? Whataretheseandothersuch data
a
studyof? Wherecan

I
findmorerele wantdata?

OPENCODING
Data

Youspend
alotoftimethe firstyearfocusing

onthere lationship(withtheMD
....

Youthinkaboutitalotand workonit.Evenifyou've workedwithotherMDsandthey haveworkedwithNPSbefore, stilleveryrelationship
isnew

It's
a
very Andafter

andverypersonal. closerelationship. awhileyougettotheplace whereyoudon'thavetoaskeach otherverymuch.Youonlyhave tosayabouthalfasmanywordsto getacrossthesamething.(FNP, privatepractice,10/16/77)

CodesandClues forData

1)
PERSONALIZEDRELATIONSHIPS (PERSONALIZING?) RelationshipProperties REQUIRESTIMEANDWORK EACHONENEW PERSONAL CLOSE emotionally?(INTIMACY?) spatially? Whatotherproperties?

2)

PERSONALIZINGenablesactors to
PREDICTeachothers BEHAWIOR a)

PREDICTINGBEHAWIOR
b)
TemporalConditions beginswhenactorscome together? lasts

a
year
-
thenwhat?

Whatotherconditionsare present? c)Howisthiskindofre

lationshipbuiltand maintained?
d)Whyis

predictability important?Whathappens
ifitisn'tthere?

Arethereotherconsequences
fortheactors?

3)NP-MDinteractions
4)NP-MDdatainsameanddif

ferentsettings.
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the coding process works. It should be noted that in the

actual process, the analyst keeps the questions in the left

column in mind rather than on paper. Also the codes (cate

gories or their properties) in the actual process are

placed in the left margin of field notes and interviews. In

the table the codes are capital ized.

To recapitulate, the coding process involves under

lining all relevant data, and a sking a series of questions

which both produces codes and raises specific additional

questions for further data analysis (and collection). Thus,

we see in the example in the table that these particular

data provided early properties, conditions for, and con

sequences of , what became one core variable, i.e., personal -

izing.

That is, the category which the data indicated was

a "personalized relationship," or in the active form, the

actors were "personalizing." It is also clear from the data

in the table that "personalizing" requires time and work;

and each personalized relationship between NP and MD is new,

personal and close. During early coding, I did not know

if the property, "close" referred to emotional closeness

(intimacy) and/or spatial closeness. It turned out to be

both. In answering the question, "What is actually happen

ing in this incident?", I relied upon several sub-questions,

which Glaser suggests." These were: "What social

4 Ibid.
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psychological problem (s) confronts the actor (s) in the

incident?"; "How is it managed 2"; "Under what conditions

and with what consequences?" It seemed apparent that the

problem was how the actors managed the issue of predic t

ing each other's behavior. Thus, behavior prediction also

appeared to be a consequence of personal izing. The partic

ular incident revealed only two clues as to what conditions

prompt personal izing. These were temporal conditions,

i.e., personalizing apparently begins at the onset of the

relationship and continues for a year.

The table also illustrates various questions I

raised as I analyzed the particular incident. I wanted more

information about "closeness" and other properties of per

sonalizing. I needed to check out more indicators of the

temporal conditions and look for other conditions. I wanted

to know why it was important for the actors to be able to

predict each other's behavior; what happened when they were

unable to do so; and what were other consequences of per

sonalizing. And, I wanted to know how personal izing

developed and was maintained. Finally, the question, "What

are these and other such data a study of ?" was answered :

"NP-MD interactions." And, it was clear that I needed to

continue coding data from similar and different comparative

group S.

The categories, their properties and relationships

among them were continually being modified through the
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analytic strategy known as the "comparisons process. "? This

strategy consists of three stages in which the analyst con

tinually moves back and forth between inductive and deduc –

tive processes.

Glaser states that in the first stage, "the analyst

compares incident to incident with the purpose of establish

ing the underlying uniformity and its varying conditions.""

As I compared incidents of data I found uniformity in inter

actions among NP-MD dyads in private practice but not in

the other comparative groups. This enabled me to further

establish under what conditions personal izing occurred.

Likewise, incident to incident comparisons modified early

dimensions of personal izing. For example, "emotional close

ness" became "intimacy," which in turn was a major property

of personalizing with several dimensions. And , "spatial

closeness" was found to be a condition under which per

sonal izing occurs.

As I continued comparing incident to incident, I also

compared the emergent concepts to additional incidents.’

This second stage enabled me to both verify emergent con

cepts and to discover additional properties of the concepts.

*Ibid., pp. 49-52. Also see, Barney G. Glaser and
Anselm L. Strauss, The Discovery of Grounded Theory, Chicago:
Al dine, 1967, pp. 101 – l l 5.

*Glaser, Theoretical Sensitivity, p. 49.

7 Ibid., p. 50.
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For example, it became apparent that the actors engage in

tactics for building and maintaining intimacy, e.g. , sharing

confidences, as sessing moods, etc. Likewise, concept to

incident comparison revealed that intimacy accounts for

only part of the personal izing behavior, with the property,

informality, accounting for the rest.

Finally, in the third stage, the analyst is contin

ually comparing concept to concept. For an example of this

activity, I turn to the other core variable in this study,

"competency confirming." For quite a long period while I

was coding data and comparing data and concepts, I worked

with the concept, "competency testing," but eventually I

realized that this is simply one stage in a more general

process. That is, competency confirming is a broad concept

with different subprocesses depending upon the work setting,

and competency testing is but one stage in one subprocess.

Theoretical sampling. As data analysis continued,

it became apparent that my original and tentative idea of

interviewing and observing NPs and MDs in all types of work

sites and geographic locations was inappropriate. This

became obvious for the simple reasons that there was very

minimal direct NP-MD interaction in either the public health

departments or in most of the rural outposts. In both of

these settings, NPs provided primary health care services

without on-site physician presence. The little interaction

with physicians which did occur was by telephone.
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Consequently, after the first set of interviews, I reassessed

further data collection plans. Such an undertaking would be

an an a thema to those analysts adhering to a preconceived

study design utilizing statistical sampling procedures.

However, to the grounded theory analyst relying upon theo

retical sampling, this readjustment was logical .

Glaser and Strauss have described "theoretical

sampling" as follows:

(It) is the process of data collection for generating
theory whereby the analyst jointly collects, codes, and
analyzes his data and decides what data to collect
next and where to find them, in order to develop his
theory as it emerges. This process of data collection
is control led by the emerging theory, whether sub
stantive or formal . The initial decisions for the O
retical collection of data are based only on a general
subject or problem area . . . . They §re not based ona preconceived theoretical framework.

Furthermore, in his book, Theoretical Sensitivity, Glaser

adds:
The analyst who uses theoretical sampling cannot

know in advance precisely what to sample for and where
it will lead him. Only as he discovers codes and
tries to saturate them by looking for comparison
groups, does both codes and their properties and where
to collect data on them emerge. It is never clear cut
for what, or to where discovery will lead. It is
Ongoing.

From the above quotes, it is clear that both cate

gories and comparative groups emerge in grounded theory.

The groups which emerged in this study were NPs and MDS in

private practice and in the clinics organization in which

*Discovery of Grounded Theory, p. 41.

*Theoretical Sensitivity, p. 37.

-

º

Jºy.
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I conducted the pilot study. I also interviewed three NP

educators concerning various dimensions of competency con

firming, such as elements of NP competency.

By the time the comparative groups emerged, I had

analyzed the interview data from the private practice dyads

and had discovered several properties of the core variables,

"personalizing" and "competency confirming. " I had also

coded my field notes from the clinics and these data

indicated that the staff engaged in a form of competency

confirming, at least for new experienced providers. Now my

data collection took several directions.

I wanted to observe several private practice NP-MD

dyads to look for indicators of properties of the emerging

core variables or data which would modify these concepts.

During interviews I had arranged to return to observe NP

MD dyads in four practices. And, in addition, I was

especially interested in locating dyads just beginning their

association. In the clinics, I wanted to return to observe

if or how the staff managed the competency issue for new

inexperienced providers, as well as look for indicators of

personal izing or other interactional concepts.

At this time I had cultivated several "key informants"

in both private practice and the clinics. Consequently, I

contacted these people and alerted them to my current data

collection interests.

With the assistance of my private practice informants,
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I was able to locate four newly formed or forming NP-MD

associations. Among these, I successfully negotiated entrée

into three of the practices. And I was able to follow the

development of their relationships over a period of several

months (3-12 months). 10 In one of the practices, my con

tact with the actors began during their pre-employment

interviews; and , in the other two , I began observing and

talking with the dyads within a few weeks after the NPs were

hired. The data collected on the newly formed dyads were

especially relevant in the development of the properties

of the conformance process and in providing density in the

personal izing properties.

I spent approximately 40 hours observing the three

newly formed dyads. I tried to space my observation periods

to reflect differing temporal points in the relationships.

For instance, I observed the dyad which I followed for a

year during the second week, and the second and sixth month.

And conversations with this dyad continued, at intervals,

following the observation periods. Whenever I observed any

of the dyads, I watched for every opportunity to informally

talk with the actors, individually and together. And, I

conducted informal exit or concluding interviews with each

of the dyads. Interestingly, two weeks after the exit

interview with one dyad, in which they reported in glowing

100ne relationship ended at three months with the
resignation of the NP over a salary dispute.
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terms how well their relationship was going, the NP phoned

to tell me she had just resigned.

By the time I returned to observe the private prac –

tice dyads I had interviewed at an earlier period, one of

the relationships had dissolved. After spending a day

observing a pediatrician and his pedia tric nurse practi –

tioner, I real i zed that very little new data was emerging.

I did observe the non-rec procal use of given names and

various other personal izing indicators. However, these

properties were becoming saturated' and so I limited my

observations in the other two practices to a very few

hours.

Throughout the period that I was observing in the

private sector (and analyzing those data), I was also in

continuing contact with the clinics. I returned at several

points and observed the various stages of competency con

firming for one experienced and two inexperienced NPs

and a second physician (I had observed the confirming of one

other MD during the pilot phase). I also was able to

specify the conditions for and consequences of the unique

and limited personal izing which occurred among the clinics'

NPs and MDs. Much of the data indicating the two clinics'

ideologies (and other social structural properties) had

ll Saturation means that no new categories or their
properties are appearing in the data. Consequently, the
emergent categories are saturated.
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been collected and analyzed during the piot phase. The

combined time spent in participant observation at the clinics

during the pilot and second phases was roughly 100 hours.

Memo writing. The final analytic procedure to be

discussed is "memo writing." This process begins with

coding and continues throughout data collection and

analysis. However, I have chosen to discuss it here in an

effort to minimize the confusion of discussing activities

which occur, in reality, simultaneously.

Glaser states that, "Memos are the theorizing write

up of ideas about codes and their relationships as they

strike the analyst while coding." 12 During the constant

comparative analysis of data in both phases, I wrote

countless memos. Usually after I had coded several indi

cators of a category or its properties, I would become

aware of new ideas related to those codes. Then I would

stop coding and write one or more memos. Appendix D (p. 279 )

contains samples of memos. It will be noted that I began

by indicating the code about which I was writing in the

title of the memo. Then, I simply wrote down my current

thoughts about the code and/or its relationship to other

codes. I included examples of data which illustrated the

code and/or incidents from which the code had emerged. Some

memos contained directions for further data collection or

'*Glaser, p. 83.
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suggestions for examining other available data, and some

referred to sensitizing concepts from relevant literature.

Initially, I was overly concerned with selecting the

"right" words, proper sentence structure, etc. This self

imposed constraint slowed the pace of my work. Eventually,

with consultation from a member of my dissertation com

mittee, I was able to ignore these concerns and my pace

increased.

Memos were constantly reworked, rewritten and reinte

grated. This occurs because new data were continually being

collected, coded and a nalyzed. Consequently, the analyst's

ideas about the data and their significance were continually

shaped and reshaped.

As memo writing continued, I became aware of several

consequences. First, the process enabled me to back-off

from the data and think more abstractly about it. Second,

I was able to store ideas which would have become lost if

I had not stopped coding long enough to record them. Third,

through memo writing the relationship among properties

became apparent and the "analytic skeleton" which guided the

study emerged. Fourth, as I indicated previously, memos con

tained directions for additional data collection and

references to relevant literature. Finally, reworked memos

shaped the format and content for this dissertation manu

script.
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Writing the Paper

The substantive section of this paper was written

first. Chapters 2-6 are the reworked and rewritten memos

which were an integral part of the data analysis and which

present the core variables. The memos were sorted to

present content in the following manner. First, the nature

of each core variable and the conditions under which it

occurred were presented. This was followed by a discussion

of the properties and their relationships. Because both

variables deal t with problems and issues which were stra t

egically managed by the social actors, the properties

reflect that focus. An examination of the consequences to

the actors of engaging in personalizing and competency con

firming ended the discussion of each core variable. In

Chapter 6, I bring the core variables together and indicate

how they integrate and account for a wide range of inter

actional behavior of the social actors.

Following the completion of the middle substantive

section, I wrote the introductory chapter. Chapter 7

(Study Relevance and Implications) and the Methodology

Appendix were written last and end the paper.



APPEND IX B

SAMPLE LETTERS FOR EL IC IT ING INTERVIEWS

#1

Elizabeth Doe
Director of Physical Health Services
Southwest District Health Department
Anon, Western State

Dear MS Doe:

I am conducting a study on "The Nature of Working Relation
ships Between Nurse Practitioners and Physicians." This
study is , in part, being sponsored by the Kellogg Founda –
tion and will be my doctoral dissertation in sociology.

As you well know, nurse practitioners are playing an
important role in public health departments in Western
State. Consequently, I am eager to include the Southwest
District Health Department nurse practitioners and their
physician preceptors in my study sample. This would
involve my interviewing each of the nurse practitioners
and physicians for approximately 1-1/2 hours.

I am uncerta in as to the steps necessary to gain entrée into
the Southwest District Health Department and access to
interviewing the nurse practitioners and physicians. I
would greatly appreciate your advice and as sistance in
clarifying the procedure I need to follow.

I look forward to hearing from you at your earliest conven
ience.

Sincerely, yours,

Janice A. Buehler, Assistant Professor
Anon State University
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SAMPLE LETTER #2

Thomas Pseudonym, M. D.
Mary Alias, C. N. P.
Medical Arts Center
Anon, Western State

Dear Dr. Pseudonym and Ms. Alias:

I am conducting a study on "The Nature of Working Relation
ships Between Nurse Practitioners and Physicians." This
study is , in part, being supported by the Kellogg Founda –
tion and will be my doctoral dissertation in sociology.

As you well know, the number of nurse practitioners and
physicians working together in private practice in this
area is limited. I would like very much to include the
two of you in my sample. This would involve my inter
viewing each of you, discussing such areas as: how you
came to work together; your major responsibilities in the
practice; and similarities and differences in your working
relationships compared to other physicians and nurses with
whom you have worked. I estimate that interviewing each
of you would require about two hours.

Under the Kellogg grant I am permitted to pay interviewees
only $25 per hour for up to three hours on a given day.
I realize that this amount is only symbolic of what your
time is worth .

If you have questions about any a spect of the study, please
feel free to telephone me. I hope you will seriously con
sider permitting me to talk with you. I will contact you
within a week to learn of your decision and if it is
affirmative, make appointments with you.

Since I am teaching part-time at A. S. U. , my time for inter
views is limited to Monday after noons, and any time on
Thursdays and Fridays.

Sincerely yours,

Janice A. Buehler, Assistant Professor
Anon State University
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APPEND IX C

QUESTIONS FOR list SET OF INTERVIEWS

WITH PHYSIC IANS 12/29/76

Would you give a brief summary of your professional
education?

What types of positions (roles, jobs) have you had
prior to this?

Have you worked with nurse practitioners before? Where?
When 2

How many NP's do you work with? How long have you
worked together?

Do you work in the same physical location as the NP(s)?

Roughly how much time do you and the NP(s) actually
spend together each day, week , month?

Would you describe your work and responsibilities in
in this setting? Which of these activities do you see
as most important? Most satisfying?

Would you describe the NP's work and responsibilities?
Which of these do you consider most important?

How did you come to work with a NP2

How has working with a NP changed your own work?

Would you describe your relationship with the NP(s)?

Possible prompts :

a. Are there differences working with NPs compared to
Other RNS 2 Similar i tie S 2

b. Who makes what kinds of decisions here?
c. What now seems important about the first several

weeks you worked together?
d. How is your relationship different now compared to

the beginning? How is it similar 2
e. How are disagreements handled?
f. Are there unresolved issues between you? What

are they?
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1 2.

13.

14.

What qualities should the ideal NP have for this
particular setting (practice, agency) 7 Which of these
is most important to you ?

What words best describe how you and the NP work
together?

Can you think of other information which would help
me understand your relationship with (NP) *
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10.

| | .

QUESTIONS FOR list SET OF INTERVIEWS

WITH NURSE PRACTITIONERS

12/29/76

Would you give a brief summary of your professional
education?

What types of positions (roles, jobs) have you had
prior to this?

How is working with doctors in this setting similar
to working with them in other places you've worked?
HOW is it different 2

How many MDs do you work with here? How long have you
worked together?

Do you work in the same physical location as the MD 2

Roughly how much time do you and the MD actually spend
together? What are you doing during those periods?

Would you describe your work and responsibilities?
Which of these activities do you see as most important?
Most satisfying?

Would you describe the MD 's work and responsibilities?
Which of these do you consider most important?

How did you come to work here?

How has your work changed since you've been a NP2
(prompt for impact MD has on her work)

Would you describe your relationship with the physician?

Possible prompts:

a. Who makes what kinds of decisions here?
b. What now seems important about the first several

weeks you worked together?
c. How is your relationship different now compared to

the beginning? Similar?
d. How are disagreements handled 2
e. Are there unresolved issues between you? What

are they?
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12.

13.

14.

What qualities should the ideal MD have for this
particular setting? Which of these is most important
to you?

What words best describe how you and the MD work
together?

Can you think of other information which would help
me understand your relationship with (MD) 2
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APPEND IX D

SAMPLES OF MEMOS

MEMO #1 7/6/78

"Competency Testing:" "Do NP's Do It?"

In a previous memo, "Sources of uncertainty for NP

concerning her competence," I listed four sources: MDs,

self, patients, and NP peers. But a prior question is , do

both MDs and NP's test the competence of the other?

All MDS I've interviewed and observed so far do

test NPs early in the relationship. But with NPs it's less

clear cut or there's more variability. NPs can be found

doing the following: 1) not considering the MDs competence

an issue; 2) seeks out information about MD's reputation;

and 3) does test in presence of other NPs.

An example of the first mode is apparent in the

following:

I really never think much about whether a physician
is competent that I'm considering working for . That
sounds pretty naive but its true. I guess I've tended
to assume they're competent. Even though I know better.
I guess I'm so busy trying to prove my competence that,
at least in the beginning, I assume they're competent.
It's like we (NPs and MDs) start at different places.
I assume he's competent till he proves otherwise and he
assumes I'm incompetent till I prove otherwise !
(FNP instructor, 10/16/77, p. 4)

Apparently it's not that uncommon for NPs to take

for-granted MD's competence. I say this because I asked a

general question of all NPs and MDs concerning their
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counterpart: "What qualities should the ideal physician

(nurse practitioner) have, in this setting?" Rarely did

NP's list competence as a quality. However, physicians

almost always included competence or knowledge or own

limits as a desired quality of NPs.

When physician competence is of concern to these NPs

they check it out by seeking information about the physi

cian's reputation or by subtly and covertly testing. One

NP who did list physician competence as the essential

charactistic for an ideal physician told me the following:

I continually ask nurses in hospital s what they
think about various physician's competence. And I ask
MDs that I know real well. I think you learn a lot
about MDs by listening to what their reputation is in

**unity. (FNP in special ty practice, 3/25/77,

During the weeks at the clinics, I saw many indicators

of NP's testing a new physician's competence. Sometimes the

NP's simply observed the physician as he saw patients or

performed other activities in the clinic and then commented

on his performance among themselves. At other times, they

presented him with some client problems and they privately

evaluated his response. But, sometimes his performance came

up in staff discussions. Need to get back there to observe

more new people. Do MDs test each other's competence?

Does all this stage out in some process?
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MEMO #2 7/27/77

"Nature of the NP-MD relationship in
Private Practice: Fragile and Vulnerable"

The NP-MD relationship in private practice seems much

more vulnerable and fragile than the relationships in a

clinic structure. A NP new to the private practice setting

described it as follows:

"It's really scarey in private practice. If you
don't get along with the physician you're working for ,
that's it. He has all the power because he pays
your salary . . . all the contacts I have with him
are so personal ized. That's part of why I'm so up
tight being new. You know, I worry about not doing
anything yet to earn my salary." (urban cardiology
practice 7/13/77)

Several important concepts emerge from the above

data. First, because of the structural condition of being

the physician's employee, the NP is vulnerable. She can be

fired. This consequence is readily recognized by NPs work

ing for private MDs.

"Today a NP was telling me how anxious she is right
now working with Dr. X. She has learned from a third
party that he thinks they have basic philosophical dif
ferences. I asked, "What is the worst thing that could
happen to you?" Immediately she said, "I could be
fired." (urban Cardiology Practice, 7/26777)

Another characteristic of these relationships is that

the interactions have the potential for being highly person

alized and intense. A young physician in private practice

who was interviewing prospective NP's for his practice told

m e :
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And

"This is a harder decision than choosing a marriage
partner. Actually there are a lot of similarities in
a relationship with a NP and being married. You want
to make it work, but you don't know each other yet.
Things can get distorted. We'll spend a lot of time
together but it's going to be a rough time until we
really know each other." (specialist urban practice
interview, p. 35

another excerpt from the anxious new NP:

"I just don't know where he's coming from. I have
no idea whether he's satisfied with me or not, I just
pick up a lot of nonverbal stuff and I don't know what
it means." (urban cardiology practice 7726)
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MEMO #3 9/17/77

"Physician Delegation to Nurse Practitioners
as Passing Down Dirty Work"

0swald Hall in his paper, "Specialized Occupations

and Industrial Unrest" uses Hughes concept of "dirty work."

Hall points out that every occupation selects activities

with higher prestige which they maintain for themselves

and other activities of a disagreeable sort (dirty work)

which they turn over to a class of newcomers.

This process, Hall says, "goes on incessantly in an

occupation; the members continually label one activity as

genteel and another as derogatory. One of the frequently

noted solutions is that . . . the dirty work is turned

over to a class of newcomers . . . ." (p. 14)

Probably this is , analytically, what physicians have

done with nurse practitioners. Activities which are viewed

by many physicians as mundane, boring, "time consuming,"

and in other ways unrewarding, are passed down to NPs.

Examples of this include: physical exams, diagnosis and

management of common, minor illnesses and management of

chronic illnesses.

A graphic illustration of this was shared by Mary

Smith (FNP with The Model Family Practice Unit at County

Community Hospital). This particular health care

setting is an ambulatory clinic which provides training for

Family Practice residents. The stable core of workers are
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full and part-time FNPs. Mary was telling me that she and

the other FN P's recently became aware that they had large

case loads of patients with chronic low back pain and were

rarely seeing pre-natal patients. When they checked into

the situation, they found that indeed the residents were

a couiring large casel oads of pre-natal women and were

referring the back pain patients to the FNPs. Mary

explained it as follows:

"They find the pre-natal patients more rewarding.
They know they'll see a lot of them in their own
practices and they like the basically cheerful
attitude of those mothers-to-be. They call the low
back patients "crocks" and don't like seeing them.
Actually we (FNPs) do a better job with them anyway.
We're will ing to take the time with them, l is ten to
their complaints, give them suggestions for decreas -
ing their pain, and just treating them like human
beings. (9/16/77)

So, apparently as long as the occupational group

receiving the delegated tasks continues to define them as

acceptable, the process continues. In fact, it goes like

this: physicians pass down some of their dirty work to NPs ;

NP's see those activities as adding to their prestige, setting

them a part from regular, traditional nurses. So everyone

wins ! What is one occupational 's dirty work is gladly

accepted by a lower status group as enhancing their

prestige
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